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ABSTRACT 

FACULTY OP ARTS 

FRENCH 

fester of Philosophy 

ROEERT lAPONT AND OCCITAN NATIONALISM 

by Lucy Dana Brain 

This thesis examines Occltan nationalism as seen by Robert Lafont, a leading 

exponent of Occltan culture and language. 

A short biography Is Included to Introduce Robert Lafont. The history of 

Occltanla Is then examined, as Lafont asserts that It Is too often ignored. 

This chapter attempts to demonstrate how the lands of the 'Langue d'Oc' were 

gradually integrated into France as it is today. The thesis then proceeds 

to determine how French became the dominant language in France, although the 

Oc language is a language in Its own right and not a dialect of French. The 

position of Occltan Is then discussed, the teaching of it In schools, and 

the growing Interest in it as a language of the oppressed South. Chapter 

Three then proceeds to compare the two leading groups involved in the 

'Renaissance d'Oc'; their different ways of writing the Oc language are 

discussed, as well as the differing opinions of both groups. Chapter Four 

is devoted to Mistral, a founder member of the Fellbrige. This chapter 

studies the role played by Mistral in the renaissance of the Oc language 

and culture. In Chapter Five, Lafont's theories on regionalism and nation-

alism in Occltanla are reviewed. He feels that Occltanla has been colonised 

by the North and absorbed into the centralised State. This chapter shows 

how and why this happened, according to Lafont. Chapter Six examines 

Lafont's proposals for decolonisation and autonomy, and his political 

Ideals. The final chapter deals with the Occltan movement as a whole, and 

the concept of Occltan identity together with the achievements of the move-

ment and its future. The Conclusion examines the present position of the 

Occltans under the Socialist government, and their struggle for social and 

economic justice as laid down by Lafont. 
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Biographical Note 

As Robert Lafont is not well known In England It seems appropriate to 

begin with a biographical note, lafont rarely provides direct details of 

his life In any of his books and the scant information in this short bio-

graphy Is taken mainly correspondence addressed to the author of this 

thesis. 

Robert Lafont was bom in Nimes in 1923, the son of a civil servant, 

A significant moment in his adolescence which was to influence the rest of 

his life was a trip that he made with his father to the Jura, It was during 

this trip that Lafont became aware of the existence of his Occitan birth-

right: "J'al eu la revelation de 1'existence de mon pays, de ma langue, de 

ma culture dans la distance. C'etalt en 1937 : j'avals 14 ans."^ Soon 

after this trip Lafont was sent to live in Nimes with his maternal grand-

parents who only spoke Occitan when at home, and thus his awareness of his 

Inherited culture now became a reality. Lafont therefore cultivated the 

language which he was to later defend and promote. He states: "Je leur ' 

dols ma langue." He then started writing In the Occitan language: "Je 

suls ecrlvaln occitan depuls ma selzleme annee."^ Lafont's life during the 

war years Is succinctly described by his statement: "J'apparti&ns & la 

generation qui a v6cu I'occupatlon avec revolte. J'al connu la clandes-

tlnlte." The liberation flnda Lafcnt In a post as "chef du cabinet du 

Prefet & N i m e s . a post he was to leave a few months later when mobilised 

into the regular army. According to Lafont a more detailed account of his 

childhood and of his life during the war can be found In his book. La Vlda 

de Joan Larslnhac and LI Camlns de la Saba, published In 1951 and I965 

respectively. Lafont states that these books, although not purely auto-

blographlcal, "peuvent etre conslderes comme eclalrant ma vle."^ After 

the war Lafont became a teacher and ftom 1945 to 1964 he taught In State 

grammar schools In Sete, Aries and Nimes. "J'al tout ce temps-l& enselgne 
7 

la langue d'oc." 

1 Personal Correspondence, March 2nd I983 
2 Ibid. 
3 R. Lafont; Lettre Guverte aux Franqals d'un Occitan, p.17 
4 Personal Correspondence, March 2nd I983 
5 Ibid. 
6 Ibid. 
7 Ibid. 



Although a full-time teacher, Lafont has always been active in the 

promotion of the "langue d'oc" and its culture. A prolific writer, he 

has greatly contributed to Occltan literature whilst politically he has 

endeavoured to promote the Occltan cause. He states: "Je suls de ceux 

qui ont aide I'Occitanie a naitre ou a renaltre."^ In 1943, a non-

conformist newspaper was published with the name of Occltania by the 

"Jeunesse Occitaniste"; its secretary was Robert Lafont. Later, in 

1945, he founded the monthly Occltan paper L'Ase Negre (The Black Donkey). 

Seen as a controversial paper, it brought together a group of Occltan 

writers who believed in "le combat occitaniste de gauche."^ In 1951 he 

became the general secretary of the "Institut d'Etudes Occitanes" and was 

later its president. In I962 he became the general secretary of the 

"Comite Occltan d'Etudes et d'Action", which set out a reglonallst pro-

gramme for Occltania. In 1964 he helped create Vlure (The Rigiht to Live), 

another paper in vMch Occltan nationalists could give expression to their 

ideas. In 1974 he stood as Occltan candidate for the presidency of Prance, 

but took no part in the second round of voting. Whilst continuing with 

these activities Lafont still found time to write poetry, novels, plays, 

newspaper articles and books on the language, history and economic situa-

tlon of Occltania. 

The best description of Lafont's diverse activities has been made by 

his close friend and colleague Yves Rouquette, who states: "Ne en 1923 a 

Nimes, 11 a fait tant de choses (de la poesie, de la Unguistlque, de 

I'enselgnement, de Inanimation culturelle, du roman, des anthologies, de 

la direction de revue, de la correction d'epreuves, du joumallsme, de 

I'hlstolre, des conferences, de la mlse en scene, des pieces de theatre, 

de la conversation, de la radio, des chansons, des nouvelles, de la cor-

respondance, des llvralsons de porte a porte, de I'economle, de la poH-

tlque, des manlfestes, des discours) qu'on ne salt par ou conmencer. 

1 R. Lafont, Lettre Ouverte aux Rrangals, p.16 
2 R, Lafont & A. Armengaud, Hlstoire d'Occltanie, (article by 

C.I. Delpla), p.865 
3 R. Lafont & C. Anatole, Nouvelle Hlstoire de la Litterature Occitane, 

p. 801 — 
4 Ibid., p.800 



As one can see frcm Yves Rouquette's statement, Lafont Is a man of 

many Interests and yet all of them concentrate on the Occitan language and 

culture. Another listing of Lafont's activities states: "Robert Lafont, 

ecrivaln occitan et linguiste, est a la fois I'hlstorien et I'economlste 

du sou&tdeveloppement regional et du colonialisme interieur franqals. 

C'est sur ses analyses que se fond©... la revendlcation occitane d'aujourd'-

hui."^ 

1 R. Lafont, Mistral ou 1'Illusion, backcover 



CHAPTER I 

An Historical Perspective 

"Le Itord est signe de conmandement"^ 

In the preface to his book La Revendication Occitane^, Lafont 

claims to be an historian of Occitanist aspirations. Tb him the 

special task of such an historian is to establish all the facts that 

account for, and have culminated in,the emergence of Occitan 

nationalism. According to Lafont the rise of France as a dominant 

power has been, in part, at the expense of Occitania, as France, in its 

role as a dominant power, has brought about the need of Occitans 

actively to demand their rights^ that have long been ignored. He 

claims that the ignorance of the existence of Occitania was not, and is 

not, innocent ignorance, but that it is a cultivated ignorance 

encouraged by the centralisation of power in France so as to refute the 

assertion by Occitans that they have an identity of their own.^ Ihe 

need for a true history of Occitania is especially important to Lafont 

as in the past twenty years the general French public is gradually 

becoming aware that Occitania exists. Lafont feels that for too long 

Occitan history has been overlooked by French historians, but that now 

things are changing. "La revend i cat ion Occitane, linguistique, 

culturelle, socio-gccnomique, politique, est aujourd'hui si manifeste 

que plus personne en France ne peut I'ignorer. Elle alimente des 

polGmiques de presse, elle fait des succ#s de librairie. Radio et 

t§l§vision d'Etat r§sistent de plus en plus mal 5 sa pression. Les 

organisations politiques traditionnelles ccmmencent & s'en Imouvoir. 

En bref, elle devient un fait d'opinion p u b l i q u e . " 5 

1 R. Lafont, letter CXiverte aux Frangais, p.99 
2 R. Lafont, La Revendication Occitane, p.7 

Biis is an objective review of Occitan history by an Occitan 
including a look at Occitan language and culture and describing the 
measures that are being taken to ensure that Occitania is revived 
and survives. 

3 Rights such as the teaching of their language in schools, having a 
say in regional econcmy, decentralisation and eventual recognition 
of Occitania's importance. 

4 The question of Occitan identity will be discussed in detail in 
Chapter 7 of the thesis. 

5 R. Lafont, La Revendication Occitane, p.7 



The fact that Rrance has been a dominant force both hlstorloally 

and linguistically on Occltania is of great importance to Lafont as It is 

only through making these facts known to the general French public that 

they will understand the plight of Occltania and the reason vftiy it must 

fight for its fast-disappearing language and culture. As Guy Heraud 

states: "Privee de son support linguistique, une culture deperlt coime 

une plante deracinee".^ One must therefore understand, says Lafont, that 

the history of Occltania is "celle des pouvoirs et des classes de pouvoir", 

According to Lafont the name Occltania was modelled on the Latin 
ii 

word Aquitarda. It was used by the Capetian chancellory, at the end of 

the Xlllth century, to describe the newly-annexed territories of Toulouse 

. the lands of Prance. Toulousains spoke the "langue d'oc". French 

(the "langue d'o5l") was unknown to them. Lafont sees the use of the word 

Occltania originally as a political ploy on the part of the Capetians: 

"II marque une grande habllete politique, car la langue elle-meme deborde 

largement le terrltolre ccnquls, en partlculler & I'ouest jusqu'& I'ocean, 

sur le domaine anglais". The Occltania of today is therefore not sinply 

a collection of regions In the South of Prance; It Is a collection of 

regions with a unity provided by the "langue d'oc". As Lafont &%ys: 

"L'Occltanle sera done deflnle sur la carte par des ffontleres llnguls-

tlques".^ The traditional provinces of Occltania (Lafont calls them 

"epaves d'hlstolre Tnalheureuse"^) are as follows: Gascony and Bearn, 

Aquitaine, the Limousin, Auvergne, Languedoc, the Dauphine and Provence.^ 

Prom the Vth century untllldePrankish victories. Prance (as It Is 

today) was divided Into two parts, Into two opposed civilizations. It Is 

with the Prankish Invasions that Northern greed for Occltania is first 

evident. In fact Lafont points out: "L'hlstoire de Prance est une his-

toire des Francs valnqueurs".^ Lafont presents the history of Occltania 

1 Guy Heraud, Peuples et Langues d'Europe, p.93 
2 PL lafont, Lettre Ouverte aux Prancals. p.162 
3 The use and origin of this name is disputed by many, especially the 

Pellbrlge. cf. below, p.34 
4 R. Lafont & A. Armengaud, Hlstoire d'Occltanie, (article by Lafont), 

p.395 
5 R. Lafont, Renaissance du Sud, p.13 
6 R. Lafont, Clefs pour I'Occitanie, p.11 
7 R. Lafont, Lettre Ouverte aux Franqais, p.? 
8 These are the provinces of Occltania as listed by lafont. Ibid., p.7 
9 PL Lafont, Clefs pour I'Occltanle, p.22 



as seen throu^ the eyes of an Occltan nationalist rather than throu^:: 

those of a Frenchman. He claims that French historians tend to ignore 

Occltanla or skirt about the subject when writing a history of France, 

thereby avoiding the fact that the South has always been dominated by the 

North.^ The Franks are therefore usually depicted as heroes liberating 

the South from barbarians. 

Barbarian invasions brought an end to Roman power in France. By the 

late Vth century the Visigoths had control of the South around Toulouse, 

whilst the Franks ruled the North; both were Germanic peoples, but hostile 

to each other. In 507 and 53^ the Franks invaded, defeating both Visigoths 

and Burgundlans, and yet although they were nominally the new masters of 

the South, they were unable to settle their meridional conquests. The 

Franks therefore remained content with sporadic looting expeditions into 

their new territories and It was not until 719 that the situation was to 

change. In this year the Arabs, long since masters of Spain, invaded 

Septimanla, the remaining Visigoth lands. According to Lafont the Pranks 

were alarmed probably because they knew that most of their vassals In the 

South preferred the Arab Muslims as allies. The Franks therefore set out, 

under the command of Charles Martel,^ using the Arabs as an excuse, to 

Invade the South yet again. The Arabs were defeated and the Franks saw 

the war as one of liberation. Yet, says Lafont, the South probably pre-

ferred the Arab presence.^ He considers this as a proven fact because In 

the Vnith century the Basques had a change of heart and decided to fight 

against the Franks. This meant that Charlemagne, when fighting the Spanish 

Muslims, also had to contend with Basque guerilla fighters. The Franks, 

being seen as unwelcome Intruders, it follows that France is therefore 

already perceived as a menace and as a despotic power. This sets the scene 

for the rest of Occltan history under French dominance. 

Although the Franks liberated, as a French historian would say, the 

South from the Arabs, they did not gain direct control of the Southern 

provinces. In 84$, Provence, having been cruelly repressed by the Franks, 

1 R. Lafont, Lettre Ouverte aux Franqais, p.33-38 
2 R. Lafont, La Revendlcatlon Occltane, p.25 
3 Charles Martel is often seen by French historians as a hero; Lafont 

sees him as the commander of a hostile force that marked the beginning 
of French usurpation of Southern lands, cf. R. Lafont, Lettre Ouverte 
aux Franqais, p.35 

4 R. Lafont, La Revendlcatlon Occltane, p.25 



revolted against Its Germanic inasters. In 879 Boson, a brother-in-law of 

Charlemagne, proclaimed himself King of Provence and the Vlennols. He was 

soon to gain the lands of Bourgpgne and the Bourgulgnons were to:rule 

Provence until 1032. In fact many provinces were ruled by Prankish nobles 

and yet did not form an Integral part of the Prankish Enplre. As Lafont 

states: "On peut aussl blen constater que les seigneurs francs adqptent 

la cause de leurs sujets en Navarre, en Gascogne, en Septimanle, en Provence; 

leur politique de cette fagon epouse un dynamlsme qui ne va jamais dans le 

sens de 1'unite franque". And so for a few centuries Occitanla flourished, 

avoiding the repression of its Rrankish neighbours. The date of the first 

Crusade, 1096, saw Ralmond de Salnt-Gllles, Count of Toulouse and Marquis 

of Provence, as commander of the array of the Oc peoples. The Counts of 

Toulouse in fact became key figures in Occitan history: "Car maintenant 

I'Occitanie ... existe en fait sinon en titre; pour la grande expedition 

medlterraneenne la feodalite m&kHonale de I'anclen royaume franc semble 

se grouper a I'ecart de ce royaume et merre contre lui".^ Due to the in-

fluence of Toulouse as a flourishing Mediterranean centre of trade and 

civilisation: "Le pays s'organise en une mane vue d'independance et 

d' expansion". The Counts of Toulouse were even to found an Oc State In 

Tripoli. 

There were other Influential noble families in Occitanla. In 1032 

the Dukes of Aqultaine, through various inheritance settlements and 

marriage contracts, mainly with the family of Ralmond IV of Toulouse, 

gained territories in the East, thus allowing them access to the Medi-

terranean and Its trade routes. Gulllaume VII of Poitiers, related by 

marriage to Ralmond IV of Toulouse, and ninth Duke of Aqultaine, was to 

greatly Influence the Occitan civilisation. A man of considerable gifts, 

he Is generally credited with being the first troubadour. 

A third and less influential power in Occitanla was that of the 

Counts of Barcelona. Although Catalans, they soon acquired lands In 

Occltania through various settlements with the other rulers. According to 

Lafont, Ralmond Berenger I of Barcelona was to have great Influence on the 

Oc language: "II a promulgue entre 1058 et 1068 les Usatges de Barcelona 

qui consacrent la langue moderne".^ 

1 Ibid., p.27 
2 Ibid., p.28 
3 Ibid., p.29 
4 Ibid., p.29 



The South gradually became a thriving trading area, especially 

around Toulouse, under Ralmond IV, with a burgeoning literature and a 

refined language. As Lafont states: "De Barcelone & Poitiers, de 

Clermont a Aries, une civilisation nouvelle s'epanoult: I'art roman a 

ouvert ses chantlers rellgleux, la poesle ronme prend son essor, I'archl-

tecture urbalne se developpe".^^ And yet this flourishing Oc civilisation 

could not survive, mainly due to French greed for the riches of its South-

ern neighbours. 

The 12th century was marked by great rivalry for the Oc lands: "Les 

princes qui menent le jeu politique & I'avantage de leurs ambitions, prennent 

pour echiquler un pays dont son orlglnallte culturelle fait un domains pres-

tlgleux de la vie soclale, et sa situation geographlque une aire de grande 
2 

strategie". The mein contender for the Oc lands was Prance and it took 

six centuries to acquire them, throu^ conquest and annexation. The French 

also g&ined lands through complicated networks of marriages and alliances 

drawn up with the Occltan rulers of the tlme.^ 

The conquest of Auvergne in 1212 was the first step In the long 

acquisition of the South, Toulouse was to follow as the result of conquest 

In 1271: "la capitals frontlere, elle servait de relals a une expansion 

franqaise".^ 

With the loss of Toulouse, the other provinces were to follow. The 

Dauphlne fell in 1343, Aquitaine when the English were defeated in 1453; 

Provence was officially annexed in 15^7; Gascony went to the French crown 

when its king, Henry of Navarre, became King of Prance In 1589; Bearn re-

llnquished its independence as the Etats de Beam gave up their constitution 

in 1789, whilst Avignon, the Comtat Venaissin and dependencies went to the 

French crown in 1791, mainly due to the Pope's collaboration with the French 

kings. 

The conquest of the South complete, France then pursued the process 

of cultural and linguistic assimilation initiated at the end of the 

Albigensian wars. 

1 Ibid., p.29 
2 Ibid., p.33 
3 For a more detailed account of Occltan history, cf. Lafont's books: 

La Revendicatlon Occitane, Sur La France, Hlstoire d'Occitanie. 
4 R. Lafont, Renaissance du Sud, p.13-14 



CHAPTER II 

Restoration of the Language 

Lafont's prime concern In his fight for Occitanla Is that its 

language be recognised as a full language rather than as a dialect of 

French or as a "patois". As already stated, Occitanla is the area where 

the "langue d'oc" is spoken as opposed to the'^langue d'oil". The object 

of this chapter is to describe briefly how these two Romance languages 

evolved in the one nation and then to discuss Lafont's theories as to how 

French became the dominant language of France, and has relegated Occitan^ 

to the Inferior status of a "patois". For lafont it is inportant that one 

should be aware of the linguistic divisions in France and that France has 

systematically ff^nchlfled (the word is used here In the same general sense 

as russiflcation) its regions with a canpaign, especially in schools, that 

he calls "la chasse aux patois". Lafont claims that this campaign has 

gradually destroyed regional dialects and languages: "II n'y a toujours 

en ce pays qu'une langue, sans adjectlf, le f±angals, les autres ont au 
q 

plus un statut de 'langues et dlalectes locaux'". 

From the 13th century the French kings gradually Infiltrated the 

South by placing French administrators in provincial towns and giving them 

land. Lafont describes this process as "I'occupatlon des rouages admlnls-

tratlfs"^ by the North. As this happened the French language slowly became 

the dominant language, being seen as a superior national language, whilst 

regional languages gradually lost ground, "un sort soclologlque commun".^ 

This frenchiflcatlon of the South, according to Lafont, led to the increas-

ing loss of vitality on the part of the "langue d'oc" as centralisation on 

Paris and its surrounding regions made the lie de Prance into the "Zone de 

disparitlon des patois".^ The King and his court spoke only French so that 

non-French speakers were looked upon with disdain. 

1 It should be noted that a general term such as Occltan is essential 
to a scientific study of the "langue d'oc"; Provencal is merely a 
dialect of Occltan. 

2 R. Lafont, Decolonlser en France, p.92 
3 R. Lafont, La Revendication Occitane, p.210 
4 R. Lafont, Renaissance du Sud, p.lB^ 
5 R. Lafont, La Revendication Occitane, p.18 
6 R. Lafont, Revolution Regionallste,~p.l87 
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Iherefore, to satisfy the wishes mT the ruling classes ̂  all dialects 

of the langue d'oc fell Into disuse, except In domestic circles. The result 

of this linguistic tyranny has meant that Prance today Is in fact the only 

European country not to have promoted Its regional languages: "Les langues 

reglonales de Prance sont les seules langues d'Europe a ne pas etre resti-

tuees en dlgnlte, largement ensel( 

tion that Lafont seeks to change. 

tuees en dignite, largement enseignees et protegees"It is this sltua' 

According to Lafont, the destruction of autochthonous languages of 

the regions through their not being promoted Is of great detriment to the 

regions themselves and to their cultures. He feels that because regional 

languages have lost their importance people are unaware of their existence. 

In order to rectify this, Lafont has scxi^t to persuade the State to pub-

lish maps of Prance showing all the regional languages, hoping that in 

this way people would become more aware of other languages existing In 

their own nation.^ As the State has not ccmpUed, Catherine Bertho, writing 

on regional languages, states: "Leur celebration et leur defense devlennent 

... un acte militant et un acte de defense du patrlmolne. Acte militant 

quand 11 s'aglt de defendre ou de retrouver a travers la langue une Iden-

tite perdue ... acte de defense du patrimoine lorsque les militants de la 

renaissance Unguistlque sont motives surtout par le desir de sauver de la 
o 

dlsparltlon".-^ This statement reflects Lafont's views. He feels that one 

must seek to preserve the "Oc" language so as to feel wholly Occltan, as 

the language Is part of a heritage that must not be lost: "Occltanle, qui 

a sa langue et sa culture propre, son originalite historique faite des 

grandes luttes d'un passe ancien et recent pour vivre libre chez sol" 

As he says, to preserve the language It Is necessary to fl^t for It, and 

to fight for better educational facilities so that future generations will 

grow up aware of the culture and of their language. 

This fact shows the need for militant action. Alain Touraine states: 

"L'idee d'une identite occltane, la 'grande idee', pour parler ccmme Robert 

Lafont, celle qui en jaillissant exprlme la reprise d'un destin Interrcsrpu 

1 Ibid., p.187 
2 Medlas et Langage : Les Langues de Prance, No. 18, June I983, p.17 

(extract from an Interview ̂ ^th Lafont) 
3 Ibid., p.9 
4 Panphlet "Nos Autres", distributed: August 1983. Pull details of 

this panphlet to be found In Appendix A. 
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par des slecles de donlnatlon franqalse, est Indissoclable des mouvanents 

intellectuals et politiques qui agitent la Prance au sortir de I'epoque 

revolutlonnaire et napoleonlenne".^ 

(a) Evolution of the Two Romance Languages 

Occltan belongs to the group of Romanalanguages that evolved from 

the Latin of the Reman Eiipire. French also belongs to the same group 

and yet evolved differently. Thus, under the general label of Gallo-

Romance, we have two distinct but related languages: the "langue 

d'oc" and the "langue d'oSl". "On salt que cette expression vient de 

la maniere dont exprimalt I'afflrmatlon: *oc' (lat. 'hoc') au mldi, 

'oil' (lat. 'hoc ille') au Nord".^ 

In A.D. 419, as a reward for services to the Roman Enpire, the 

Visigoths were offered a permanent home in South-West Gaul: "the 

seven cities of Toulouse, Agen, Bordeaux, Perigeux, Salntes, 

Angouleme and Poitiers being specified for their occupation".^ Six 

years later they declared themselves a separate kingdom, with 

Toulouse as its capital, that was to last eighty years. South-West 

Gaul had formerly been known as GalliO-Narbonnensls, whilst the 

North was Gallia Lugdunensis. It was the latter that was to be 

Invaded and settled by the Pranks. Occitania therefore coincides, 

very approximately, with Gallia Narbonnensis. 

The fact that there was very little social contact between the 

Goths and the native population. Inasmuch as the Visigoths remained 

"an aloof military caste, devoutly Arian in religion, forbidden to 
h 

intermarry with the native population", and the additional fact that 

Latin was widely used, with the Visigoths retaining pro-Roman tenden-

cles, meant of course, that there was a lack of Vlsigothic Influence 

as such. This meant that the influence of administrative Latin 

"already founded in an earlier province and continually fed from Rome, 

penetrated more deeply and directly into the whole population".^ 

A. Touraine, Le Pays Contre I'Etat, p.41 
Written by a team of writers researching on the "luttes occltanes", 
their development, their efflcacity, and their future, (cf. article 
"A propos d'un livre d'Alaln Touraine" in Plurlel, No.26, June I981, 
by Yvon Bourdet) 
Brunot, Histolre de la Langue ftgnqaise, p.304 
W.D. Elcock, The Romance Languages, p.232 
Ibid., p.234 
Ibid., p.199 
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It Is perhaps for this reason that Occltan evolved so little frcm 

Its Latin origins. "En effet, malgre la conmunaute d'orlglne ... les 

parlers provenqaux ont un caractere de conservatlsme marque, en face 

du franqals qui temolgne d'une puissance novatrlce telle qu'on 

reconnait beaucoup plus malalsement chez lul les prototypes latins."^ 

The Visigoths therefore did little to divert the progress of Latin 

or Influence Its evolution, unlike the Franks in the North. 

Another difference that marks Occltan fron French Is that the 

South of France was also subjected to other Influences "not only from 

the Visigoths and Burgundlans, but also frtm the Spanish Moors, and 
2 

even the Byzantines and Genoese". By A.D. 507, the Franks had brou^t 

the Visigoth kingdom to an end: "La langue latlne ronpt ses attaches 

avec les normes tradltlonnelles, se charge d'un apport lexical du aux 

nouveaux occupants. 8a syntaxe, sa morphologle, sa phonetlque se 
O 

transforment et 1'evolution varle sulvant les regions". By the 6th 

century then, the Franks had already successfully Invaded and settled 

In Northern Gaul. 

Although they used Latin as an administrative language,^ the 

Franks had not undergone a previous period of Rcmanlsatlon; they 

preserved links with their homeland, East of the Rhone, bringing in 

reinforcements when needed, whilst their language, a dialect of 

Gennanlc, strongly Influenced Northern Gallo-Rcmance. 

These are not the only differences opposing the Visigoths, as the 

Franks swiftly accepted the Christian religion^ and they freely Inter-

married with the native peculation. Altogether their Influence was 

much greater on the existing language. "More Iriportant, perhaps, than 

any direct Influence on the scAmd system, was the effect of Franklsh 

1 A. Brun, Parlers Reglonaux, p.35 
2 Mario Pel, Story of Latin and other Romance Languages, p.114 
3 A. Brun, Parlers Reglonaux, p.19-20 
4 i.e. Salic Laws (Lex Sallca) cf. Elcock, Romance Languages, p. 2^7, 

pp. 320-321 
5 The word "Rcmani", I.e. speakers of Latin, as opposed to the word 

"Barbarl" vdilch, originally meaning "of unintelligible speech", evolved 
as the word describing the Germanic-speaking tribes. French, therefore, 
although a Romance language, was greatly Influenced by Germanic sources. 
A personal ccmnent Is that, unlike Occltan, French could be tenned a 
"langue barbare". 

6 i.e. Clovls, A.D. 496; cf. W.D. Elcock, Rcmance Languages, p.247 
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In breaking down the cohesion and prestige of "correct" spoken Latin, 

never so strong North of the Loire as In the South, thereby leaving 

the iway open for rapid change and local differentiation In the Gallo-

iRoman vernacular of the Northern region. In this way the Pranks 

undoubtedly played a large part In creating the rift between langue 

d'oll and langue d'oc".^ 

(b) Prenchlflcatlon and " . La Chasse aux Patois" 

Once the South was finally conquered by the Pranks, the process 

of French becoming the dominant language was set In train, yet the 

"langue d'oc" remained. "La langue d'oc foisonne partout, prouvant 

anplement que les parlers locaux demeurent, a cote du latin, I'instru-

]ment normal des ecrltures, aussl blen dans les grandes vllles que 

dans les petites ccmraunes ... On peut dire que, durant tout le moyen 

age, le franqals a ete une langue etrangere dans les provinces du 

mdi".2 

Lafont comments on the unrelenting nature of the struggle between 

the two languages, seen in its totality: "Aucune autre langue en 

Europe, peut-on dire, si ce n'est la bretonne, n'a eu a reslster & 
o 

un processus aussl long et Insldleux de destruction et d'allenatlon". 

Prance remained content with Its political annexation of the 

"langue d'oc" regions until 1539 when the Ordinance of Vlllers-

Cotterets was passed: "The French Crown had shown little concern with 

the linguistic conquest of the regions under Its administration. 

Language was relevant merely as an Instrument of rule. The Ordinance 

of Villers-Cotterets In 1539, dealing with legal and judicial pro-

cesses, was a step in the Crown's long march to establish its autho-

rity over a diversity of rivals". ̂  Villers-Cotterets made the use of 

French obligatory In administrative matters: "Voulons dorenavant que 

tous arrets ensemble toutes autres procedures solent de nos cours 

souveralnes et autres subalternes et Inferleures, solent de reglstres, 

enquetes, contrats, commissions, sentences, testaments et autres quel-

conques actes et exploits de justice ou que en dependent, solent 

1 W.D. Elcock, Romance Languages, p.24? 
2 Brunot, Hlstoire de la Langue franqalse, p.369 
3 R. Lafont, Clefs pour I'Occitanle, p.55 
4 E. Weber, Peasants Into Frenchmen, p.70 
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prononces, enreglstres et dellvres aux parties en langage matemel 

franqais et non autrement (article Originally this was 

passed as a measure against the use of Latin. "Its Intent was not 

to make French the national tongue, but sinply to make sure that 

the language of the King's Court would be used in the quarters 
p 

significant to his power." Yet 1539 for Lafont saw the end of 

Occltan as "une langue vehlculaire" in that it was no longer used 

for official purposes such as to transcribe laws and documents. 

Nonetheless, It did survive in a few exceptional regions as a 
h 

vehicular language. 

The importance of 1539 in the destruction of Occltan as a language 

in its own right can be sunmed up in a point made by the Italian 

historian Angelo Monteverdi: "The official language, once it Is 

established, becomes the tool of bureaucrats, notaries, lawyers, 

the courts, the anny , the schools. It would be strange indeed if 

it did not infiltrate the local dialects, in addition to thrusting 

than into the background."^ Lafcnt therefore sees this Incipient ' 

frenchification of the provinces as the beginning of the end of 

Occltan as an independent language: "Lorsqu'ils deviennent des 

provlnclaux franqals, les Bretons et les Occltans se volent proposer 

... 1'usage d'une langue qui n'etait pas d'abord la leur, et se 

trouvent d'emblee interesses a la vie d'une comrnunaute qui mobilise 

a son service leurs pensees et leurs forces, en une direction qu'lls 

n'avalent pas prevue."^ 

After 1539 the higher classes gradually took to speaking and using 

the French language. Notaries and clerks were obliged to leam and 

use French for administrative purposes, whilst the nobles and the 

bourgeoisie learnt French as It was the language of the King's court, 

and therefore fashionable. More Important is the posting of officials 

to the King's possessions In the Southern regions: "Les senechausses 

du Midi, ccrnrre les autres, volent des lors pulluler une multitude 

d'agents inferleurs, lieutenants, vlgulers, juges mages; toute agglo-

meration, de quelque Importance devlent le siege d'un office royal. 

1 A. Brun, Parlers Regionaux, p.76-77 
2 E. Web:: ::.er. Peasants into Frenchmen, p.70 
3 R. Lafont, Sur la France, p.29 
4 cf: M. Pel, Story of Latin and Romance Languages, p. 159, and 

R. Lafont, Clefs pour I'Occitanle, p.55 
5 M. Pel, Story of Latin and Rcm^ce Languages, p. 159 
6 R. Lafont, Sur la France, p.154 
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La Provence, nouvellement reunle, ccrprendra vlngt-clnq balllles cu 

vlguerles, et les tltulaires de ces enplols sont souvent Strangers au 

pays. Cette actlvlte politique et administrative risque fort de 

troubler les dialectes dans leur possession d'etat."^ Yet Occitan 

was still used to ccmrnunlcate with the lower classes who knew no 

French. In the 17th century the bourgeoisie "salt ecrlre eleganment 
2 

le franqals" although they largely supported a renaissance of Oc 

literature. Louis XIV created Academies to help the French language 

to be established and assimilated, and the end of the 17th century 

saw the creation of "Academies locales, flllales de I'Academle fran-

galse, qui ont pour tache de repandre 'le mellleur franqals' au 

detriment de ce qu!on appelle alors les 'Idlanes provenqaux' 

Yet Eugen Weber points out that many members of the provincial 

academies saw French as a foreign language: "Devoted as were the 

many academies - provincial counterparts of the Academie frangaise-

to the propagation of the French language, they functioned in the 

midst of populations that knew little or no French. In 1726 the 

Academy of Marseille held no public sittings because the public did 

not understand the language in which they were conducted."^ Never-

theless, it became thefcKdion to speak and write in French^ Lafont 

states: "Le passage au franqals est le slgne de la promotion Intel-

lectuelle, du modemlsme, blent6t de 1'ascension soclale."^ The 

Langue d'Oc is scorned and from this point on, pejoratively called 

"patois" by the so-called "educated" classes. "Les parlers d'Oc 
y 

sont voues & I'holocauste" says Lafont, whilst Michel Roquebert 

states: "La langue d'Oc prlt alors le maquis."^ Its resistance was 

to die down until rekindled In the early 19th century. 

It was, therefore In the 17th century that the word "patois" 

became a pejorative label for regional languages. The word patois 

changed from meaning "langue incomprehensible" to mean "un langagp 

corrcmpu et grossler".^ As Brun states: "Le patois, on le reconnait 

au sentiment qui inspire ces definitions, est un parler qui classe 

1 A. Brun, Parlers Reglonaux, p.75 
2 R. Lafont, Clefs pour I'Occltanle, p.55 
3 Ibid., p.55 
4 R. Lafont & A. Armengaud, Hlstolre d'Occltanle (article by R. Lafont),p.57^ 
5 E, Weber, Peasants Into Frenchmen, p.71 
6 R. Lafont, Clefs pour I'Occitanie, p.55 
7 Ibid., p.55 
8 Magazine Lltteralre, No.76, May 1973 (article by Michel Roquebert) p.21 
9 P. Bourdieu, Ce que Parler Veut Dire. p.30 
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celul qui I'anplole, le parler des gens de campagne par rapport & 

celul de bonne soclete. Telle est la note d'infamle qui s'attache 

aux parlers provenqaux".^ Gradually the use of the French language 

had beccme a status symbol, the rich using their regional language to 

conrnunlcate with their servants and poorer neighbours: "une situation 

de bllinguisme tend a s'lnstaurer: tandis que les maribres des classes 

pqpulalres, et particulierement les paysans, sont reduits au parler 

local, les membres de I'arlstocratle, de la bourgeoisie du comneroe 

et des affaires et surtout de la petite bourgeoisie lettree ... ont 

beaucoup plus souvent acces a 1'usage de la langue officielle ... tout 

en possedant le dialecte (encore utilise dans la plupart des situations 

privees ou meire publiques), ce qui les designe pour renplir une fonc-

tlon d'lntermedlalre".^ 

Here one can point out that Alain Touraine considers Occltanism as 

a movement not only against the exploitation of the South, but also 

as a socialist reaction against the bourgeoisie: "La langue etalt 

surtout conslderee coime 1'expression d'un peuple trahl par sa bour- " 

geolsie, beaucoup plus que conme la langue de la nation".^ 

Lafont sees the downfall of the Occltan language as being caused by 

the fact that the State, in its campaign of frenchlflcation, caused 

people living in the regions almost subconsciously to discard their 

language as a drawback to their advancanent: "Aucun Occltan n'a ete 

eduque & connaitre sa langue comme largue"^. This fact Is probably 

true as Bourdleu says: '̂ Tous les destins soclaux, posltlfs ou negatlfs, 

consecration ou stlgnate, sont egalement fatals ... parce qu'lls 

enferment ceux qu'lls dlstlnguent dans les llmltes qui leur sont 

assignees et qu'ils leur font reconnaftre".^ 

Ihe use of regional languages was seen as a sign of being socially 

Inferior. Therefore, once schools reinforced the use of French, 

regional languages were ignored and French became the consecrated 

language. 

1 A. Brun, Les Parlers Regionaux, p.85 
2 P. Bourdieu, Ce que Parler Veut Dire, p.30 
3 A. TouralTK, Le Pays Contre I'Etat, p. 24l 
4 R. Lafont, La Revendlcation Occitane, p,l82 
5 P. Bourdieu, Ce que Parler Veut Dire, p. 128 
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This feeling of Inferiority was further strengthened by the 

attempts of the Republicans to abolish dialects and replace them 

with the speech of the B^publlc. It was decreed that all teaching 

should be In French, "la seule langue Jugee dlgne de I'ecrlt, la 

langue frangalse, la plus lllustre, la plus belle de toutes les 

languesimodernes".^ This was a conviction that the Republicans 

sought to promote as, according to Eugen Weber, they saw linguistic 

diversity as a threat to the Nations's political unity: "The ideal of 

the Revolution lay in uniformity and the extinction of particularisms"/ 

Yet the idea of one language for France, "La langue dolt etre une 

come la Republique"^, met with difficulties, as most Republicans in 

the provinces found that to spread the cause they would have to 

address most of their audiences In the particular regional dialect. 

In fact, In 1793, I'Abbe Gregolre, a deputy of Nancy, who made many 

researches on the use of "patois" in France, in his statement to the 

Convention, shewed that out of 83 departments, approximately 15 spoke 

French exclusively^, whilst a minister of the Second Eiipire (I863 - , 

1869) found that, in the South, Occitan was "1'unique langue de la plus 

grande partie de la population (generalsnent de 70 a 90^ d'occltano-

phones monolingues)".^ And so the "chasse aux patois" continued. By 

the end of the Second Empire, imanyjpeqple understood French, even If 

they did not speak It^, and "patois" was still looked upon with 

hostility. In the l8th century, when talking of regional languages. 
7 

the Abbe Segulers stated: "On nous punlt quand nous la parlions". 

The fact that the speaking of "patois" was especially frowned upon 

in schools was mainly due to the Jules Perry Laws passed in the l880s. 

These proved to be the turning point In the battle of French against 

Occitan and other regional languages. 

These laws decreed that education should be free. "In I88I all 

fees and tuition charges for public elementary schools were abo-
O 

lished" . "In 1882 enrolment In a public or private school was 

1 R. Lafont, La Revendication Occltane, p. 19 
2 E. Weber, Peasants into Frenchmen, p.72 
3 R. Lafont & A. Armengaud, Histoire d'Occitanie,(article by C.I.Delpla) p.728 
4 Ibid., p.728 
5 Ibid, (article by R. Lafont), p.778 
6 E. Weber, Peasants Into Frenclmen, p.75 
7 R. Lafont & A. Armengaud, Histoire d'Occitanie, (article by R. Lafont)p.777 
8 E. Weber, Peasants into Frenchmen, p.308 
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made ccxipulsory".^ The language that was to be used exclusively in 

these schools was French; thus, although the laws were passed to 

improve education, they meant that Occltan was further doomed. As 

Lafont states: "I'ecole lalque et r%)Ublicalne, tout entlere 

consacree a 1'education civique, ecole nationallste frangaise, ne 

peut d'aucune fagon falre a 1'occltan quelque faveur dans ses 
2 

programmes autorltaires. Elle ne peut que I'ecraser durement". 

Lafont views these laws with great anger as he sees them as having 

been the way that Prance finally and destructively waged its canpalgn 

against Occitan. Children were forbidden to speak their own language 

and were therefore deprived of their own real culture by Republicans 

who claimed to be acting in the interest of the nation: "Laisser 

les citoyens dans 1'ignorance de lalangnenationale, c'est trahir la 
o 

patrie". 

Bourdieu supports Lafont's opinion that l880 was the turning 

point, as he states that: "Dans le processus qui conduit a 1'elabo-

ration, la legitimation et I'inposition d'une langue officielle, le 

systeme scolaire remplit une fonction deteiminante : 'fabriquer les 

similitudes d'ou resulte la comnunaute de conscience qui est le 

ciment de la nation'".^ Pupils were forced to see French as the 

superior language, says Lafont: "Le lieu de ce culte obligatoire, 

c'est 1'ecole elementaire".^ 

Mistral himself tried to plead with the government to spare his 

national language, but Lafont dismisses his attempts: "cette elo-

quence pathetlque ne peut rien".^ Ihis is because Mistral, althou^ 

pleading for a just cause, did not bring enough force into his argu-

ments to effect any modification in the decision. In fact. Mistral's 

statements prove to be orotund and inflated, written, one thinks, 

for their poetic value rather than for their efficacity as a politi-

cal demand. A small sang)le of Mistral's plea is quite sufficient to 

prove Lafont's point: "0 France, mere France, laisse-lui done a ta 

Provence, a ton joli Midi, la langue si douce dans laquelle elle te 

dit: 'Ma Mere' 

1 E. Weber, Peasants into ̂ ^enchnen, p. 309 
2 R. Lafont: La Revendication Occitane, p.215 
3 Michel Barrls,Langue d'051 Contre Langue d'Oc, p.32. Extract fron a 

speech made by Betrand Barere, member of the Conlte du Salut Public",1794 
4 P. Bourdieu, Ce que Parler Veut Dire, p.32 
5 R. Lafont, Lettre Ouverte aux Pranpals, p.27 
6 R. Lafont, La Revendication Occitane, p.215, cf. below, Chapter on Mistral 
7 R. Lafont, Lettre Ouverte aux Franqais, p.27 
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The effects of the Jules Perry laws proved to be long-lasting as, 

years later, Lafont and a fellow Occltan Nationalist, Claude Duneton, 

have school memories of "patois" being forbidden. In his Lettre 

C^verte aux Pranqals d'un Occitan, Lafont, discussing the effects of 

the law, states that children at school were punished for speaking 

in "patois": "Si une phrase de ce patois m'echappe, il me punira".^ 

Claude Duneton states: "Cartes nous parlions tous patois, les 

conversations sur la route ne s'etaient pas faites autrement ... 

Cependant tous les enfants passaient automatiquement au ftangais 
^ 2 

des qu'ils etaient dans la cour de I'ecole". Duneton does, however, 

mention a character at school called Trois Pommes, who could not 

speak French at all; but even then, in 1941, Duneton says that he 

was "Le dernier des Mohicans".^ In fact the 1914-1918 World War 

had more disastrous effects on the use of regional languages than 

the Jules Perry laws, as it meant that regional languages had to be 

discarded, and French was used for general communication, being the 

language that everyone could understand.^ "L'ecole, les guerres, 

les journaux, I'exode rural, se chargent mieux que les Ids, de 

reduire les langues reglonales a I'etat de curiosites folkloriques".^ 

Yet Jacques Cellard then goes on to say, in his article. Reveil des 

langues Regjonales,^ that between the years 1940-1950, the War, the 

German occupation, the Vichy Government and finally the Liberation, 

had the opposite effect on regional languages In that interest in 

them was revived, although it is difficult to explain the reason 

for this phenomenon. 

1 R. Lafont, La Revendlcation Occitane, p.215 
2 C. Duneton, Parler Croquant, p.11 

Por a more detailed account cf punishments meted out for speaking 
"patois" at school, of. E. Weber, Peasants into Frenchmen, p. 313 

3 C. Duneton, Parler Croquant, p.12 
4 cf. E. Weber, Peasants into Frenchmen, p.78-79 
5 Le Monde de 1'Education, No.20, September 1972 (article by J. Cellard) 

p. 4 
The fact that regional languages were reduced to the state of folk-
loric curiosities is an important factor in Lafont's fight for 
Occltania, as although Interest in them survived, it gave no real 
status to the language. 

6 Ibid, p.4 
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A personal theory Is that perhaps the use of regional languages 

became a secret code of rebellion against the expression suffered 

during these years. Lafont himself states that he still hopes for 

a resurgence of the Occltan language, yet that if people wish to 

keep their language, then they must fight for it. "En effet, les 

'Occltans' lient volontiers les problemes de la langue et de la 

culture a des revendications econcsnlques et polltiques et a une 

protestation contre 'I'iiqperialisme' frangais".^ This idea of 

fighting for one's language brings Lafont's idea of "le corbat 

pedagogique" to the fore. 

(c) The Occltan Language In Education, "Le Combat Pedagogique" 

In a private interview with the writer of this thesis in August 

1983, Lafont stated that if the fight for Occltan rights fails and 

the Occitan language is not properly reinstated within the next 

twenty years, then the whole Occitan movement will die, and the 

language with it. Therefore, he sees the Occitan language as the 

key to the Occitan movement; if the language can be kept alive, 

then Occitania will again flourish. Lafont sees the fact that 

there is more interest in Occitania, its language and its culture, 

as encouragir^ signs for its survival, and yet to thrive it needs a 

more important position in school curricula. Ihis can be further 

supported by Heraud's statanent: "Une langue qu'on n'enseigne pas 

est une langue qu'on tue".^ 

At the monent, according to Le Monde de 1'Education, Occltan is 

tau^t In 18 countries, ̂  yet Prance itself has ignored the Interest 

in this language as it is not Included in the official school 

prcgranmes. Yet the fi^t for Occitan to be tau#it in schools at 

all levels is beccming fiercer. In 1951 the "Loi Deixonne"^ gave 

the Occitan language a little more consideration. 

1 Ibid, (article by J.P. I^chardot), p.12 
2 Title^of Chapter VI of Lafont's book La Revendication Occitane 
3 Guy Heraud, Peuples et Langues d'Europe, p.71 
^ Le Monde de 1'Education, No.20, September 1975, (article by 

J,P. Richardot), p.11 
5 cf. Appendix B which contains the terms of the Loi Delxonne in full 
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"Des Instructions pedagoglques seront addressees aux recteurs en 

vue d'autorlser les maltres a recourlr aux parlers locaux dans les 

ecoles prima Ires et matemelles chaque fois qu'ils pourront en tirer 

profit pour leur enselgnement, notamnent pour 1'etude de la langue 

franQaise" (article 2) . This extract of the law shows an attempt 

at allowing regional languages in schools and yet, although as 

Lafont states, the law "met fin categoriquonent a la repression 

s colalre", it did not make the teaching of regional languages 

obligatoryj in that it did not mean to include them in the official 

school time-tables. "L'enselgnement, facultatlf, est donne au 

compte-gouttes et ne profite qu'a un tres petit ncmbre d'eleves".^ 

For exanple, in primary classes, one hour a week could be put by 

for regional languages If the teacher received enough demands fron 

parents.^ 

By 1975) in the higher school classes, "les langues et cultures 

reglonales peuvent falre I'objet d'un enselgnement facultatlf de 

trols heures par semalne lorsqu'un minimum de dlx eleves est atteint",^ 

In fact the law recognised r^ional languages, but worded it so that 

the teaching of It relied upon a demand from parents, the agreement 

of the "Inspecteur d'academle",^ and on the willingness of teachers 

to devote a lot of their spare time to extra-curricular teaching. 

"Autre condition de base ... la dlsponlblUte, egalement volontalre, 

de personnels enseignants qualifies ... et dont le devouement mili-
•7 

tant enportait sur les qualites pedagogiques".' finally, the 

position of regional languages in schools as recognised by the law 

of 1951 "n'a ete effective qu'& partir de 1966, avec ses premiers 
decrets d'application".^ 

1 Ibid., p.49 
2 R. Lafont, La Revendlcation Occltane, p.227 
3 Guy Heraud, Peuples et Langues d'Europe, p.70 
4 Le Monde de 1'Education, No.20, September 1976, (article by 

J. Cellard), p.4 
5 Ibid, p.4 
6 Ibid, p.4 
7 Ibid, (article by M. Denleul), p.6 
8 Ibid, p.6 
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However, frcoi the 1950s onwards, Occltan ivas considered more a 

language In Its own right. In 1972 there were 4,5^5 candidates 
1 

taking Occltan In the Baccalaureat, but by 1975 this figure had 

risen to 6,711. Iliese figures support Lafont's theory that 

inprovanent Is already on the way, as the numbers of candidates 

taking Occltan In the BEPC and the Baccalaureat rise each year. 

But Lafont says that it is a pity that they were forced to get 

Occltan into the Baccalaureat examination by calling It a foreign 

language, and therefore a secondary language,^ though It means 

that if the number of candidates for exams is high, the number of 

people learning the language must be higher. 

A significant point that one can mention here Is that "plus une 

region, un departement, sont sous-industrialises, plus le noribre de 

volontaires a apprendre I'Occitan est ncmbreux ... Cette rencontre 

entre le ch&nage et la langue occltane est significative: consciem-

ment ou non, les Languedociens utilisent leur langue pour contester 

la reallte econcmlque et politique".^ This view Is further supported-

by the fact that many candidates taking Occltan In the Pinal exams 

in Toulouse and Montpelller are called: "Les bacheliers de 

Montsegur" 

1 R. Lafont, Lettre Ouverte aux Pranqais, p.9 
2 cf. Le Monde de 1'Education, No.20, September 1976 (article by 

J.P. Richardot), p.12. cf. table of figures entitled "Les Candldats 
pour I'Epreuve occltane du Baccalaureat 1973, 1974, 1975". 

3 "On nous a sltues parml les lar^es etrangeres vlvantes". 
R. Lafont, Lettre Ouverte aux Pranqais, p. 174 

4 Le Monde de 1'Education, No.20, September 1976 (article by 
J.P. Richardot), p.14 

5 Ibid, p.14 
Monsegur, 1244, last stronghold of the Cathars or Albigensians, an 
influential and heretical sect, finally decimated during the 
Albigensian crusade. 
For further Information cf. R. Lafont, Les Cathares en Occltanle 

R. Nelli J La Vie Quotidienne des 
Cathares du Languedoc au Xllle Slecle 
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Lafont says France "est aujourd'hul le seul etat avec la Grece... 

qui n'enselgne pas dlgnement ses langues 'reglonales' et qui leur 

refuse une place Irrportante a la radio, une petite place a la 

televlslai".^ (The fact that Occltan Is not used on television 

became the subject of a demonstration in Toulouse on l4th March 

198I: "L'Occltan & la television"^). Yet he does not wish to 

hold anyone responsible for this: "Je n'ai envle de condamner 

per Sonne, mals le systeme". The educational system in France has 

hitherto Ignored the inportance of regional languages: "La France 

ne reconnalt I'Occitanle que ccrane un luxe intellectuel". ̂  It has 

scorned them and called them "patois" and now sees them as un-

necessary additions to one's education, almost as indulgences. Yet 

in 1951, UNESCO brought out a report^ recommending the use of 

maternal languages In schools and Lafont states that It Is just a 

matter of time and patience before France will be forced to accept 

these recomiendatlons. 

Many had faith In Mitterrand and his Socialist Governement to help^ 

regional languages attain governmental recognition. In fact Lafont 

himself stated his faith in Mitterrand: "Nous ne pouvions qu'appeler 

& voter Mitterrand, sa vlctolre hler acqulse, outre qu'elle rouvre 

en France 1' ere de la danocratle que nous defendions ... cree la 

situation ou la montee historique de notre conscience occitane 

s'elarglt".^ In fact Mitterrand, as a candidate for the 198l 

Presidential elections, assured voters that he would give regional 

languages and cultures "des posslbilites quotldiennes d'expression, 

de creation, et d'enrlchlssanent".^ 

1 R. Lafont, Lettre Ouverte aux Frangals, p. 19 
2 Plurlel, No. 26, June I98I (article by U. Bruimert), p. 154 
3 R. Lafont, Lettre Ouverte aux Franqals, p.29 
4 Ibid, p.174 
5 R. Lafont, La Revendicatlon Occitane, p.229 
6 Plurlel, No.26, June 1981 (article by Yvon Bourdet), extract from 

an Interview with Lafont, p.66 
7 Le Monde, 5th February I983, article Initialled M.A.R. entitled: 
Tour la Defense de leur langue". 
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Yet the Occltan movements were disappointed, and in April I982 

they sent their demands to the European Parliament. These demands 

were echoed again recently on 5th February I983, when a letter was 

sent by them to the United Nations: "Notre langue et notre culture 

sont presentes sur le tiers du territoire de la Republlque franqaise, 

ainsi que dans les vallees espagnoles et italiennes. La France est 

signataire de conventions et de textes Intemationaux relatifs aux 

droits de minorites. Nous scrnnes farces de constater le decalage 

existant entre ces deux prises de position officielles et sur les 

mesures concretes nous concemant. A ce jour, ... aucune loi ne 
^ 1 

reconnaft offlciellement et globalement nos droits linguistiques", 

They also stated their hopes for the official recognition of the 

langue d'CDc, for bilingualism in schools, for the dally use of 

Occitan in the IVfedia, and the "possibilite pour tous les usagers 

de rediger ou prononcer en Occitan tout acte de la vie politique, 
2 

juridique et administrative". So far there has been no indication 

of change nor governmental act to this effect, and yet Lafont feels 

that favour for the Occitan cause is unofficially growing. 

1 Volan Vlure al Pals, No.47, M^ch-April 1983, "Adresse & I'CMJ", p.1-3 
2 Ibid, p.3 



CHAPTER III 

Occltanlsts and Pellbres 

Having discussed the difficulties that regions were, and Indeed are, 

confrmted with to achieve State recognition of their lar^uages and the 

rightful place of these languages in education,^ one must discuss the 

quanrels between the exponents of the "langue d'oc". In their "combat 

pedagoglque"J to use Lafont's term, the "langue d'oc" factions were unanl-

mous In wanting Occltan tau^t In schools, and later in universities, 

although each had his own way of going about it. Mistral with his lyrical 

: t 
3 

2 
oratory, others with their more definite, and in some cases militant. 

demands to the State.-

The "langue d'oc" is not one sole language as oneinight expect; 

rather it comprises a group of dialects among which are "provenqal, auverg-

nat, Catalan, languedocien, gas con" ̂ to name but a few. As Lafont says: 

"Personne ne pretend que la lang^e d'oc solt une et Indivisible".^ One 

of the reasons for the diversity of the "langue d'oc" is that the South 

was never one unified state before annexation by the North, but more a 

collection of territories, be they principalities or ducal states: e.g. 

le Dauphlne, Orange, Toulouse, Papal States, e.g. le Comtat Venaissin, cr 

even English possessions. "II est vral qu'll n'y a jamais eu d'Etat 

occltan englobant tout le domaine llngulstique".^' As there are many 

varieties of the "langue d'oc", there are of course phonological, lexical 
7 

and semantic differences between them, and since a viable literary 

tradition lapsed long ago, these dialects have largely remained unwritten. 

Thus there is the problem of how these dialects whould be written down. 

1 As this discussion is based on Lafont's works, one must concede that 
he does discuss the dilemma of the Bretons, Basques, Catalans, 
Corsicans and other minorities In Prance, although Occltanla Is his 
prime concern and therefore the information is In greater depth. 

2 cf. above, pjM^ and Chapter on Mistral 
3 cf. Articles in Le Monde,5.3.84, Volem Vlure al Pais, March-April 1983j 

No.47; concerning an open letter sent to the UN signed "Collectlf 
Occitan". Also thesis, p.22. 

4 cf. Pierre Bee, La Langue Occltane, PUP, 1978 
5 R. Lafont, La Revendlcation Occitane, p.19 
6 Ibid, p.59. Lafont is the first to admit this fact, but he feels that 

it should not prevent unity of the regions where the "langue d'oc" is 
spoken today. 

7 cf. Pierre Bee, La Langue Occitane, p.112-116. 
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This "quer^lle graphlque" raises many questions: Should there be 

a universal system? Which rules should be followed? How? Should new 

words be created to replace French usurpers? There is also the fact that 

many Occltan words have been lost, and that imany new words which have come 

Into existence through Industrialisation and an ever-modernising world, 

have no Occitan equivalent, vAillst other Occltanists hold something like 

the troubadours' "koine" as their goal. However, this quarrel is not a 

recent one and has been the cause of many debates, often fierce, and 

occasionally resulting in new splits in the already divided factions. 

Neither must divergent political aspiration be overlooked as another cause 

for rivalry. 

(a) The Mergence of the Pellbres and the Occltanists 

The first evident split In the groups supporting the "langue d'oc" 

was that which occurred within the "troubaires", a group of poets 

writing in the Oc language and described by Lafont as "poetes-ouvriers 

de Provence".^ Ihe years 1852-1853 were marked by debates in the ^ 

"troubaire" movement as to which graphy system to adopt when writing 

in their regional language. Lafont claims that the 19th century was 

marked by "une grande anarchie de pensee llnguistlque". 

The polemic nature of these debates between "troubaires" resulted 

in the creation in 1854 of a splinter groi^, the Pelibrige.^ The 

Pelibrlge was to become, not only the major exponent of the "langue 

d'oc", but also, linguistically speaking, it was to beccme highly 

prescriptive as it sou^t to inpose its choice of gr^hy everywhere: 

"I%ls 11 est aussl normatif, plaqant en tete de chaque article la 

forme de la langue des felibres, la forme 'mistrallenne', et appll-

quant & tous les parlers d'oc la graphie fellbreenme.^ The main 

reason for this split was that many "troubaires" supported the 

etymological graphy devised by Honnorat.^ He had learnt the "langue 

d'oc" as an oral medium and, fascinated by the works of the trouba-

dours, had devised a graphy based on their "koine".^ 

1 R. Lafont, La Revendlcation Occltane, p.l08 
2 R. Lafont, Clefs pour I'Occitanie, p.50 
3 cf. R. Lafont, La Revendlcation Occltane, p.182-197 
4 Ibid., p.195 
5 Ibid., p.189 
6 Ibid., p.189 
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Yet Honnorat was not the only person to devise a graphy. 

Roumanllle, one of the seven original Felibres, had himself formu-

lated a graphy In opposition to that of Honnorat. Roumanllle's 

system was based on "les traits locaux d'Aries et Avignon, et 

utilise une phonographie frangalse de base".^ 

At this point one must state that Mistral, founder of the 
^ p 

Pellbrige and later the cult figure-head, did not at first agree 

with Roumanllle's system,^ preferring Honnorat's. But Roumanllle 

soon convinced him that his should be adopted. 

In 1854 Mistral's poem, I Troubaire, was published. A poem 

written according to Roumanille's graphy. 1854 was the year of the 

creation of theF&ibr^ge which, from Its foundation, followed what 

is cctimonly called "la graphie mistrallenne", although Roumanllle 

was in fact its creator. This indicates the extent to which Mistral 

was seen as a cult figure-head by the Pelibres, who used his name 

for a graphy he did not devise in the first place, and that he 

originally refuted. Yet the formation of the Pellbrlge, "un eve^ 

Tiement provengal rhodanien",^ did not curtail the debates on how to 

write Occitan, Instead, if anything, they increased them. Although 

followed by many, especially in Provence, the Pelibrige were not 

appreciated by all exponents of the "langue d'oc". "D'emblee lis se 

trouverent devant une double opposition Irreductible : celle des 

dialectaux, qui refusalent d'abandonner leurs formes lingulstiques 

vivantes; celle des 'etymologistes' qui cultlvaient la reflexion 

d'Honnorat" 

In 1895 Joseph Roux, a Pellbre, published his Granmaire Limousine 

containing agrajhy based on the poetry of the troubadours. "Pour 

cette province 11 met au point une orthographe en restaurant 

I'essentiel de notations tradltionnelles, prises au troubadour".^ 

1 R. Lafont, Clefs pour I'Occitanle, p.50 
2 cf. Thesis, Chapter on Mistral 
3 Lafont points this out in most of his books vdien discussing the 

Pelibrige. cf. Mistral ou 1'Illusion, Clefs pour I'Occitanle, 
La Revendlcation Occitane, Hlstoire d'Occitanie 

4 R. Lafont, La Revendlcation Occitane, p. 191 
5 R. Lafont & A. Armengaud, Hlstoire d'Occitanie, (article by R. Lafont), 

p.770 
6 R. Lafont, La Revendlcation Occitane, p.l98 
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This to the P6llbrlge was a scandal. As Lafont says: "Le bas 

Limousin ... fait figure de pays scissionnaire aux yeux du Pellbrige 

avignonnais".^ Later Perbosc and Estieu, two mere Pellbres, were to 

produce yet another graphy in opposition to Roumanille. The 

Pellbrige response was yet again one of Indignation, the two men 
p 

being accused of "archalsme" and "alchlmle" as Rrovengal was seen 

by the Pellbres as "1'alpha et I'cmega"^. 

Perbosc and Estieu adopted four principles. The first was to use 

a simplified, classical Troubadour system: "le ret our a une name 

situee autour des Leys d'amours,^ sauf qu'lls ecrivent evldermient 

une langue moderne". The second principle was to go back to old 

Occltan sources and use them, but only "dans les cas ou lis ont 

ete malntenus par I'un ou 1'autre des parlers actuels, ou dans le 

cas ou les bons vocables modernes font defaut".^ Thirdly, they 

proposed to purify the "langue d'oc" of all French wards that It had 

adopted, by replacing them with Occltan wards preserved in other 

dialects. Their fourth and last principle was to create new words 

"en les tirant autant que possible des parlers populalres et subsl-

dialrement des langues qui sont, dans le passe ou dans le present, 

soeurs de la notre".^ 

According to Lafont, the final three principles devised by Perbosc 

and Estieu were not much different from those used by the Pelibrige, 

yet the graphy that they had developed was just at the point when 

Roumanille and Mistral were seeking to popularise their own system. 

1 Ibid., p.198 
2 Ibid., p.200 
3 Ibid., p.200 (extracts fron letter written by Mistral and quoted 

by Lafont) 
4 Leys d'amours: "tralte de granmaire et de rhetorlque occitanes 

classlques" (c. 1341), cf. Hlstolre d'Occltanie (article by R. Lafont) 
p. 395-397 

5 R. Lafont, Clefs pour I'Occitanie, p.51 
6 R. Lafont, La Revendlcatlon Occitane, p. 199 
7 Ibid., p.199 
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A split naturally occurred and Perbosc and Estieu founded 

"L'Escola Occltan<x." In 1919. One must here point out that It was 

they who finally popularised the term Occltanl^according to Lafont 

which although used by L.X. Rlcard^\ had never became a common term 

It was from then on that "I'Ctecitaxile va etre, dans des polemlques 

aussl passlonnees que c 

rivals de la Provence". 

aussl passlonnees que courtes de vue, presentee corme 1'ennemle, la 
2 

Later, In 1935, Louis Alibert in Gramiatica Occltan&L. produced a 

graphy based on that of Perbosc and Estieu. He later set up the 

"Societat d'Estudls Occltans" in 1936 and so, gradually, the 

Occltan. faction developed. 1945 saw the creation of'l'Institut 

d'Etudes Occitanes" : "Le travail collectlf de I'Instltut d'Etudes 

Occltanes ... pour falre suite a la Societat d'Estudls Occltans 

(1936), est un developpement de la pensee d'Allbert".^ The I.E.O. 

had the task of dispelling "les sequelles de I'echec felibreen du 

19e slecle qui se trainalent dans la conscience occitaniste. Cette 

operation prlt la forme d'une critique du reve nationallste et du 

mlstrallsme".^' Lafont, one of Its founders and Its one-time presl-

dent, proposed "une etude collective des usagers langagiers de. 

Kespace occitan"^ and Indeed was the author of a graphy himself: 

Phonetlque et dti provenqal, Essal d' adaptation de la refonne 

llngulstlque occltane aux parlers de Provence, 1951^. A further 

split occurred as Lafont resigned as president in order to create 

the "Comlte Occltan d'Etudes et d'Actlon" In 1962, although si^port-

Ing the I.E.O. for quite a while. Finally, In 1980, he declared 

that "1'I.E.O. prefera 1'Illustration a la comprehension""^ In an 

Interview about his defection frcm that organisation. 

1 L.X. de Rlcard, leading member of the Pellbrlge Rouge (the leftist 
faction of the Pellbrlge), Ibid, p.200 

2 Ibid., p.200 
3 R. Lafont, Clefs pour I'Occitanie, p.52 
4 Pluriel, No.26, June 1981, (article by Y. Bourdet), p.63 
5 Ibid., p.63 
6 Printed a second time under the title - I'Ortografla Occltana: 

Lo Provenqau, C.E.O. Montpellier, 1972 
7 Pluriel, No. 26, June 198I (article by Y. Bourdet), p.64 
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And 50 splits will probably go on occurring, the Pellbrlge not 

being the only group to be plagued by Interior dissent. Yet Lafmt 

Is not discouraged. When asked In an Interview for "Plurlel" whether 

the Occltan movement "montre la falblesse et la dlsperslm", he 

replied with great faith: "Pour mol I'hlstolre de I'occltanlsme dans 

la perl ode consider ee n'est pas celle du pourr Is sanent du mouvement 

occltaniste, mais celle d'un evell, s'll est pennis de parler alnsi 

avec precaution, des masses a I'occltanlsme".^ 

(b) The Graphles of the Two Groups 

The P611brlge saw those who si^ported the Occltan graphy^ as 

misguided exponents of the "langue d'oc". Ihey were seen as 

enemies. The first and main bone of contention between them Is their 

respective graphles. As already stated, the Pellbrlge follow a 

graphy devised by Roumanllle based on phmetlc spelling - that Is to 

say that each word Is written exactly as It sounds. The Occltanlsts, 

on the other hand, follow ag^^tgrbased on the language of the 

Troubadours that keeps Its etymological coi^lexltles. 

The graphy used by the Pellbrlge takes many of Its principles from 

the French system, which Is another point disliked by the Occltanlsts. 

"La graphle dlte phonetlque (en reallte plus franqalse que phone-

tlque)" , says Bee, a fellow Occltan linguist, whilst Lafont goes 

further, stating that their system Is entirely based cn French 
5 

spelling. The spelling system adopted by the Pellbrlge uses the 

suffix "o" for feminine nouns (I.e. relno, lengo) and the "r" at the 

end of Infinitives is discarded because it is not pronounced. For 

exanple, the verb "parler" would be written and pronounced pari a), 

the same applies to the "s" of plurals ( p a n l e - the baskets). It 

also uses digraphs for diphthongs, au, ou (i.e. soun - his). 

1 Ibid., p.62 
2 Ibid., p.63 
3 Those vAio support this graphy system will be called Occltanlsts 
4 P. Bee, La Langue Occltane, p. 101 
5 "Sel grafanas son totel manlevats a I'ortografla francesa" : 

R. Lafont, L'Ortografla Occltana: Lo Provenqau, p.l8 
6 P. Bee, La Langue Occltane, p. 101 
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Although Bayle, a present-day Pellbre, does acMlt that their 

system has faults, he upholds the use of a phonetic system because 

"11 respecte toutes les nuances de la prononciation, ce qui, dans 

des langues inccnparablament plus muslcales, plus modulees que le 

frangals, a son Importance. Le systeme occitan ne tlent aucun 

conpte de ces nuances ... il a constamnent recours a I'etymologle".^ 

The Pelibriges see the Occitanist system as too learned and archaic. 

The Occltanlsts, for their part, criticise the Pelibrlge system, 

calling it "une plaisanterie de mauvais gout", "un macaroni toscan"^, 

as they ignore the use of etymology. 

The Occitanists in their recamended graphy,, preserve the final 

atonic "a" of the feminine, although it is pronounced as an[o](i.e. 

the Rrovenqal words reino, lengo would be written reina, lenga in 

the Occitan system)^ the "r" of the infinitive is also preserved, 

although it is not pronounced (i.e.[parla], written: parlar). "o" 

is also used and pronounced[u]vAen In certain positions (e.g.fsunji 

written: son). The use of "m" for the first person plural is kept 

(i.e. (parlaj written: par lam) ̂. 

The Occltanlsts follow the advice of Allbert: "Ecrlvez blen et 

prononcez caime vous voudrez, e'est-^-dire selon 1'usage de votre 

pays".^ The Occitanists deplore the influence of French in the 

Pellbrlge graphy, seeing Allbert's systan as more logical, although 

they have modified It sll#itly: "II est le seul qui, dans I'hlstolre 

de la langue, alt donne aux usagers de 1'occitan ecrlt la securite 

d'une orthqgraphe, sans toutes ces bizarreries que s'incorpore 

l'c(rthographe du franqals".^ 

Although the "forme mistralienne" is perhaps easier to read and 

pronounce for a novice, the language is written in such a way that 

it looks aesthetically wrong, even to a relatively untrained eye. 

For exanple. If one looks at Mistral's poem Mlreille, or Mlrelo as 

1 L. Bayle, Proces de I'Occitanlsme, p.159-160 
2 Ibid., p.159 
3 For further information on this system, cf. P. Bee, La Lar^e 

Occltana 
4 R- Lafont, La Revendication Occltane. p. 190 
5 Ibid., p.205 
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the Pellbrlge would write It, the abundance of "o"s at word endings 

Is the first evident characteristic. These "o"s which appear even 

in the first line "Cante uno chato de Erouvengo", make the language 

seem unfinished, and give the words a certain masculinity. They 

also make the language look artificial, its Latin roots denied. A 

further exanple of the Pelibrige's graphy can be seen in the follow-

ing lines taken from Mistral's poem Mlrelo: 

... Coume uno reino, e carresado 
Per nostro lengo mespresado ... 

These lines, if written according to the Occitanist graphy, regain 

the dignity they deserve, as the following reconstruction attempts 

to show: 

Cone una reina, e carresad.a 

The closed "o"[o]in 'cone' equates to the diphthong 'ou' [cum], whilst 

the final atonic "a" . ;of the feminine words, although pronounced 

To]is etymologically more acceptable vAen written this way, as well 

as preserving their strongly feminine gender for the eye. 

Per nostra lenga mespresada 

In this line, the word 'nostra' retains its Latin form, and again 

the "o"s have been abandoned. The Occitanist Teulat corments on 

this abundant writing of "o"s, saying "La graphie de Mistral ecrit 

lo bello roso avec 0 final ce qui peut se prononcer en Provence la 

bella roso et aillmrs la bella rosa. Les 'Aistes' ecrivent dans 

tous les cas la bela rosa avec un A final qui sous-tend les pro-

nonciations en a et o. Cette querelle, avec la decadence des 

'Oistes', paralt aujourd'hui parfaitement ridicule".^ 

One has to admit that, once written following the recomended 

Occitanist graphy, the "langue d'oc" looks more like a real language 

in its own right, and can be taken mare seriously. If written accord-

ing to the Occitanist graphy, the language has more variety and more 

flexibility to adapt to all the regional variations of the "langue 

d'oc". In fact Bee points out "la graphie, et surtout la vision 

felibreenne de la langue ont isole le provengal, non seulesnent des 

autres parlers d'oc, mais encore de la vieille langue et des autres 
2 

langues neo-latines". 

1 R. Lafont & A. Armengaud, Hlstoire d'Occitanle (article by 
J. Teulat), p.902. 
(Felibrige : Oistes. Occitanists : Aistes) 

2 P. Bee, La Langue Occitane, p.106 
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Mistral stated that he wrote for the shepherds and peasants: 

"Ncus ne chantlons que pour vous, 6 patres et gens de mas"^, yet 

after seeing the graphy that he followed, one wonders how he could 

tolerate such a system of writing. A personal view Is that although 

stating his love of the slj::ple life and slirple folk, this alleged 

love was probably more to boost his father-figure Image than out of 

any real affection for them. He saw the etymological graphy of the 

Occltanlsts as being too Intellectual for uneducated people, and yet 

he had to take his poem Mireille, Including a translation of It into 

French, to Paris to seek success. As Pierre Bee asks: "les bergers 

provengaux llsent-lls reellement Mlrellle?"^ Later, in his poem 

Calendal, Mistral had to include explanatory notes, as even the 

intellectual 'Provengaux' themselves could not understand it 

Lafont writes: "Les fellbres connalssent un trlcmphe hors de leur 

pays : c'est dans la capitals de la Prance qu'ils sont conprls, 

cependant que le milieu etrolt de leur capitals linguistlque, 

Avignon, est choque par la llberte de leur grand art".^ 

Yet the fact that the Pellbrlge saw their graphy and dialect as 

the best system of all is another bone of contention between the 

two groups. The Occltanlsts dislike this attitude of the Fellbrlge: 

"la dcmlnatlon du Provengal luposee par Mistral et ses proches et 

la mise en marge de tout ce qui est Occltan sans etre Provengal"^ 

as It presupposes that all other varieties and dialects of the 

"langue d'oc" are not worthy of preservation. 

Lafont sees this egolan of the Pellbrlge as the main cause of the 

failure of a true "Renaissance d'Oc". Their "falsification herolque 

du mlstrallsme"^, that Is, the fact that they followed Mistral In 

everything, be it choice of graphy or belief, gave people a false 

view of Occltanla and therefore made it lose the Importance that it 

deserved in the eyes of the people who could have helped them turn 

the tables. "Le Pellbrlge ... organisation minitieusement reglee 

1 R. Lafont, Clefs pour I'Occltanle, p.139 
2 P. Bee, La Langue Occitane, p. 117 
3 R. Lafont, Mistral ou 1'Illusion, p.107 
4 R. Lafont, & A. Amengaud, Histoire d'Occitanie 

(article by R. Lafont) p.769 
5 A. Touralne, Pays Contre I'Etat, p.42 
6 R. Lafont, Mistral ou 1'Illusion, p.33 



par les solns du llcencle en droit Frederic Mistral, tient pour 

assure que tout vlent de lul et, en un sens, qu'il contient tout. 

La lumlere nee sur Pont-Segugne, I'eclat de la Salnte Etolle va 

maintenlr dans I'ombre desormals tout ce qui n'est pas d'obedience 

felibreenne, va faire regresser les slgnes prometteurs d'une 

renaissance & la fols populalre et savante".̂ ^ Lafont, on the other 

hand, although stating that "Personne ne pretend que la langue d'oc 
2 

soit une et indivisible" , follows the Occltanlst graphy set up by 

Perboso and Estleu and sees it as a graphy suitable for all of the 

dialects of the South: "lis sont antldlalectaux puisqu'lls appulent 

sur tous les parlers pour etablir une carmunlcatlon panoccitane". ̂  

(c) Other Differences Between the Two Groups 

The concept of Occltanla as a whole is yet another difference of 

opinion between the two groups. The Pelibrige refuse to accept this 

concept as well as denouncing the word Occltanla itself as fictitious. 

Eayle, a present day Pellbre, states: "Je me contente ... d'exprlmer, 

le voeu que, mis en garde, eclalres sur la valeur exacte des termes 

Occltan et Occltania, artlflciels et faux, ceux qui, sans arriere-

pensee et de bonne fol les emplolent, sachant que, ce falsant, non 

seulement lis commettent une erreur grosslere, mals qu'lls apportent 

leur Involontalre contribution a la creation d'un mythe".^ 

He says that the Occitanlsts have made a grave error in their 

choice of the name Occltanla for the provinces in the South. He 

points out that the South was never a unified state In the first 

place and that If the Occltanlsts followed their spelling system 

to the letter, the words Occltanla and Occitan should In fact be 

"Ociaine and Oclan".^ The Occltanlsts are therefore guilty of using 

frenchlfled words: "Alnsl done les Ckcltans, antl-frangals, et 

separatistes, empruntant a la France leur nam, celul de leur langue 

1 Ibid., p.33 
In a later chapter Lafont's views on Mistral will be discussed at 
greater length 

2 R. Lafont, La Revendicatlon Occltane, p.19 
3 On writing about Perbosc, he states: "11 recompose I'Occltanle ... 11 

la prouve une en sa dlversite". Lettre Ouverte aux Pranqais, p.77 
4 R. Lafont, La Pbvendlcatlon Occltane, p.202 
5 L. Eayle, Proces de I'Occltanlsme, p\l6 
6 Ibid., p.151 

Others claim the word should be Oskltan, whilst, as already mentioned, 
Lafont uses the word invented by the Capetian chancellory. 
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et de leur pays, et, qui plus est, ncms mal formes"^. Bayle there-

fore claims that the Occltanlsts, especially Lafont, are wrong to 

assume that it Is the Pellbrige who are the pedants, as they revel 

in useless and poipous activities, such as endless ceremonies and 

pointless festivals. In Lafont's opinion, the Pellbrige movement 

is "fastueuse" and "pathetique"^ and clings on to myths "ou les 

poetes sont'mages', ou le peuple devlent de plus en plug indistinct".^ 

Lafont scorns this loss of real contact with the people. 

The fact that the Pellbrige made the South popular by giving It 

an air of exotld^hhaB been of detriment to Occltanla, according to 

Lafont: "Paris a pris Mistral pour un Hcmere primitif. Je pense 

qu'il a pris aussi notre grand poete au filet de I'exotlsme; et que 

la Renaissance d'oc a perdu, en ce succes frelate, son droit chemln 

ou pouvait s'eveiller un peuple".^ Not only did they give the 

South a false air of exoticism which has clung to it, the Pelibrige 

also became folklorists inventing costumes for their festivals and 

parades, as well as for their followers. "lis prendront pour 

Inslgnes des pervenches, mettront a leur chapeau des clgales d'argent 

et d'or. Ce qui n'a pas manque de les rendre de plus en plus 

ridicules aux yeux de leurs ccmpatriotes".^ 

The fact that the Pelibrige turned to folklorlsm further contri-

buted to the loss of Impact of the Renaissance d'Oc because this 

proved that their political force was insignificant. As Heraud 

states: "Quand manque le pouvolr politique, la vie culturelle, 

fatalement, degenere en folklore".^ Lafont goes on to say that 

at the festivals held by the Pelibrige, busts of Mistral are sold, 

yet Bayle hotly denies this: "Le buste de Mistral exlste peut-etre 

dans quelque bric-a-brac de marchand de souvenirs pour touristes. 

Mais M. Robert Lafont, selon son habitude, fait de I'exceptlon la 

regie".? Yet Bayle does admit to certain faults In Pelibrige 

1 Ibid., p,152 
2 R. Lafont & A. Amengaud, Histolre d'Occitanie 

(article by R. Lafont) p.7P 
3 R. Lafont, Clefs pour I'Occltanle, p.133 
4 R. Lafont, Lettre Ouverte aux Pranqals, p.123-124 
5 R. Lafont, Clefs pour I'Occltanle. p.133 
6 Guy Heraud, Peuples et Langues d'Europe, p.73 
7 L. Bayle, Rroces et Langues d'Europe, p.73 
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meetings in that he feels that costumed processions bear little 

relevance to history, but there Is nothing wrong, he says. In: 

"I'attachanent sentimental des Provenqaux k des traditions de vie 

et de pensee qu'lls jugent bonnes et ne veulent pas renler".^ 

Bayle then goes on to say that It is the Occitanists who cling on 

to a myth - that Is that of tlr̂  Cathars ̂ o, he says, are not even 

originally an Occltan phenomenon as their beliefs were imported 
p 

fron the Orient via Bulgaria and Northern Rrance. "Les Cathares 

ne lul appartlennent pas ... IW.s loin de convenlr de cette verlte, 

on recourt au mensonge, on grossit 1'Importance de I'alblglsme; on 

a besoin de la grosslr, si 1'on veut creer et inposer le mythe".^ 

So Bayle continues claiming that It is the Occitanists vdio are 

guilty of "1'esprit du clan"^ and that "les Occltans ralllent le 

'fetichisme fellbreen' a I'egard de Mistral. lis ont renplace un 

fetichisme par un autre, le 'felibrisme' bucolique par 'le mont-

segurisme revanchard'".^ 

The accusation of "passeisme" is yet another criticism that both 

groups use against each other. Bayle states: "S'll s'aglt de 

dlscredlter ceux que le progressisme occltan n'a pas conquls ou qui, 

sentlmentalement, ont garde ccnme une nostalgle de leur jeunesse, 

apres qu'on aura cent fois reprls a leur egard 1'argument facile de 

'passel8me\ on d±ra d'eux, de faqon tranchante et definitive, 

qu'lls ont 'perdu le sens de la vle'I'.̂  

Bayle also Includes an article frcm Le Pbnde in his criticism of 

Occitanists to show that he is not the only one to accuse than of 

"passeisme". Bayle says that the newspapers usually support the 

Occitanists and yet on this point they are in agreement with him. 

Pierre Vlansson-Ponte, on the editorial staff of Le Monde, which is 

usually in favour of Occltan nationalists, states that he cannot 

tolerate that the Occitanists always use the 12th century as the 

exan^le of Occltanla in its prime: "Alors Interrogez-les sur 

1 Ibid., p.29 
2 Ibid., p.42. Bayle fails to support this claim with historical evidence 
3 Ibid., p.42 
4 Ibid., p.71 
5 Ibid., p.32 
6 Ibid., p.96 
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I'hlstolre. lis seront Intarlssables, mais sur un slecle seulement, 

le douziane,le slecle d'or de I'Occitanle".^ It was, of course, 

during the 12th century that Occltan culture, literature and language 

reached Its zenith. It was during this century that the troubadours 

flourished, as did all the economic centres of Occltanla. Lafont 

states: "Les grandes epoques de I'Occltanle sont celles ou Toulouse 

et Avignon donlnent les echanges entre Medlterranee et Europe. 
^ P 

Elles s'echelonnent du Xle au XVe slecle". And yet, says Vlansson-

Ponte, with seme justification, surely other events happened In the 

seven following centuries? "Paut-il done, pour etre en avance, 

revenlr sept slecles en arrlere?"^ Lafont attempts to refute this 

criticism of clinging on to the 12th century with the argument: 

"Nous ne voyons pourquol nous heslterlons devant cette enquete & 

remonte-taips, pulsque les penseurs modemlstes du capltallsme 

regional savent, eux, tirer du passe des justifications pour I'expan-

slon llberatrlce qu'lls preconlsent".^ In other words, the 20th 

century should attenpt to recreate the kind of expansion that took 

place In the 12th century. ' 

Lafont, although criticising the Pelibrige for "passelsme" does 

not discard than as nonentities: "Que leur dlscours alt ete Inflechl 

par eux-memes vers un banal amour du terrolr et se solt recouvert 

de provincialisms et de passelsrae est certes deplorable. Mais 

1'Importance de la proclamation demeure".^ And although Bayle 

attacks Lafcnt for being the worst Occltanlst offender. In his 

criticism of Mistral referring to: "Son achamement pathologlque 

contre Mistral et la Provence"^, one has to point cut that although 

Lafont perhaps blames Mistral for having missed a great opportunity 

to prcmote Occltanla, Bayle falls to admit that Lafont does admire 

Mistral as a poet. 

1 Ibid., p.109 
2 R. Lafont, Clefs pour I'Occltanle, p.17 
3 L. Bayle, Proces de I'Occltanlsme, p.110 
4 R. Lafont, Decolonlser en France, p.8? 
5 R. Lafont, Clefs pour I'Occltanle, p.144 
6 L. Bayle, Proces de I'Occltanisme, p.101 
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Indeed Bayle seems to dislike Lafont Intensely and never misses 

a chance to attack him and criticise his Ideals: "Le mcuvement 

(Occltan) est tlrallle ... entre des directions dlfferentes ... SI 

sa tete est soUde, son corps, ccnpose de groupuscules parfols anta-

gonlstes I'est molns". Even his style of writing ccmes under attack: 

"On notera ... I'art, chez Lafont, d'utlUser I'epithete, la locution, 

la fcnmle la molns appuyee, la plus fugitive pour 1'esprit, mals 

toujours, si I'on prend garde, la plus significative, la plus perflde 
2 

sous son apparence anodlne, en definitive la plus noclve". In fact 

Lafont's style shows that his Irony Is subtle but to the point, 

without undue waste of words. This can be seen when he discusses 

the Influence of French on surnames in the South: "Bayle deflnltlve-

ment bele".^ 

Yet the most vital point to make when discussing the difference 

between the Pellbrlge and the Occltanlsts Is their attitude to 

politics. Bayle sees Pellbrlgelsm as a philosophy Idealistic In 

Its simplicity: "II tanolgne d'une prise de conscience, par des ^ 

ecrlvalns qui sont souvent des poetes, des dangers que fait courir 

& I'lndlvldu le regne de la quantlte et la dilution de la personne 

humalne au seln des masses qui I'etouffent. L'effort du Pellbrlge 

consiste & donner, ou & redonner & I'honme le sens et le gout d'une 

vie simple, ou chacun alt le sentiment d'etre et solt heureux 

d'etre, quand tout, autour de lul, solUclte sa demission. Et 

0'est pourquol ... le Pellbrlge Insiste tant sur la necessite pour 

chaque peuple de parler sa langue naturelle, car elle est, et elle 

seule, le slgne eminent de sa personnallte".^ 

1 Ibid., p.65 
2 Ibid., p.98. Bayle also says of Lafont, p.31: "Le langage a la fois 

precleux et pedant qu'il affectionne". 
3 R. Lafont, Lettre Ouverte aux Pranpals, p.21 
4 L. Bayle, Proces de I'Occitanisme, p.27-28 
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CHAPIER IV 

Mistral 

The French language had gradually dominated the "langue d'oc" and 

yet as Occitan slowly had to contend with French as an oral means of 

ccmmnlcation, its role as a literary and ideological language grew in 

importance. The years between 1789 and 1914 saw a "Renaissance d'Oc".^ 

First started by the "troubaires", the Renaissance soon passed into the 

hands of the Felibrige, founded in 1854, due to what Lafont succinctly 

describes as "des debats sur I'orthographe".^ Most jbportant of all, it 

fell into the hands of Mistral: "la condamnation que Mistral porte, a 

la fois contre I'Etat franqais du XIXe siecle et contre 1'industrialisa-

tion, nous apparait coime singulierement perspicace, slnon legitime".^ 

Mistral therefore merits a separate chapter as Lafont, although not 

wholly agreeing with Mistral's view, sees him as the instigator of the 

fight for Occitan nationalism. In fact. Mistral in 1875 was to state: 

"D'ou vient le meprls qui, generalise dans la classe bourgeoise, menace 

aujourd'hui de pourrlr le peuple? D'cu vlent ce decrl, qui aujourd'hul 

surtout, rend notre langue etrangere au milieu de la race ou elle est 

n6e?' 

In the beginning the Pellbrige was: "un simple groupe amical 

d'ecrlvains"^ with added elements of free-masonry.^ Roumanllle saw 

than, with sane pride, as being "desormals seuls pour sauver leur langue"^ 

and conceived their task as expanding the Renaissance of the "langue 

d'oc". Mistral, for his part, was to Initiate research Into why the 

"langue d'oc" was scorned as a language: "II oriente ainsl toute la 

pensee fellbreenne vers la recherche de ces causes qui ne peuvent etre 

que soclales et econanlques. II en donne Immedlatement quelques-unes : 

' 1'oppression du centre parlsien', le developpement des chanlns de fer, 

1'ascension soclale".^ 

1 R. Lafont & A. Armengaud, Histolre d'Occltanle (article by R. Lafont) 
p. 764 

2 Ibid., p.770 
3 R. Lafont, Mistral ou 1'Illusion, p.221 
4 Ibid., p.221 
5 Ibid., p.33 
6 "Le Felibrige a ete congu comme une franc-magonnerle d%iositaire 

d'un'secret'" 

7 R. Lafont, Mistral ou 1'Illusion, p.34 

8 Ibid., p. 221. Also cf. Chapter V of this thesis which examines 
Lafont's similar theories on such matters. 

5 
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lb fulfil tlieir ambitions the Pglibrige followed two paths, the 

first 'd'occuper le plus vite possible I'espace de vie culturelle 

populaire que les troubaires ont dessing."! Ihe other was: "celle des 

chefs-d'oeuvre".2 it was along this path that Mistral was to find 

renown. Although the FSlibrige are often criticised by Lafcnt, he does 

admire many of Mistral's achievements. Lafwt ridicules the fact that 

the word F§librige was chosen in circumstances of great misunder-

standing. It was found ky Mistral in a religious b a l l a d 3 but: "la 

chansw populaire ne parlait pas des sept P61ibres de la Loi, mais 

'Sepher, livre de la Loi"'.4 Yet he is well aware that the Fglibrige 

were of importance and sees Mistral as an especially significant 

figure: "car dans I'gcole avignonnaise du FSlibrige ... personne n'a eu 

canme lui le sentiment de la rupture et de la reprise du destin."^ 

In 1870, when refusing the offer of a legislative candidacy 

in Marseille, Mistral wrote: "Je ne suis pas ambitieux, et tout men 

idSal, tu le sais est la resurrection de la partie provengale gcras§e 

depuis cinq centsans par la centralisationparisienne."6 Lafont admires 

the fact that Mistral loved his patrimony and yet it is this lack of 

ambition that Lafont will not forgive. Lafcxit's grudge against Mistral 

was mainly that, due to his lack of direct action in his later life and 

his defeatism, the fight for the "langue d'oc" and its rights died 

back. Lafont states: "AprSs 1900, Mistral semble se donner le malin 

plaisir de mettre ses Fglibres dans I'embarras en soulignant son 

d@faitisme orgueilleux."^ Lafcxit feels that if Mistral had been more 

definite, the Renaissance d'Oc wcxiLd probably have flourished and the 

prct>lems that Occitan Nationalists are faced with today would not have 

been so intense. Lafont's grudge is to a certain extent justified, but 

however politically active Mistral might have been, the French language 

would have increased in dominance and the Industrial Revolution would 

still have enticed many of his countrymen to urban centres in the 

North. 

1 R. Lafont & A. Armengaud, Histoire d'Occitanie, (article by 
R. Lafont), p.769 

2 Ibid., p.769 
3 "une complainte religieuse": R. Lafont, Mistral ou 1'Illusion, p.34 
4 Ibid., p.34 
5 R. Lafont, La Revendication Occitane, p. Ill 
6 R. Lafcnt, Mistral ou 1'Illusion, "^196 
7 Ibid., p.339 



Mistral won renown with the success in Paris of his poem Mireille 

in 1859. The fact that Mistral had to win success in Paris is further 

proof of the dominance of the capital. 

In Mireille Provence is shown as an exotic new country. With this 

revelation of marvellous, picturesque, yet violent land, a myth was 

created that would last for many years, to the detriment of the 

Provengaux, because it gave rise to "la falsification h#roIque"l, 

already mentioned, which to Lafont proved to be the basis of 

Mistralism. Although this image of Provence helped to establish the 

F§librige, he claims that it destroyed all chances of a true 

Renaissance, with extinction of "les signes prcmetteurs d'une 
2 

renaissance 5 la fois populalre et savante". 

Mistral sought to idealise life in the country. Hard work in the 

fields was the ultimate v i r t u e , 3 and his aim was "maintenir le msiu 

peuple dans le sentier de la vertu, aussi bien politique que moral". ̂  

Mistral was revered for the images that he created in his writings, 

rather than for himself, says Lafcnt, and so he had to live up to this 

image; "sa patrie descend de lui".5 

Mistral's view of the masses and the fact that he treated them 

with a paternal attitude was not uncommon in France at that time, and 

later these views were to be echoed by Chiles Maurras, chief 

ideologist of "Action Prangaise", and also by P§tain, later on when 

France fell to the Germans. Ihe Maurrasian notion of "la France 

s e u l e " 6 was reflected in Pgtain's slogan: "Travail, Famille et 

Pa trie ""7. 

1 Ibid., p.33 
2 Ibid., p.33 
3 c f F . Mistral, Mireille, chant III "Les r§coltes provengales". 
4 R. Lafcnt, Mistral ou 1'Illusion, p.31 
5 Ibid., p.106 
6 C. Schaeffner, Les nations de 1850 S 1914: La 1 ere Guerre Mondiale, 

p.344 
7 Ibid., p.355 
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Mistral's career 'was based on contradictions. He was Involved In a 

permanent conspiracy: "Consplrateur republicain contre I'Eirpire, conspi-

rateur royallste contre la Republlque".^ There were, says Lafont, many 

Mistrals In the one man: "II y a verltablement plusieurs Mistral qui se 
2 

succedent et ne se ressariblent pas". According to Lafont, Mistral's 

politics are a matter of debate. Sane critics, i.e. Marlus Andre, say 

that he was a definite Royalist, whilst others, i.e. Achllle Key, claim 

that he was a Socialist.^ In Lafont's eyes, as already stated, he changed 

his politics according to his situation, trying to get as much benefit from 

different regimes as possible, his politics therefore being based on a 

systan of recantation. In fact: "la foime de pouvolr ijiportalt peu a 

Mistral".^ The most important fact for Lafont was: "les conceptions 

ideologlques mistraliennes avancent du meme pas que les Intuitions 

poetiques. Elle font partie d'un m&ne systane". While writing Mlreille, 

Mistral was a Republican at heart, yet its success linked him to the 

Royalist bourgeoisie of Nlmes, to the Royalist, Reboul, and, above all to 

Roumanille, ;d:io was and always had been anti-repubUcan. 

The Republicans saw Paris and Its masses as being the best means 

through which to achieve political progress and yet when the Ccnraune 

was declared in 187I, there was a certain feeling of disllluslonnent; 

they felt cheated. Mistral had seen the Ehplre as being a threat to the 

ambitions of the Provengaux, as it was a threat to Provengal nationalism: 

"Le provengallsme de Mistral se telnte alors fortenent de nationalisme 

et de republicanlsme" He believed in federalism, federalism in a 
7 

universal sense, not only for Prance, but also for Europe. He also 

believed in nationalism, seeing France as liiportant, but Provence as his 

real^atrie*: "I am a Frenchman because I am a Provengal". 

1 R. Lafont, Mistral ou 1'Illusion, p.169 
2 Ibid., p.170 
3 Ibid., p.168 
4 Ibid., p.169 
5 Ibid., p.170 
6 Ibid., p.160 
7 "Federallsme au plan europeen plus encore qu'au plan franqals. 

republicain et pacifiste, ou sa 'patrle' renaltrait." 
R. Lafont & A. Annengaud, Hlstolre d'Occitanle, (article by 
R. Lafont), p.772 

8 C.M. Girdlestone, Dreamer and Striver, p.167 
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His enthusiasm for such ideals led him to meet other minorities; 

the Catalans and the Roumanians. "Les enthousiismes de type mistralien 

ont bien existg dans les autres mouvements nationalitaires du XIXe 

siSclef et Mistral a gtg un penseur national pour les Catalans, les 

Grecs, les Rournains."^ The fact that he was received as "chef de 

peuple"2 in Catalonia in 1868 made Mistral think that his European 

project was possible. Ife can therefore see that Mistral, author of 

Mireille, was at that time an out-and-out republican believing in the 

concepts of "Liberty et Nation".3 ihibaudet shows us how Mistral had a 

romantic side to his republicanism, as he would never be separated fran 

his black felt hat vdiich he had made for him each year and which was 

ceremoniously presented to him by a delegation of workers. Mistral 

described his hat as: "le p§tase antique ... celui du bon peuple 

mgditerrangen"4, but it was in fact "le chapeau portg aprSs 1848, par 

les gtudiants r§publicains d'Aix, qui leur servait de signe de 

ralliement".^ Mistral's republicanism was further advanced by the 

Catalans, especially Victor Balaguer, in the years 1861-1868,6 and by 

the friendship of William Bonaparte V^se, an Irish nobleman with 

influential European contacts. Mistral's writings at this time reflect 

his republicanist sympathies: Ode aux Catalans 1861, La Contesse 1866, 

Calendal 1867 and Le Chant de la Coupe 1867. 

He sought to give the Fglibrige a definite Republican nationalist 

path to follow; "Appeler le Fglibrige S un destin d'histoire" Biis 

fact can be seen in Le Chant de la Coupe; 

E se toumbon li felibre 
Ibumbara nostro nacioun." 

(i.e. "If the Fglibrige were to fall, 
the nation will fall with them.") 

1 R. Lafcnt, Clefs pour I'Qccitanie, p. 135 
2 R. lafont & A. Anrengaud, Histoire d'Occitanie, (article by 

R. Lafcnt), p.772 
3 R. Lafont, Mistral ou 1'Illusion, p.162 
4 A. Ihibaudet, Mistral, p.162 
5 Ibid., p.45 
6 R. Lafont & A. Armengaud, Histoire d'Occitanie, (article by 

R. Lafont), p.771 
7 Ibid., p.772 



But gradually he realised that he could not depend on the 

Republicans as they would not accept his "revendication provengale".^ 

Lafcmt's (pinions agree with those of Girdlestone who wrote: "Ihey 

could hardly velcome an auxiliary vAio wished to join their ranks solely 

to undo the work of their great forebears of 1793, suppress the 

departmentsf revive the provinces, and raise again to honour a language 

which for them was a patois and an instrument of obscurantism. Such a 

revolutionary could be but a reactionary in their eyes."2 Fear of the 

Commune following the attacks by the "pgtroleuses" and also fear due to 

anti-bourgeois feelings rife at this time, may have contributed to 

Mistral's change of mind, but in 1871 Mistral's political views veered 

to the Right, and he became a Royalist. Although Mistral purported to 

believe in a Provencal nation, his change of politics meant that in the 

same year "parce que anti-communard il doit passer sous silence le seul 

texte ' f§dSraliste'de cette §poque: la declaration de la Commune du 18 

Avril qui donne une satisfaction inouie & sa th§se la plus chgre en 

gtendant le statut d'autonomie & 'toutes les localitgs de France'."^ 

The Comiune was what he had been seeking, but when it happened he did 

not want it, fearing the ccncept of mob rule. 

In 1870 Mistral had been approached by the Republicans to stand as 

member for Marseille, but it seems that he had already made up his mind 

frcm then on that he belonged to the Royalists. He eventually became 

interested in municipal politics and he sat with the Royalists as a 

manber of the village council till his death/ Yet this was purely a 

local arrangement because officially he refused to be a member of any 

political party. 

Mistral's newest enthusiasn was the idea of a Latin confede-

ration. His poems: Le Rocher de Sisŷ jie 1871 and Psaume de la 

Penitence 1870, showed his horror of civil war and anarchy. He now 

hoped to join together all the nations in their struggle against 

central governments, v*iich sought to supress "in the interests of 

uniformity what was left of local liberties and language."5 

1 R. Lafont & C. Anatole, Nouvelle Histoire de la Litt^rature 
Occitane, p.596 

2 C.M. Girdlestone, Dreamer and Striver, p.42 
3 R. Lafont, Mistral ou 1'Illusion, p.195 
4 C.M. Girdlestone. Dreamer and Striver, p.166 
5 C.M. Girdlestone, Dreamer and Striver, p.43 
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Germany had been a threat to France for many years and so Mistral 

then went on to the idea of an anti-German Latin federation. But as 

his ideas matured, the PSlibrige underwent an internal crisis, a split 

occurring between the Left and Right factions. Fran then cn, its 

dynamism and unity gone, the Fglibrige becomes "une association 

m§diocre, occupge de petites controverses acad&niques, engag§e & la 

prudence publique, enveloppge de provincialisme intellectuel".^ 

Mistral then seemed to drop out of active politics. Having founded 

I'Aioli, a purely Provencal j o u r n a l , 2 Mistral left direct action to 

his young followers, although he still kept in the background by 

correcting articles and occasionally writing anonymously for the 

paper. 

One of Mistral's final political actions, though many see it as 

inaction, was during the 1907 viticultural crisis, "La rgvolte des 

Vignercais".3 Hie apolitical attitude of the FSlibrige meant that it 

tried to avoid involvement in this crisis. Mistral refused to support 

the "viticulteurs", contenting himself with "messages f r a t e m e l s " . ^ 

One such message was a telegram sent fron the comfort of his house in 

Maillane: "Vive la terre mSre et 1'habitant qui la remu$i Plus de 

politique! Union en langue d'oc!".^ Ihe viticulture crisis is seen 

today as being "inccxitestablement occitaniste" ,6 yet Mistral viewed the 

crisis with contempt. As in 1871 with the Commune, Mistral showed his 

fear of mob rule and thus he missed a chance of furthering the general 

cause of the South by not supporting the "vignerois" in their struggle. 

1 R. Lafont & A. Armengaud, Histoire d'Occitanie, (article by 
R. Lafont), p.774 

2 "L'Aioli - un journal trimestriel totalement r@dig@ en provengal et 
qui, pendant neuf ans (1890-1899), rSpandit la doctrine f€libri§enne 
sous une forme pol$mique, sgrieuse et truculente & la fois." 
R. Lafont, Mistral ou 1'Illusion, p.252 

3 Ihe viticultural crisis of 1907 was a culmination of disasters 
affecting wine growers. The wine growers protested about govern-
mental inaction to help them; this resulted in riots etc. For more 
information, cf.: Guy Bechtel, La Grande Rgvolte du Midi 1907 

4 R. Lafont & A. Armengaud, Histoire d'Occitanie, (article by 
C.I. Delpla) p. 783 

5 R. Lafont, La Revendication Occitane, p.lBL 
6 Ibid., p.783 
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Bayle seems to support Mistral's ccmments about the vltlculturists 

and quotes him as having said: "Lorsque leur vln se vend, songent-lls a 

mol? ... Ont-lls une seule fols en clnguante ans manlfeste de I'lnt&'et 

pour le coEbat que Je nAne et qui, en fait, devralt etre aussl le leur? 

Non, leur patrlotisme meridional est lie a leur porte-monnale. Qu'lls 

ne me demandent done pas aujourd'hul, pour une question de gros sous, 

de rabalsser a leur niveau de marchands de vln la cause que je soutlens". 

This quote shows seme patrician scorn on Mistral's part for the monetary 

crisis that the vignerons were facing. It also shows Mistral's confused 

Ideals and that he believed the cause that he fought for to be entirely 

his and of no c m c e m for others, be they shepherds or "gens de mas". 

As Lafont suggests, did Mistral think that If Provence had been entirely 

Independent fron France, It would have been cocooned against the social 
2 

unrest that swept throu^ Europe In the 19th Century? 

Mistral's Inability to accept historical events, such as the 

Ccmnune and the "Revolte des vlgnerons". Is further proven In his 

memoirs where he tends to either ignore or falsify events for his own 

benefit. This fact Is upheld by both Lafont: "N'a-t-11 pas d'allleurs 

plusleurs fols dans sa vie exalte les Illusions sur le passe, et denlgre 

Inexactitude hlstorlque?"^ ard by Thlbaudet: "lis (ses manolres) sont 

vrals, mals d'une verlte de poete".^ For Lafont, Mistral had great 

potential to help Occltanla In Its fight against central powers, and 

yet he never realised It. He was either bom too late or too early.^ 

In Heraud's view. Mistral was born too early: "Frederic Mistral et le 

Fellbrlge n'ont caresse de desselns polltlques qu'apres avoir dcnne la 

preuve de la pennanence d'un foyer provengal d'art et de culture; ce 

passage au politique, d'allleurs si fugace, etait sans doute premature" 

1 L. Bayle, Proces de I'Occltanlsme, p.138 
2 R. Lafont, Mistral ou 1'Illusion, p.195 
3 Ibid., p.322 
4 A. Thibaudet, Mistral, p.? 
5 R. Lafont, Mistral ou 1'Illusion, p.222 
6 Guy H6raiid, Peuples et Langues d*Europe, p.38-39 
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Althou^i Mistral made great contrlbutlcns to Provengal literature, 

especially through his ^Ic poems, Mlrellle, 1859, Calendal, 1867, Poeme 

du Rhone, 1899, his poetry gradually lost Its spontaneity and Interest. 

Many of Mistral's later poans. In Lafcnt's eyes, were museum pieces, 

heavy and didactic in content, lafont claims that. Indeed, they reflect 

the Pelibrige movement itself, •which gradually sunk into a certain cult-

worship of Mistral, their meetings becoming self-indulgent and veering 

towards self-glory and folklorlsm. Mistral's leitmotiv: "une fuite hors 

du temps"^ and hostility to scientific progress meant that few of the 

Provengaux could identify with their movement. "Le Pelibrige ou tient 

un discours de liberation bourgeoise que le peuple ne comprend pas, ou 

renforce le peuple dans le provincial!sme, I'archalsme moral et culturel' 

Mistral's belief in the cause of the South seemed to be half-hearted 

and between 1909 and 1914 "le Pelibrige est bien definitivement un 

Pelibrige minimum, dent les fetes annuelles se confondent avec des 

representations folkloriques. Mistral, au sommet d'une gloire inoule, 

ne celebre plus qu'une cause Ideale, au-dessus de I'histoire". 

Heraud, in his book Peuples et Langues d'Europe, states the 

tendency of minorities "a decouvrir, reconnaltre et assumer son etre 

propre. Cette prise de conscience de la realite nationale intervient 

pour chaque groupe & des epoques differentes; elle s'effectue tantot de 

fagon brutale, tantot en tatonnant, et coiporte parfois de phases 

regressives".^ It is the fact that the cccitan nationalist movement 

could regress that worries Lafont. He feels that if the movement is to 

succeed, then it must remember Mistral and, therefore, avoid the 

mistakes that he made: "11 faut que les occitanistes se gardent de 

I'utople, des mystifications diverses et toutes graves, qui ne cessent 

de menacer leur progres".^ 

1 R. Lafont, Mistral ou 1'Illusion, p.250 
2 R. Lafont, Clefs pour I'Occitanie, p.l40 
3 R. Lafont & A. Armengaud, Histoire d'Occitanie, (article by 

R. Lafont), p.775 
4 Guy Heraud, Peuples et Langues d'Europe, p.37 
5 R. Lafont, La Revendication Occltane, p.315 
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CHAPTER V 

Regionalism and Nationalism 

"La Revolution RSgionaliste" 

Guy Hgraud states: "1'alienation gcononique est elle-meme, pour 

partie, le rgsultat de I'alignaticn ethnique. Si les besoins 

gconomiques sont catalogues, par rapport aux culturels ccrane des 

besoins primaires ils n'en supposent pas moins, pour Gtre pleinement 

satisfaits, la liberty nationale. Ainsi dans I'ordredes urgences la 

dGsalignation ethnique prime la dgsaliGnation goonomique."! As already 

seen, France can be divided into two parts: the North of the Pranks and 

the "langue d'oil", and the South of the Goths and the "langue d'oc". 

And yet France can not only be divided into two parts historically and 

linguistically, since it can also be seen as two economically opposed 

sectors. "By 1939 the greater part of the wealth of France was 

concentrated in Paris or in the country chateaux of Parisians ... All 

this tune France had been investing eagerly in countries like Morocco 

and Senegal ... But she neglected her own provinces, notably the South 

and West, and this wasted resources. The notion grew up of 'two 

Frances'."2 Whilst researching the phenonemon of the "luttes 

occitanes , Alain Itouraine statesi "Pour beaucoup la defense de 

1 Occitanie est celle d'une rSgicn et de categories sociales en chute; 

pour d'autres, au contraire, attirgs surtout par I'exemple de la 

Catalogne, il s'agit d'un mouvement prcpranent nationaliste qui se veut 

etranger aux probl&mes internes de la socigtg Ftangaise."3 Robert 

Lafont s perception of Occitan Naticnalism^ follows the latter cxncept. 

Regionalism plays a great part in Lafont's thinking as the Occitan 

regions are seme of the poorest in France: "Dans 1'ensemble Sccsicmique 

frangais, I'Occitanie est dans une position minoritaire."^ 

1 G. Hgraud, Peuples et Langues d'Europe, p.15 
2 J. Ardagh, France in the 1980's, p. 125 
3 Alain Iburaine, Pays Ccmtre I'Etat, p.16 
4 Hbre one must point out that Robert Lafont's concept of Occitan 

Nationalism ("La Revendicaticn Occitane") is not a political party 
as such, although political by nature, and is not conterminous with 
the Occitan Nationalist Party (PNO) which follows concepts such as 
Fontan's "ethnisme" and Guy Hgraud's federalism. 
cf. R. Lafont, La Revendication Occitane, p.302-305 

5 Autrement, "Occitanie", No. 25, June 1980, article by A. Alcouffe, 
pTBS 
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Lafont sees France as a colonial power that has throughout history 

sought to dcminate others. He claims that Prance^ with its centralised 

government, has succeeded in colonising its own interior domains 

creating unequal regional eccxiomies. Central government has therefore 

created a situation where primary nations, or ethnic groupings, such as 

Britanny and Occitania, have been subjected to the control of a 

secondary nation, the political nation, which is France herself.1 

Paris, the seat of central government, therefore runs the lives of all 

other regions: "Paris c'est la France."2 

Ihrough a process of interior colonisation ̂  says Lafont, Paris 

controls governmental decisions tharety dictating the sitings of 

industries, railways and roads.^ This control of decisions means that 

Paris can either ruin a region or can make it flourish. As Lafont 

states: "selon la stratggie capitaliste de I'espace, les regions, 

vastes ou petites, sont dans une instability acc61grGe du destin. 

Elles peuvent #tre promues ou sacrifi&es tour & tour selon des conflits 

de puissances gSographiques qui s'Stablissent successivement."^ 

Lafont, in his fight for Occitania, therefore sees the need for an 

amelioration of regional economies as part of his battle: "Le 

r&gionalisme est une morale C(3nbattante."5 Tb improve the situation 

he envisages a decentralised government so that regions can have more 

say in the running of the economy. To fulfil this ambition of a 

decentralised system, people must support it both in everyday life and 

in politics. In fact, in Proget Paysan, Michel Debatisse states: 

"l£S paysans ne sont pas apolitiques, puisque depuis trenteans ils 

nggocient et combattent en m§me temps tous les gouvemements ... 

seuls, ils ne peuvent plus le transformer. Industriels, comraergants, 

banquiers et gouvemement doivent jouer e n s e m b l e . ^ 

1 This concept of primary and secondary nations is discussed in more 
detail in Lafont's book Sur la France 

2 R. Lafont, Dgcoloniser en France, p.32 
3 cf. impendices C and D 
4 R. Lafont, Autonomie de la Rgqion 5 I'Autogestion, p.37 
5 R. lafont. La Revolution rggionaliste, p. 249 
6 M. Debatisse, Le Projet Paysan, p.13-14 

Michel Debatisse was Secretary of State for Agricultural and 
Alimentary Industries, 1979-1981. 



Ihis reflects Lafont's feelings as he sees central government as 

inconvpetent since it can have no intimate knowledge of regional 

affairs, whilst if regions were run by people directly involved, they 

would knew what was needed for their particular region. For a 

region to be manned properly, all people involved should lend a hand. 

Robert Lafont therefore links Regionalism with Nationalism, as he 

states that people in France are gradually realising that regional 

economic problems have become serious: "lis nous faut oonoevoir une 

politique susceptible de s'insurer au centre de la vie frangaise, en 

accord avec I'gveil de la conscience populaire."! Decentralisation, he 

says, can only come about once France has rid itself of the concept of 

interior colcxiisaticai. Ihis concept will therefore be discussed as an 

inherent problem in regional economies, as will Lafcnt's programme for 

a successful progranme of decentralisation. 

(s) Ihe Central State and Interior Colonisation 

Robert lafont, when discussing regionalism, states that 

under-development in France only became a disturbing phenomenon in 

the 19th century during the Industrial Revolution: "il n'est 

devenu ravageur qu'au XIXe s i & c l e " . 2 reason for this problem 

of under-development in Prance, claims Lafont, is central 

government. Ihis is because central government follows a policy 

where it can favour certain regions, usually those closest to the 

Paris basin, or to established trade routes: "Ce sous-

dgvel05^)ement n'est pas une catastrophe naturelle, ineluctable, 

les faits d'histoire y ont leur part, m@me dans le cas oil une 

r§gion est ggographiquement d§favoris§e (d§centr§e par rapport aux 

grands axes europ^ens de circulation du commerce) ou pauvre (sols 

ingrats, sous-sols sans resources)." 3 

Yet although the French government did try to encourage expansion 

into under-developed regions, i.e. local "expansion committees", 

and in 1950 subsidies and tax concessions were granted to firms 

willing to move out of Paris and willing to establish factories in 

lessdevd-oped regions,4 regions in the South became poorer and 

more people migrated to richer areas looking for better paid jobs. 

1 R. Lafont, La Revolution Rggionaliste, p.18 
2 Ibid., p.15 
3 Ibid., p.14 

4 J. Ardagh, Prance in the 1980's, p.127 



In 1972 Regional Assemblies were set up, yet "they had no direct 

mandate and few powers of decision. Politicians would preach the 

need for more decentralisation, but French traditions have always 

proved a stubborn Obstacle and the central power of the State has 

long been a source of discontent."! Lafoot himself states that it 

is because of the nature of central government and the acceptance 

of its powers by the people that Regionalism has became a matter 

of such importance. "La motivation de la vie civique, la partici-

pation, est en coraplgte decadence."2 

lb be able to fight against Paris and its unsound regional 

decisions, Lafont feels that one must acknowledge that inequality 

exists both in the regicsial eccncmy and in the regional social 

situation. Those responsible for this inequality, he states, are 

the State and its supporters: "Le responsable essentiel du 

dgsgquilibre est 1'absence de perspectives rSgianales,l'alliance 

dans I'inconscience de I'esprit de I'Etat et de I'esprit des 

rSgionaux, ici d'une bourgeoisie qui a voulu le d€s§quilibre."3 

This is why Lafont sees Regionalism as a revolutionary concept.'^ 

lb achieve regional equality, he feels that one must fight against 

central administration. lb do this one must also fight the 

"bourgeoisie" and its capitalist ideals, as they are the 

supporters of the State, and through the State the "bourgeoisie" 

can exploit the regions. "VgritS ultime: la classe rSgionale des 

notables est une classe collaboratrice du pouvoir colonisateur. 

Elle ne subsiste que par les rSusslteSdont peut se larguer son 

dgvouement & Paris et au capital Stranger. 

The major cause of regional economic problems, states Lafont, is 

the process of interior colonisation set up by the French 

centralised government.6 iDrbaMkar colonisation had been a reality 

1 Ibid., p.124 
2 R. Lafontf La Rgvolution Rggionaliste, p.52 
3 Ibid., p.127 
4 Also illustrated by the fact that Lafont entitled his book 

La Revolution Rggioaialiste. 
5 R. Lafont, D§coloniser en France, p. 107 
6 Both Rene Nelli and Eugen Weber make the statements to the same 

effect cf. R. Ne,11i, Mais, Enfin, qu'est-ce que I'Occitanie?, p.159 
E. Vfeber, Peasants into Frenchmen, chapter 29 
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In France for many years: for example, "In 1943, Adolphe Blanqul 

ccnpared the people of France's Alpine provinces to those of 

Kabylla and the Marquesas, and the ccrrparison was several times 

repeated In official reports and in print in 1853, 1857 and 1865 

Yet few people accept that a country could colonise within its own 

boundaries. If they did accept it, says Lafont, they saw It as 

Occitan propaganda, an accusation which Lafont refutes: "Mais pour 

nous, cette expression, non pas de colonialisme tout court, mals de 

coloniallsme Interieur n'est nl une banniere facile de revolte, ni 

un moyen d'attlrer I'attention par le scandale. II est I'expression 

la plus commode que nous ayons trouvee & la reflexion pour deflnir 

un certain nombre de processus economlques".^ In 1957, the words 

"coloniallsme Interieur" were first used by Charles Brindlllac in 

an article entitled "D^coloniser en Prance".^ Yet It was not until 

1961, during the Decazevllle miners' strike^ that these two words 

became a common and accepted concept of centralisation. 

In 1962 the Comlte Occitan d'Etudes et d'Actlon made the fight 

against interior colonisation one of Its principles. Its manifesto 

when examining the role of central government, demands: "egallte 

des droits polltlques & I'lnterieur de la Nation frangalse, qui 

fait que, dans la mesure ou lis soutlennent la politique centrali-

satrice par la masse de leurs suffrages, par leurs engagements 

dans les partis natlonaux, les Occitans tendent a substltuer une 

autocolonisatlon a la colonisation de type Imperiallste; creation 

d'une categorle de fonctlonnalres frangals, d'orlglne occltane 

en majorlte, qui soutlent alnsl une politique antlreglonallste 

sur tout le terrltolre et au niveau du prlnclpe m&ne: lis trouvent 

dana le service du pouvolr tout ce qu'auralt pu leur apporter la 

vie de leur region".^ Finally, In 1970, Jean-Jacques Servan-Schreiber 

declared "la guerre coloniale est maintenant en Prance" 

1 E. Weber, Peasants into Frenclmen, p.487 
Kabylla: mountainous region of Algeria 
Marquesas: French Polynesian Islands 

2 R. Lafont, La Revolution Replonallste, p.l40-l4l 
3 cf. R. Lafont, La Revendication Occltane, p.271 
4 Decazevllle miners' strike, cf. below, pf#, 
5 As quoted by^R. Lafont, La Revendication Occltane, p.281 
6 R. Lafont, Decolonlser en Prance, p.65 ~ 
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According to Lafont, it was really the Occitan nationalists who 

brought the idea into the limelight of public opinionl. This was 

because those who believe in the Occitan cause abhor the fact 

that, although France as a whole is a rich country, it has totally 

ignored and, in some casesesTloited its regions, leaving seme of 

them, notably the Southern regions, under-developed and poor: "lis 

dgnoncent dans le sous-dGveloppement regional, la soumission 

gconomique de pays autrefois conquis et un colonialisme qui n'est 

pas different de celui qui s'est exerc€ outre-ner."^ It was 

thought that v^en she had fallen as a colonial power, France 

"allait vivre en paix dans son hexagone, adonnge & elle-neme"3, 

and yet colonisaticxi, it seems, does not have to be an overseas 

phenonenon. In this respect E. Weber's views are similar to 

Lafont's: "The famous hexagon can itself be seen as a colonial 

empire shaped over the centuries, as a complex of territories, 

conquered, annexed and integrated in a political and admini-

strative whole, many of them with traditions that were 

specifically un- or anti-French."4 

•The fact that centralisation is an inherent trait in French 

thinking is mainly due to France's historical background, claims 

Lafcsit. And it goes back to the Capetian administration and from 

then on became part of the French "esprit national". "Get esprit 

rSnovg par la Revolution de 1789, a transmis de I'Ancien Rggime S 

la Rgpublique actuelle le centralisme comme une des donnges 

apparentes du oontrat entre citoyens, par quoi se fonde une nation 

politique. ^ He later states that the centralisation became "une 

tyrannie subie par la conscience citoyenne et du d€p§rissement de 

I'idge nationale en France."6 

Centralisation therefore was accepted without people realising the 

dangers it could cause. As regions gradually relied upon 

centralised decisions, they lost their ability to think for 

themselves. Lafont sees this process as dangerous as regions 

became colonies of the central government and so are in danger of 

losing their regional identities: "Ce caractAre frangais du 

problGme d'oc ne peut excuser I'alignation fondamentale subie par 

les Occitans, ni dissimuler la duperie dent ils cnt §t§ vietimes.7 

1 of. R. Lafont, La Revendication Occitane, p.279-281 
2 R. Lafont, La Revolution Rgqicnaliste, p.10 
3 R. Lafont, Pgcoloniser en France, p.65 
4 E. Weber, Peasants into Frenchmen, p.485 
5 R. Lafont, La Revolution Rggionaliste, p.22 
6 Ibid., p . 2 3 — 

7 R. Lafont, La Revendication Occitane, p.281 
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The Central State, having colonised its regions and having caused 

a situation of under-development in many of them, then has to 

provide an outlet for the social problems of the under-developed 

regions. That is to say that the State has to provide jobs and 

homes for people vrtio have been forced to leave their regions 

because of the State's inccrrpetent policies. Ihe outlets provided 

by the State, "fonctionnariat d'Etat, industries de zones 

favorisgesy dgbouohes outre-roer, puissance d'absorption humaine de 

1'ensemble parisien"^, do nothing to relieve the problems of the 

under-developed regions themselves, and therefore the regions are 

trapped in a vicious circle of colonisation. As Lafont states: 

"&iand un pays ensoumet un autre, il se reserve le progrfes et 

enferme 1'autre dans la m@diocrit§."^ By leaving their regions or 

allowing themselves to be exploited, the autochtonous population 

creates a situation of "autocolonisation-^ vttich to Lafont is the 

worst aspect of interior colonisation because, instead of 

relieving the problem, they are unconsciously aggravating it; 

"L'Education des naticnaux par le centralisme fait qu'eux-memes ne 

peuvent concevoir la defense de leur region."4 % e Central State, 

therefore, ends up in a position where it can favour one region 

yet usually to the detriment of others. 

Ihis point of view of Lafont's is supported by other ccranentators. 

For example, J. Ardagh states: "When the railways were built, for 

political and strategic reasons, their network was traced radially 

round Paris with a few good cross-country lines, so that even as 

late as 1938, it was quicker to go from Tbulouse to Lyon via Paris 

(683 miles) than direct (340 miles).Much the same can be said 

for the siting of industries; they were also centred round Paris: 

"VJhen heavy industry grew up, some of it settled near the coal and 

iron-ore mines of the North East or the upper Loire, but much of 

it went to Paris, to be near the sources of finance and the key 

Ministries."® 

1 R. Lafont, La Involution Rggicnaliste, p. 142 
2 R. Lafont, Lettre Ouverte aux Frangais, p.150 
3 R. Lafont, La Revolution Regionaliste, p. 141 
4 Ibid., p.l7 
5 J. Ardagh, France in the 1980's, p.125 
6 Ibid., p.125 
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Eugen Weber^ writing about roads in France in the 19th century, 

describes the road network thus: "A system built to serve the 

government and the cities and lacking a supporting network of 

secondary thoroughfares had little to do with popular habit or 

need. Administrative highways, a historian of the centre called 

them, made for troops to march on and for tax revenues to reach 

the Treasury.Ihe regions that the State overlooks therefore 

became poor and underdeveloped: "La loi du profit se dSvelofpe 

libreraent a I'intgrieur d'un Etat centralist qui lui foumit son 

c a d r e " . 2 What is more, the State can easily ignore regional 

underdevelopment if its treasury is full. 

France therefore uses its regions as pawns in the game of high 

finance, ignoring the effects on people themselves: "II est & 

craindre que tout pouvoir, en regime capitaliste, dialogue non 

avec une population colonis§e, mais avec les vrais maitres de 

I'^ooncmie, les colcnisateurs eux-m§mes, que #e soit directement, 

que ee soit 3 travers notables et politiciens interposes. 

Lafcnt, whilst saying central government follows the vAims of the 

high finance, adds that this in turn follows the whims of the 

"bourgeoisie." And it is the "bourgeoisie" who keep colonialism 

alive in France today, says Lafcnt; "Notre bourgeoisie a laissS la 

situation coloniale s'Stablir et enaprofite; Ihey exploit 

regions as they would overseas colonies, like Algeria, and reap 

profits, whilst ignoring the needs of the native population, they 

invest their money in other regions, once their own has been 

tapped for profit and, finally, this forces workers, be they 

agricultural or industrial workers, to find employment elsewhere 

in another region. "La catastrophe, la d^structuration de 

I'Sccnomie, la destruction de 1'Industrie, la colonisation du 

dcmaine agricole, datent de la fin du XlXe. Elles cxifcregu 

1'accord des bourgeoisies rSgionales & qui I'Etat centralist a 

toujours permis de tirer leur gpingle du j e u . " ^ A system of 

exploiting resources and then abandoning them once they have 

produced their maximum, has been set up. 

1 E. Weber, Peasants into Frenchmen, p.195 
2 R. Lafcnt,""La Revolution RSgionaliste, p. 16 
3 R. Lafcnt, D6colcniser en France, p.73 
4 R. Lafcnt, Lettre Ouverte aux Frangais, p.162 
5 R. Lafont, Dtcoloniser en France, p.90 

Lafont, whilst making these claims, is always careful to provide an 
example of such a situation occuring in a region. Ihese various 
examples have been duly noted and are the subject of Chapter V (b). 
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(b) Interior Colonisation and the Econcmy 

Lafoit is not alone in stating that the French situation, as a 

whole, does not realise how detrimental centralisation can be to 

its many regions. Indeed H§raud writes: "Ce qui est d^cevant et 

triste, c'est que lesFrangais ne se soient pas encore apergus 

qu'ils sent en train de d^truire leurs prcpres richesses par une 

politique assimilatrice et uniformisante aussi bomge que pleine 

de suffisance."! However, Lafcnt's theories are supported by 

concrete examples proving that his fight for Occitania is 

justified. He clearly shows that Occitania has been neglected as 

a region and exploited as a financial buffer by the State: 

"L'Occitaniste contemple son peuple trahi, dSposs§d€, chassS, sa 

terre occupge."^ in his book, La Revolution RSgionaliste, Lafont 

clarifies the colonial situation in France by describing five ways 

in which interior colonisation has been established, and then goes 

on to give detailed examples of how each process has worked in 

underdeveloped regions. 

Hie first process of interior colonisation was started due to what 

lafont calls "La d§possession industrielle et 1'investissement 

oolonisateur".3 Once an industry has been established in an 

underdeveloped region, it is usually controlled, if not owned, by 

foreign trusts. Biis means that any profit from industry will not 

be of benefit to that region as it has no capital invested in the 

industries. Therefore no money is spent to improve conditions in 

the region, money is being taken out of it and regional resources 

depleted with no compensation. The best example of this is in the 

languedoc departments where, in 1963, out of all the companies 

that employed more than 100 workers, only two were run by regional 

capital.4 "Le pays est mis en coupe r§gl§e par des trusts 

Strangers S ses limites naturelles, exactement comme un pays 

colonial ouvert soudain."^ 

1 Guy HSraud, Peuples et Langues d'Eurc^, p.93 
2 R. Lafont, Clefs pcftir I'Occitanie, p.224 
3 R. Lafont, La RSvolution Rggioialiste, p.143 
4 Ibid., p.148 
5 Ibid., p.145 
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This fact is supported by Alain Peyrefltte's statement that Industry 

In Prance is "devoree par les 'multlnatlonales'"^, vAillst Alain 

Alcouffe, an econcnilst and an Occltan militant, states that "le 

trait le plus caracterlstlque de I'economle occltane: sa dependence 

^ I'egard de centres de decision et d'accuimlatlon du capital 
? 

exterleurs". Another problem which occurs vis & vis Industry in 

underdeveloped regions Is that of providing workers. An under-

developed region, states Lafont, cannot provide enough technicians 

and skilled workers; they have to be Irrported fron richer regions. 

Blue-collar workers also have to be Imported fron other countries 

as and \^en regional workers leave to find enployment in the richer 

industrial zones: "lis preferent d'ailleurs se proletarlser en des 
^ o 

regions de plus forts sal aires et cMent au mirage de Paris". ̂  The 

best such exanple was ;^n Pos-surnnier was developed and steel 

workers had to be inported from the North. Another example was in 

Bagnols-lY^coule Wien, due to an atonic Industry being established, 

a whole new town had to be built to house all the skilled workers".^ 

IZhe second process of interior colonisation is the overvAelming 

pre-eminence of Industries of extraction over industries of con-

verslon. This is also aggravated by the fact that most industries 

of extraction. In underdeveloped regions, are owned and converted 

elsewhere into products that are then placed back Into that region's 

market. Therefore goods sell at a higher price than if they had 

actually been made in the region. The best exanple of raw materials 

being taken without profit to the region, is that of "gaz du Lacq". 

The most obvious way to use the gas was to extract it and use It in 

the region. Not withstanding this, it was a concern controlled by 

non-regional capital, the gas was punped out and pipelines were laid 

for the immediate use of richer regions, i.e. Paris. It was claimed 

that the State needed to be assured of a safe market: "la securlte 

du marche"^. Natural resources therefore play a great part in a 

region's development; If these resources are of poor quality or 

quantity, they will be of no Interest to capitalists and therefore 

the State Ignores them. 

1 Alain Peyrefitte: member of the Acad&nle frangalse and prominent 
Glscardien. Alain PeyrefItte, Quand la Rose se Fanera, p.74 

2 Autrement, No.25, June I98O, article by A. Alcouffe, p.64 
3 R. Lafont, La Revolution Reglonallste, p.154 
4 Ibid., p.153 
5 Ibid.. p. 156 
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Lafont also cites the crisis in 1961 over the Decazeville miners. 

The government decided to close the coal mines, as they claimed 

the coal supplies were exhausted, and yet the miners declared the 

c^posite. A strike ensued with the whole region backing the 

miners.^ 

Industry is not the only facet of regional economy that has been 

affected by interior colonisation. Agricultural land has also 

been taken out of regional hands and away from regional influence. 

Absentee landlords are the main cause; they buy their land from 

people leaving the regions and then exploit it, i.e. Parisians 

owning land in the South. In other cases the land is owned by the 

regional bourgeoisie who have left the area but still reap the 

profit from the land. This means that the land is exploited and 

yet the regional people themselves do not benefit. "Ainsi 

derriSre la trahison industriei^e de la bourgeoisie langmedoclenne se 

profilait non seulementJadGpossession industrielle de la rGgion, 

mais m§me une dApossession agricole".^ 

Agricultural land first fell into foreign hands in 1907 with the 

first phylloxera crisis and then the subsequent slump in the wine 

market.3 Land was therefore sold cheaply to farmers frcm other 

regions. It was a case of selling land to survive or selling land 

so as to emigrate. The Camargue and its rice fields is the best 

way to illustrate this example of land being sold to foreigners. 

As Lafont states: "La Camargue du riz est une plaine coloniale."* 

After the last war, the Camargue and its rice was seen as a good 

investment and so practically every big farm changed hands. This 

meant that foreign trusts took over. Lafont gives one example of 

how the Bank of Indochina held land for Algerian investors.^ 

1 cf. R. Lafont, La Revendication Occitane, p.271; 
Autrement, No. 25, June 1980, article by R. Pach & J. 
Eiret-Chaussat, p. 156 

2 R. Lafont, La Rgvolution RSqionaliste, p.160 
3 of. Bechtel, La Grande Rdvolte du midi; 1907 
4 R. Lafont, Clefs pour I'Occitanie, p.222 
R. Lafont, La Revolution RSgionaliste, p.163 
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An additional problem that is ccnparatively recent^ is that 

European fanners from North Africa have bought land to farm. Ihis 

meant that in 1957 ̂  97 repatriated owners held 5^477 hectares in 

the languedoc. Lafont adds that "1'estimation actuelle devrait 

quintupler ce chiffre".! What is more, once land is bought in a 

region by non-regional investors, it also reduces the number of 

jobs. For example, repatriates from North Africa are liable to 

employ Spanish, Portuguese and African workers, as they are 

cheaper to hire and are only seasonal necessities.! Ihe fact that 

jobs become less available results in the depopulation of under-

developed regions and they become veritable deserts with no 

industry, no agriculture and few inhabitants. ]his situation is 

acknowledged by HSraud: "La situation est particuliSrement 

dgprimante dans les parties nontagneuses de I'Occitanie et en 

Bretagne".3 

Lafcxit's fourth example of hew underdeveloped regions have been 

affected by interior colonisation is through "La dgpossession des 

circuits de distribution".4 He states that it is the Parisians 

vlho control the market ecoiony and therefore they ccmtrol the 

prices. Because foreign capital controls most outlets for 

products, this leads to "nggociants e x t g r i e u r s " i h e producer 

has to rely on the demands of a non-regicnal market and, as the 

producer, his salesmen and his promoters are usually from other 

regions, this means that no money flows into the regicxi vAiere the 

industry is based. Ihe Camargue is yet again used as an example. 

Most rice fields there are owned by non-regionals and they sell 

the rice to non-regional markets. % e situation is made worse as 

workers are imported to harvest the crop.^ No money flows into 

the region as even salaries are non-regional. France has also to 

prepare itself for a slump in its market as Spain is gradually 

c%n$)eting for exports, and the situation is likely to worsen once 

Spain joins the E E C . 7 

1 Ibid., p.163 
Ihis remark was made in 1967; it is therefore possible that by now, 
1983, the situation is even worse, as most repatriates buy land near 
other repatriates and usually prefer to sell land to other 
repatriates. 

2 Ibid., p.164 
3 Guy HSraud, Peuples et Langues d'Europe, p.76 
4 R. Lafont, La R§volution Regionaliste, p. 164 
5 Ibid., p.164 
6 Ibid., p.166 
7 J. Ardagh, France in the 1980's, p. 128 
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Ihe fifth and last process of interior colonisation isy in 

Lafont's mind, the most devastating: "La dgpossessicm des 

ressources touristiques."^ Iburism and its effects on the au-

tochthonous population are also a strong cause in the Occitan 

Nationalist movement as they affect the daily lives of 

regionalists by destroying their peace and using their land 

without their even gaining monetary profits. There is also the 

fact that tourism is morally degrading, an unfortunate phenomenon 

of all colonisation, says Lafcnt: "L'habitant du lieu contemple, 

impuissant et exclu I'opgration par laquelle on fait de 1'argent 

avec son ciel, sa iter, son silence f o r e s t i e r . " ^ Lafcnt states 

that tourism is seen by economists and officials as the best way 

to introduce money back into a strained economy, and yet the money 

still falls into the hands of non-regionals. Land is sold cheaply 

to investors, as many regionals need the money to survive. The 

locals then, in some cases, advise how the land should be used. 

Promoters then arrive to build houses which are then promptly sold 

to foreigners at exorbitant prices, lb make matters worse in 

some cases v^ere big tourist complexes have been built, hyper-

markets are installed to cater for the needs of the new 

inhabitants.^ This means that the local traders have to compete 

with non-regional concerns. Poverty has also led to houses being 

sold, whilst in seme cases whole villages have ended up in foreign 

hands; this means that the houses will only be occupied at certain 

times of the year, which results in a situation where there is no 

fluidity in the regional economy. 

In 1966 the President of the "Union Professionnelle Patronale de 

Marseille" stated: "Si on laisse aller les choses et leur 

degradation relative, avant dix ans nous serais le camping 

d'Europe et la residence secondaire du Parisien."^ Ihis comment 

proved to be prcphetic, as in 1971 Lafont was already stating "La 

Provence est maintenant satur§e, saoule de touristes."^ 

1 R. lafont. La Revolution Rggionaliste, p.166 
2 Ibid., p.170 
3 R. Lafont, Clefs pour I'Occitanie, p.223 
4 R. lafont, la Rgvoluticn Regional is te, p. 169 
5 Ibid., p.170 
6 R. Lafont, DScoloniser en France, p.99 
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In 1967 Lafont had suggested that the Interlar regions of Prance, 
1 

the most under-developed regions , would perhaps profit from 

tcurlsm, as very few people ever stepped there. To encourage 

visits, he proposed the building of better hotels because of "le 
^ 2 

sous-developpanent du reseau hotelier". Ironically, It Is now not 

only the coastal regions that are saturated by tourists as the 

Interior regions also have their tourism problems. And it is still 

not the Indigenous population ;Ao profit, but big non-regional 

concerns who wheel and deal in real estate, majdzig fortunes by 

selling to other foreigners to the detriment of reglonals. 

Tourism has also caused ecological problaas. Land that was once 

used as a means to feed the population has been appropriated for 

building and le/aure activities: "Ce qui vaut le plus cher en 

pays touristique, c'est le terrain d'lnactlvlte".-^ Not only do 

these buildings take away a means of feeding the population, they 

have also taken away areas of great natural beauty and interest. 

This problem is not only caused by tourism, as the Government has 

also appropriated land for military purposes. The best exaiiple is 

the case of Larzac wMre, in 1971, the Army announced their intent 

to extend their firing ranges frcm 7,000 acres to 42,000 acres. 

The 103 sheep fanners Involved were offered ccmpensatlan, but, 

loath to sacrifice their ancestral acres^, they began to resist. 

The ecologlsts and antl-mllltarlsts of Rrance took up their cause, 

as did the Occltan Nationalists, Robert Lafont himself raising the 

Oc flag during demonstrations. Their Oc slogan "Gardarem lo 

Larzac" was on many Hps and became well known graffiti on walls; 
c; 

Larzac became a national crusade. It not only became a crusade 

against ecological destmctlon, but also became a battle against 

the State, as the Ministry of Defence misjudged the situation. 

1 Brltanny, the Alps and the Massif Central, cf. R. Lafont, 
La Revolution Reglonallste, p.l66 

2 Ibid., P.16B 
3 R. Lafont, Autoncmie de la Region a I'Autogestlon, p.48 
4 Ibid., p.157. Larzac was given to the Knights Taiplar by the 

king of Aragon. 
5 cf. J. Ardagh, Rrance In the I98O's. p.342-343 
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In assigning the Larzac area as a military zoney the Ministry of 

Defence ignored the regional people themselves, who relied on the 

area for their livelihoods. Ihe State therefore dismissed those 

who spoke out against the project as an insignificant minority. 

The resulting force of public outcry was not foreseen. The Larzac 

situation is perhaps the best example of how the State fails to 

consult regional people.^ 

1 When MitterrtxAci became President, he announced the decision to 
abandon all plans for the Larzac. cf. Peyrefitte, Onand la Rose 
se Fanera, p.57 



CHAPTER VI 

Decolonisation and Autoncmy 

Occitania, daninated by France, is in danger of losing both its 

language and its culture. Regional eccnomies are also endangered by 

central government. Lafont is on the side of oppressed minorities, 

that is to say the workers and regional minorities, be they Bretons, 

Corsicans, Afghans or Ocx:itans, but the fight for Occitania ̂  remains 

his overriding concern. To fulfil his ambitions for Occitam'cL^which 

are to re-establish its culture, language and economy, Lafont proposes 

a programme for decolonisation and, cmce, if ever, it is established, 

he proposes one for autonomy to follow it. It is in his bodes, 

Dgcoloniser en Prance and Autonomie de la Rggion A I'Autogestion that 

cne feels the strength of Lafont's political views. In fact, in the 

former he states : "On reccnnaitra dans ce livre une nouvelle 

information et de fagcm ggnSrale une plus grande fermet§ de propos, une 

plus rigoureuseentrge dans le politique. 

(a) Decolonisation 

In his prograrrmoe for decolcxiisation and hence decentralisation, 

lafont first mentions Eurc^. He sees Eurc^ as a danger to 

France as it is based on colonialism. This means it is based cn 

capitalism, and favours the richer regions of France, penalizing 

"les regions d€jS d€favoris§es."2 Eurcpe has not only created and 

even encouraged more regional inequality, it has also caused a 

situation vdiere France itself is becoming a European colony, or as 

he puts it: a province of capitalist E u n ^ : "Par un chemin ou par 

un autre 1' integration gconomique europgenne est une destruction 

de 1'ensemble Arangais."^ 

1 R. Lafont, D§coloniser en France, p.11 
2 P'41. i.e.: Uie EEC when stipulating prices for agricultural 

produce in 1964, kept maize at a low price. Itiis was to the 
disadvantage of the South Vfest regions of France, 5% of their 
agriculture being devoted to maize. 

3 Ibid., p.142 
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This Idea of Europe Is echoed by M. Debatlsse who ccmments: "Nous 

somes condamnes a I'Eurc^e".^ Debatlsse goes on to argue that 

EEC policies have meant that agriculture In Prance has Increased 

Its profits^ so there is a positive side. Yet Europe Is not the 

only threat. America and Its form of capitalism* that of big 

holdings such as Llbbys, General Motors and the General Electric 

Ccnpany, have also penetrated the French econcmy: "La concentra-

tlon amerlcalne se fait sur le terrltolre frangals, avec la bene-

dlctlon de I'autcrlte frangalse, au detriment des posslblUtes 

frangalses de developpement industriel". Big American holdings 

are gradually putting capital Into French businesses and there Is 

so nuch capital available that many other Eurc^ean ccncems are 

affected: "Le pays le mleux occupe par la puissance amerlcalne, 

ccmpte tenu de sa tallle, est le Pays-Bas: 858 million de dollars 

Investls; 200 fiiroes USA installees ccmme telles, 119 assoclees a 

des affaires locales".^ The fact that the USA Is a threat not 

only to Prance but to Europe Is also perceived by J.J. Servan-

Schrelber who states: "La trolslane puissance Industrlelle mondlale, 

^res les Etats-Uhls et I'URSS pourralt blen etre dans qulnze ans, 

non pas 1'Europe mals 1'Industrie americalne en Europe". He then 

goes further by saying: "L'Europe du lYbrche Conraun est devenue 

pour les hcrmes d'affaires amerlcalns un nouveau Par West, et leurs 

investissements se tradulsent moins par de larges transferts de 

dlsponlblUtes que par une prise de pouvolr au seln de I'econcmle 

eurcpeenne".^ Lafont fears that the USA Is likely to colonise 

Europe, which In Its turn has colonised Prance: "Alnsl la colo-

nisation est toujours 1& Interleure frangalse, ml-lnt&'leure 
7 

europeenne, exterieure americaine".' 

Pimly on the side of oppressed minorities, Lafont sees a capitalist 

Europe and USA as aggravating the problems of colonisation. The 

fact that capitalists are In control of Industry means a situation 

1 M. Debatlsse, Le Projet Paysan, p.lBO. Also cf. Chapter 9' 
L'Europe, helasi" for information about Europe and agriculture. 

2 cf. R. Lafont, Decoloniser en Prance, Chapter IV "La Nouvelle 
Nation", pages 133, 139, 156, respectively 

3 Ibid., p.157 
4 Ibid., p.135 
5 J.J. Servan-Schreiber, Le Defl Americaln, p.17 
6 Ibid., p.23 
7 R. Lafont, Decoloniser en Prance, p.178 



where injustices are bound to miltlply. This Is due to the fact 

that greater industrialisation has given birth to a new race, that 

of the "technocrates". He sees them as a race apart, "la 'societe 

close' des technocrates",^ who have taken over Prance for the 

benefit of capitalism: "Les technocrates succedent & I'homne 

d'hlstoire. lis par lent chiffres. Plan, Marche ccnmun, "nouvelle 

soclete". lis sont la pour cette politique. lis attestent moins 
2 

la grandeur nationale, plus la rentabillte des entreprises". The 

fact that making money at all costs has beccme the prime aim, means 

that social problems are more likely to be ignored, vAillst regions 

are plundered more than ever by ncn-regicanal profiteers. They are 

a-political, have no views and worship efficiency and cost effect-

iveness . 

Lafont states that the rich regions of Prance have made the poorer 

ones their vassals and have caused "le syndrom d'abandon, de 

d%)end»nce, de debrouillardise, de criminal 1 te, par quol I'cn 

definit la psychologie du colonise".^ Peyrefitte says much the 

same thing in Quand la Rose se Ftnera: "inflation, chonage, 

inegalites, dirigisme, asphyxie des services publics sont le 

produit nonnal du syst&ne economique dcminant".^ This situation, 

says Lafont, is bound to create a feeling of inferiority in 

regional pecple and this feeling has been deepened by the influx 

of non-reglonals into the uMerdeveloped zones. With virtually 

limitless credit available and through hi^ salaries for seme, 

non-regionals have bĉ ĝht themselves holiday houses and have 

created a society of their own to replace the existing one: "La 

cote provengale s'est alors transformee en une veritable banlieue 

elegante de Paris".^ As a result, if one ranains in one's original 

region, there will soon be nothing left to stay for: "Ou seront 

alors les autochtones, slnon dans des quartiers reserves, pitto-

resques proletaires; ou dans des reserves canpagnardes, folklo-

riques gardiens des paysages".^ 

1 R. Lafont, La Revolution Reglonallste, p.55 
2 R. Lafont, Decolonlser en France, p.11 
3 Ibid., p.69 
4 A. Peyrefitte, Quand la Rose se P@nera, p.35 
5 R. Lafont, Decolonlser en Prance, p.97 
6 Ibid., p.127 
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As Lafont's political views progress^ his personal mark of 

socialism becomes definite. He feels that May 1968 was a high 

point for socialism in Prance.^ The riots came about, he said,as 

discontent with capitalism spread throughout Eurc^ and the Wbrld. 

Revolutionary forces exist in Italy, Germany and revolutions are 

becoming more frequent in the Ihird World. Ihese phenomena have 

all been anti-capitalist, and have all been reactions against 

their respective societies. In 1968 the society of Prance was 

dominated ky the "bourgeoisie", says Lafont. Capitalist ky 

definiticn and self-seeking, they therefore ignore the oppressed 

minorities or exploit them for profit. The riots were a reaction 

against a society set in its conservative ways. But the 1968 

riots failed to change society. A few ccncessicns were made to 

appease the rioters, i.e. universities were given limited 

autonomy, and yet because of the "bourgectsie" who more or less 

rule the State, the system of colonisation and oppression remained 

intact. Ihe Communist Party did little to improve the situation: 

"Par la tactique du Parti Communiste, la classe ouvri^rs franq:aise 

est condamnge & I'attentisme, & 1'Electoralisme, au rgformisme 

th^orique, a 1'inaction practique, aux revendications mineures et 

sectorielles."2 ihe Communist Party therefore had no power to 

uphold an attempt to achieve major changes in a conservative 

society. 

Lafont's views therefore progress from being those of the 

(±,iective economist, to those of the politician: "La 

decolonisation rSgioiale est une forme iirportante de la lutte 

nondiale contre 1'imp§rialisme."3 He proposes a programme of 

decolonisation vAiich, if ever followed by Prance, would contribute 

towards the fight against capitalist imperialism. There are three 

main factors in this programme that one must consider, says 

Lafont, namely; the workers, Europe and regicxialism, and he 

suggests a number of ways in which his programme could be of 

positive value in these areas. Firstly, the workers would benefit 

cm an intematicsial scale. They would be able to concentrate cn 

uniting not only regionally, but also internationally. This is 

because many immigrant workers from the Third World live in France 

due to French colonisation, and for other reasons there are many 

Portuguese, Spaniards and other European nationals. 

^ ^bid.f Chapter V: "Quand la parole change de camp". 
2 Ibid., p.183 
3 Ibid., p.287 



Lafcnt wishes to see a system of internationalism expand fully, 

v^ere solidarity with iimiigrant workers could lead to a "front 

conmun des travailleurs."^ This socialist view of Lafont's shows 

his faith in workers joining together in a common cause ;%rldwide« 

Ihis solidarity of workers would have the following results: "Elle 

prcmet & br§ve §chgance de rendre intenable le chauvinisme 

national inposg au proletariat frangais par la bourgeoisie et son 

Etat."2 Lafont's faith in the workers is then linked with his 

conception of Europe^ the second factor. Capitalist Europe is 

seen as a threat, but if one has faith in Eastern Europe, it is 

possible, he says, that a socialist Europe will evolve: "une 

nation des travailleurs. 

It is at a regional level that France is most likely to benefit 

fran decolonisation. In capitalist eyes regions should be made 

bigger and therefore fewer in nimber. Lafont does not disagree 

with this as it could be of benefit to a socialist regime, but his 

reasons are quite different: "La region sera done & oonsidSrer 

comme une r@alit@ rSvisable, noeud historique d'un ncmbre 

ijnportant de pulsions novatrices."^ He sees regions as taking 

revolutionary roles. At the mcment regions are run by the 

"bourgeoisie"; this means that the v^ole concept of regions is 

false as they are run according to the whizns of high finance, and 

not according to the needs of the working clases, i.e. jobs for 

t±K)se unemployed in the area. Yet, on the other hand, if regions 

were to be run by the workers and their allies, i.e. small shc^ 

owners and artisans, they could work together and attack the 

bourgeois colonial system in France which had created the prctolem 

in the first place. 

1 Ibid., p.283 
2 Ibid., p.284 
3 Ibid., p.285 
4 Ibid., p.286 
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Having presented the three basic levels lAere the fight against 

the State could be strengthened^ Lafcnt then elaborates his 

programme for decolonisation. What one needs, he says is "une 

§ccxicinie au service de I'hcrnme".^ IWo points are iiost important: 

the first is that if the pcpulaticxi at large is to benefit fram 

such an economy^ then jobs should be available to all. Ihe second 

point is that it should be an economic system that could be put 

into practice straightaway, without the papulation having to 

adjust itself to a new regime. Qice these two goals are attained, 

which is a large proviso, he feels that France could be 

decolcnised swiftly and without injustice. 

He proceeds to give details of how this can come about. At the 

rncment, French and European colonisation threaten the "base 

sociale agricole", because, as already stated, the most fertile 

and, therefore, most profitable land, is in the hands of 

non-regicnals. Ihis means that all the produce from this land is 

also in their hands, lb alleviate this problem, lafont proposes a 

systan of regicxial pre-aiptive rights so that land can be kept 

under regional coitrol. A systen of collective ownership, 

therefore, could be the neans of taking control of the produce. 

Cooperatives could be set up to market it. Yet once collective 

ownership has been achieved, the regional population must always 

be considered. Ihis regional production must correspond to the 

needs of its population. If the region can support industries, 

then: "elles peuvent #tre dispers€es en unitgs d'ateliers, 

jusqu'au fond des regions".3 For an economy to survive it must 

have industries that correspond to modem trends: i.e. 

electronics, aeronautics, etc. Ihis is another point that will 

help France in its programme of decolonisation. A region should 

own and have control of all its natural resources, and it should 

also have control of industry itself. 

lafont is not unaware of the fact that decolonisation would entail 

much expense. He proposes that regional taxes should be created 

to raise money "selon une justice socialiste"^, as it would 

aggravate the problem of migration from one region to another 

since people would generally prefer to live in a region with lower 

taxes. 

1 Ibid., p.295 
2 Ibid., p.295 
3 Ibid., p.297 
4 Ibid., p.301 
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Another source of inoome proposed by Lafont is that of 

subsidies front the State, i.e. the tax on tobacco could be used 

for regional needs. Another proposal is that of "taxes d&colonlsa-

trices"!, taxes could be levied on all secondary houses owned in 

France. Finally, Lafait sees decolonisation happening if tourism 

was more controlled. He wishes to stop the huge influx of 

tourists without preventing workers from taking their holidays and 

without depriving regicxis of their biggest source of capital, lb 

achieve this aim he proposes that all land used for the tourists' 

benefit should be under regional control. Unproductive land could 

be specially set aside for tourism, whilst the "maisons 

seccndaires" of the "bourgeoisie" could be taken over and used as 

holiday homes and camps for the workers, or as centres for 

children and intellectuals.2 

Thus in 1971, lafont sets out a socialist programme for the 

decolonisation of France ten years before the Socialist party 

succeeded in the legislative elections. Lafont, does agree that 

his programme is somewhat sketchy. In fact, in a private 

interview, August 1983, he readily, and somewhat sheepishly, 

agreed that it was almost Utopian in its ideals, an epithet that 

the Occitanists often use against the F^librige in other contexts, 

i.e. the "contented peasant". However, although an idealistic 

programme, it reveals Lafont's great faith in workers, both in 

agriculture and in industry, and how he believes that it is 

through them that France and Europe will fight against imperialism 

and so be able to live in justice and liberty: "Le sentiment 

paysan rejoint la conscience ouvri§re pour dgnoncer le colon et 

son oollaborateur regional; pour dessiner une decolonisation qui 

suppose une gestion nouvelle des biens-sols et une saisie des 

circuits de distribution des produits."3 

1 Ibid., p.302 
2 Ibid., p.305 

When questioned in a private interview, in August 1983, as to why 
intellectuals should be given such privileges, Lafont stipulated 
that when he wrote the word "intellectuel" he meant "le travailleur 
intellectuel." 

3 R. Lafont, Clefs pour I'Occitanie, p.223 



It seems fair to say that Lafont's critique of the present 

situation is better than his proposed prograitme for 

decolonisation, as he asserts that it would be easy for a 

socialist government unconsciously to follow the same path as a 

capitalist one, that is to say, concentrating cn industry in the 

richer regions whilst ignoring the others, moving workers from one 

region to another, and therefore making seme regions into 

industrial and agricultural failures. Ihe other problem would be 

that of money. It would mean that a socialist programme could not 

be carried out to its full extent as having to provide jobs for 

all would mean a huge capital investment that might not be of 

benefit to France as a v^ole. Ihe socialists, guesses Lafcnt, 

would probably want to follow a programme of improvements in 

underdeveloped regions, and would wish to give all regions the 

same chance. Yet he remains sceptical; "Je ne crois gugre a cette 

idylle future ... les Gtats socialistes nationaux, cn le voit 

bien, ne font autrement que les Etats capitalistes".1 For Lafont, 

true decolonisation can cnly come about if the socialists in all 

the regions believe implicitly in decolonisation. "C'est pourquoi 

le thSme du colonialisme int§rfew;rdoit §tre raise au centre, me 

semble-t-il, de tO)ute la reflexion socialiste frangaise et 

europgenne non pas ccmme un slogan trop facile et trqp ggngral ... 

mais commsun critSre sGrieux d'explication et de mobilisation."2 

(b) Autonomy 

Robert Lafont puts his faith in the administrative deoentrali-

sation of France. He foresees that decolonisation will soon 

become a reality: "II est devenu bien difficile de ne pas voir que 

la decentralisation est dgsormais inevitable."3 His optimism 

derives from the present situation in Corsica. After many years 

of political upheaval and violence, Corsica s u c c e e d e d in obtaining 

its own Assembly in 1982. Now that Corsica has achieved this 

major change in administration, Lafont states: "La decolonisation 

franchit la Mgditerran6e."4 He senses that the situation in 

Corsica is linked with the general feeling of discontent in France 

with the system of central government. 

1 R. Lafont, lettre Ouverte aux Francais, p. 195-196 
2 Ibid., p.195 ' 
3 R, Lafont, Autonomie de la Rggion S 1 'Autogestion, p. 13 
4 Ibid., p.l3^ 



He feels that the French people in general, having seen the 

example set by Corsica, now realise that regiwal decentralisation 

is possible and viable. This in itself means that more people 

realize that the State would be more democratic and canpetent if 

regions were run by the people in the regions themselves. He 

states that as early as 1975 a poll set up by the Express magazine 

showed that as many as 67% of French people had confidence in "des 

instances rSgionales pour une meilleure gestion des affaires 

publiques."! 

Linked to this discontent with the centralised State, Lafont 

perceives a growing optimism for the Occitan language itself. The 

State, in recognising the needs for decentralisation, will become 

aware of the importance of regional languages: "DGsormais, I'Etat 

reccnnaltra 1'existence des langues vemaculaires et des 

dialectes, leur dignitg, leur diversity. II en favorisera le 

maintien."2 Heraud, vAien discussing minority groups, their 

languages and their fight for survival, states that in general "La 

defense de I'ethnie - y ccmpris sa culture - implique I'indgpen-

dance politique."3 Although Lafont does not implicitly believe in 

the concept of "ethnie" for Occitania, he is conscious of the fact 

that to strengthen his fight for Occitania, more people must be 

made aware of its existence, simply because if more people are 

aware of Occitania, then it is more likely that more people will 

support the Occitan movement. This belief is also reflected in 

Heraud's comments on minority groups: "L'amour du patrimoine 

ethnique entralne tout naturellement, chez les Elites d'abord, 

Chez les conformistes et le vaste peuple ensuite, des prises de 

position et des actes tendant 3 le defendre et le developper ... 

Qi ne peut sSparer le culturel et I'Sccnomique du politique."4 

Autonomy is therefore the ultimate aim of Occitania. Autonomy is 

not a dream, says lafont, as it would ultimately reinforce the 

system of democracy in France by giving more freedom of choice to 

regional people in the regions, and by giving them a chance to 

participate actively in the running of their region. 

1 Ibid., p.ll 
2 Ibid., p.12 
3 G. Heraud, Peuples et Lanques d'Europe, p. 90 
4 Ibid., p.SGPggr 
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Autrement defines autonomy as follows: "II n'y a pas d'autoncmie 

"en soi". II n'y a pas des statu^Sd'autonomie, dans "je^quels 

sont d§finies les compgtences respectives de la comnunautg 

autonome et du Bouvoir central. II peut done s'agir aussi bien 

d'une "rggionalisation amgliorSe" que d'une quasi-ind6perK]ance."l 

% e fact that autonomy is looked upon with scom and suspicion is 

due to the nature of French society itself, a society that is 

accustomed to centralised government and unwilling to accept 

changes: "Cequl est fem^, verrouill§, bloqu§, archalque, c'est la 

socigtg Frangaise qu'il (I'autonomisme) propose de transformer."2 

And yet, as already stated, Lafont suspects that now that more 

French people are accepting the concept of decentralisation the 

idea of autonomy will be more acceptable too, and ccxitemplated as 

a possibility for the future of France. 

In his book, Autcnctriie de la Region 5 1'Autogestion, Lafcxit 

outlines a programme for regional autonomy in France. For 

regional autonomy to succeed, major changes would have to be made 

in the system of government and in society. His programme for 

autonomy, therefore, presupposes France being decentralised as his 

proposals themselves rely upon regions being eccnanically and 

administratively viable units. Chce pec^le have proof that 

regions can be independent fron the State, then they will be more 

likely to accept the changes proposed. The first major change is 

the reduction in the number of regions in Prance, a similar 

proposal to the capitalist view. At the moment there are 21 

regions in France. This fact is in itself of detriment to the 

naticxial eccncjny, says lafoit, and has been much criticised in 

France for a long time_, the major criticism being that "une 

Sconcmie modeme exige de plus grandes masses de m a n o e u v r e " . ^ 

Seven regions would be created, to be formed according to 

historical and linguistic guidelines. This would include a regicm 

cotprising the traditicnal Mediterranean provinces, i.e.: 

Provence, C6te d'Azur and the Languedoc, including their "arriSre 

pays naturels"^; a region formed from Aquitaine and the 

Midi-Pyrenees, whilst the third region would include the Limousin, 

the Auvergne, the Dordogne, the Loz^re and parts of the Ard&che. 

^ Autrement : Occitanie, No. 25, June 1980, (Article by Remi Pach and 
Joan Biret-Chaussat), p.154 

2 R. Lafont, Autoncmie de la Region 5 1'Autoqestion, p. 18 
3 Ibid., p.95̂  
4 Ibid., p.96 



Ihese regions would, according to Lafont, be likely to cooperate 

both econcmically and sociologically, as they would be made up of 

the regions of the "Langue d'Oc". Hie fourth region proposed 

would conprise the "Bourgogne - Alpes - FroncheOomtS"^; Ihe fifth 

the Loire regions, the sixth "Centre-Seine"^; whilst the seventh 

region, Nord Picardie"^, would be subdivided into "La Bretagne, 

(avec la Loire-Atlantique), Savoie et Alsace-Lorraine"^, with the 

three smaller regions "Le Roussillon, La Corse, le Pays Basque"^. 

Paris, due to its size, would became the "Etat de Capitale"^, 

following the model of Federal states. 

Ihis proposal to reduce the number of regions to seven, seems an 

extremely severe measure as his suggestions ignore public opinion 

and people's attachment to their regions. One suspects that if 

these proposals were put to the vote, that people would elect to 

keep their traditional regions intact. As Reng Nelli points out: 

"Je ne sais si Robert Lafcnt a consult6 les intSressSs avant de 

les rSpartir comme il le fait. Son dgcoupage n'est pas absurde du 

strict point de vue gconomique. Mais je ne vois pas qu'il tienne 

grand ccmpte du besoin qu'ont les petits peuples de se gouvemer 

eux-memes. II y a de I'abus, quand cn se pretend "rSgicxialiste", 

a fourrer dans le meme sac le Poitou - si individualistei - et les 

pays de la Loire; les deux Normandies, la Champagne et la Lorraine 

francophone! La grande Bourgogne que voulait crSer Hitler en 1942 

n'§tait pas plus mcnstrueuse.•• Les dSpartements sont sans doute 

trop petits, mais les regions Lafontiennes sent vraiment 

d&tfesurSes."^ 

1 Ibid. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
5 Ibid. 
6 Ibid. 

p.96 
p.97 
p.97 
p.97 
p.97 
p.97 

7 R. Nelli, Mais, Enfin, qu'est-ce que I'Occitanie?, p.188 



Following Lafcnt's proposals, the international affairs of State 

would be administered by the National Assembly whilst a Regional 

Assembly would be formed to deal with internal affairs, that is: 

L harmcxiisation des plans rSgionaux entre eux et la discussion 

des ccntrats intranationaux et intematicnaux." ̂  Each region 

would ocntrol and administer its own agriculture and industry, 

overseeing all plans for development and improvement. %is would 

mean that the region, governed by regicmal representatives elected 

by regicmal populaticxis, would have no direct ccxitrol over all 

concerning comnunities' welfare, ihe fact that a region could be 

run without central government interference should not exclude 

contact between regions. Regicms should leam to exchange ideas 

and, v^en needed, should cooperate to be of benefit to their 

populations. If regions interacted, they wculd probably be able 

to cmpete more easily against rivals, in the interest of their 

respective needs. Oice regions had learnt to coc^rate, Lafont is 

of the opinion that it would mean that the State itself would be 

more efficient; it would also mean that the State could cooperate 

with other States, One example he uses is that of Corsica: "C'est 

par des contrats rv^iterrangens transgtatiques que I'gcononie 

corse peut d§coller."2 Although Lafont does not go into detail as 

to what line these Mediterranean contracts would take, he does 

suggest that all the 5fediterrajnean States should cooperate to 

fight the growing problem of pollution in their sea. 

For each region to survive as a separate unit in the first place, 

it would have to be subdivided into smaller administrative units 

because of its vast size. Ihe concept of the "pays"3 is therefore 

put forward. Each region could be divided into at least 50 

pays , according to its size and number of inhabitants. Each 

existing department would therefore be made up of 4 to 5 "pays". 

Ihese "pays" would each have an adviser, each adviser representing 

around 30,000 people. The election of the adviser would entail 

yet another major change in France. This time it would entail a 

change in traditional habits and administrative customs, as Lafont 

suggests that the election campaigns for the "pays" should be of 2 

to 3 mcnths. This he says vrauld be necessary to ensure that each 

candidate would meet the people he aspires to represent. 

1 R. lafont, Autonomie de la Region 5 I'Autoqesticn, p.188 
2 Ibid., p.142 ^ 
3 Ibid., p.90 



Meetings oould be set up so that the voters could question the 

candidate and vice-versa, therefore guaranteeing real 

communication between candidates and voters. Lafont stipulates 

that to be able to qualify, the candidate must live in the "pays" 

in question, and that he should also work there. This stipu-

lation is made to ensure that the "pays" will be triOy and fairly 

represented; this would also mean that the candidate would be less 

likely to docilely follow a political party's manifesto. Instead 

the candidate would tend to take his voters' needs into account 

and hence be their true representative when elected. 

Another problem is that of the big towns and their role in a 

programme for autonomy. Lafont sees big towns and cities, which 

are either socio-economic centres or regional capitals, as a draw-

back to regional harmony. The reason for this view is that many 

of these towns have too much influence on regional decisions, many 

of them in fact running the eccnotiy, their populaticm being 

greater than that of their surrounding rural areas. Their 

development should, therefore, be more ccmtrolled"en les plagant 

dans un rSseau qui leur assure leur juste fonction."! For 

outlying areas in the region to benefit from these cities, 

industry should be more spread out ensuring that factories are not 

concentrated solely in or around the city. Administration of 

regional services should also be spread out around the area so 

that cities do not have direct control, and therefore the entire 

region can benefit from the decisions affecting it. Culturally, 

people oould benefit if these cities were the homes of 

universities and contained centres for "artistic" purposes. What 

Lafcnt means by "artistic" purposes is not stated, but one 

presumes that he means for exhibitions, museums, theatres, etc. 

If cities were properly planned, by taking into account the needs 

of the region where they are situated, they would be easier to 

live in as they would cater much more for people's requirements. 

He also suggests that the capital cities of each region should be re-

viewed so that each is geographically and economically well 

situated. Once this scheme has been followed, regions would be 

able to cope alone and compete against other regions. The new 

role of cities would be that of "mStropoles d'gquilibre".2 

1 Ibid., p.99 
2 Ibid., p.101 



As a region would be able to run Its own eoonoqy. It should also 

deal with educational matters. He therefore prc^oses autoncmy for 

universities. He reasons thus: "L'Unlverslte dolt etre conslderee 

dans son ensanble, de la matemelle a la preparation aux doctorats, 

ccmme un service regional essentlel, et sen autononle llee & I'au-

toncmle reglonale" 

regional concerns. 

tanonle reglonale".^ Television and radio services should also be 

Lafcnt states that: "La region dont nous parIons n'est pas la 

Province J ce redult epuise de la vie nationals, mais une soclete 

i^sponsable enfln de son developpement". He thus envisages regions 

as separate, self-sufficient units, but he reasserts the fact that 

these units would cooperate with other units without relying on a 

central State for advice: "Alnsl peuvent apparattre dans la vie 

publlque des zones ou la region prend I'lnltlatlve, jusqu'a recher-

cher ses ressources alUeurs que dans le dialogue avec I'Etat, solt 

en le prelevant sur place par des Impots partlcullers, solt en 

slgnant des conti%ts de developpanent avec d'autres regions, y 
o 

ccn^rls avec des regions autoncmes d'autres Etats". 

To make Lafont's proposals work the question of money arises and Is, 

of course, a prime concern. Lafont continually labours this point, 

as he does the question of regional cooperation, because these are 

the most Inportant points If his programe is to succeed and beccme 

reality. To raise the mmey required, a new system of taxation 

would be necessary to be of benefit to all the regions: "Pratlque-

ment 1'inversion du syst&ne franqals ou le budget d'Etat ecrase le 

budget des collectlvltes locales".^ On the national level, taxes 

should be levied according to the needs of the State, I.e. defence 

and the needs of regions as a whole, i.e. plans made for their 

development. These plans would be put forward and debated by all 

the regl(%is, therefore avoiding a situation of dcmlnance by one 

region over another. If a region needed funds for a particular 

purpose that the other regions did not require, then it would 

automtically pay less towards the State budget. 

1 Ibid., p.117 
2 Ibid., p.126 
3 Ibid., p.124 
4 Ibid., p.131 
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the regional levels Lafont proposes that taxatiw be levied to 

pay for 30% of the nation's budget, the other 70% being paid by 

the national taxes. Ihis would mean that people would pay two 

sorts of taxes, one being a tax devised by the region itself to 

suit the requirements of its population, and therefore varying in 

the way that it would be levied from region to region; and the 

other tax being a national tax common to all regions. The 

regional taxes would hence be levied according to a region's 

resources. If a region was underpopulated or was underdeveloped, 

or both, it should levy lower taxes than a region that was 

developed and flourishing. This could eventually lead to an 

economic "evening up" of the regions. Ihe underdeveloped regions 

would be able to claim more financial support from the State 

budget. 

Yet, once decentralised, a region could not survive if it did not 

levy what Lafont calls: "les taxes d§colonisatrices."l These 

taxes would comprise: sums paid for each secondary house owned in 

France, especially houses owned by people living outside a region; 

and sums paid on land used solely for leisure purposes. Ihis 

system of taxation would be one way by which the underpopulated 

regions could supplement their budgets, as it is in many of these 

regions that people buy secondary houses, the regions being 

quieter and property usually being cheaper. He also suggests that 

a tax be levied cxi telephones installed in holiday homes as these 

telephones would only be used at set mcxiths during the year and 

would therefore be a luxury item. A tax wcwld also have to ke 

levied on people who have retired into a region where they have 

not worked. Lafont, however, does admit that his particular tax 

would affect old age pensioners and so should be levied with 

discretion. It seems that these "taxes d^colcmisatrices" are to 

prevent people from moving to certain areas for their pleasure, 

they would therefore prevent certain areas from being invaded by 

outsiders in search of sun, peace and quiet. Ihe regions notably 

affected by such phenomena are the regions of the "Langue d'Oc". 

1 Ibid., p.135, of. above, pj3( 
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Oie feels that these taxes are therefore suggested in the interest 

of the Occitan nationalist movement. However^ Lafont does admit 

that these taxes are necessary "pour oomnencer S inverser ce 

mouvement dSvastateur par lequel les regions touristiques 

deviennent des rSgions de vieillards ou de capitalistes au 

repos. ^ Personally, one feels that this view is rather one—sided 

as Lafont conveniently sets aside the fact that many people have 

been forced to leave rural areas in search of work and, in many 

cases surely, people after a life-time's work, in seme cases for 

the nation's profit, have earned the right to peace and q u i e t , 

Che feels that Lafcxit should allow for this in certain cases and 

that he should propose subsidies for people to buy their retire— 

ment homes. 

Ihe other criticism of these taxes is that they would also 

penalise the native populaticxi who have inherited property and 

land. Oftenf in underpopulated areas, the heirs inherit both the 

land and the house attached. Although many of them use the land, 

the house, more often than not, is in a bad state of repair. The 

house is then left empty until enough funds have been accumulated, 

i^d yet, if taxes are levied on all secondary houses, these houses 

would have to be sold penalising the younger generations of 

families involved. These taxes would also entail a great loss of 

patrimcnial property and would indirectly be of detriment to the 

Occitan heritage in general; the prqperty ending up in the hands 

of the speculators. Lafont would therefore have to devise a ireans 

to protect propei±y of regional and historical interest. Also to 

be considered is the fact that many people in the regicais are keen 

to own modem houses; they sell off their family houses to pay for 

the building costs, or rent them out, mainly to tourists in the 

summer. These taxes would encourage more people to sell them and 

again the houses would be lost to people fron outside the region. 

It would also mean that many would lose a valuable means of 

supplementing their meagre inccmes. In fact, Reng Nelli states: 

"Je connais despaysans SgSs qui louent une partie de leur ferme S 

des Beiges ou a des Allemands pour n'§tre pas seuls pendant les 

mois d'§t€."2 

1 Ibid., p.135 

2 R. Nelli, Mais, Ehfin qu'est-ce que I'Occitanie?, p.163 
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However, Lafont does propose seme realistic taxes. He suggests that 

foreign trusts be taxed If they own a regional Industry; In this way 

a region would be able to profit frcm capital amassed at Its own 

expense. Taxes, he says, should also be levied on certain products. 

The products would be those that have been manufactured outside the 

region, yet made frcm raw materials taken frcm the region Itself. 

This tax would encourage Industries to base their processing factories 

in the same region as their Industry of extraction. As already 

stated, the normal practice is for industries to extract the raw 

materials frcm one region, to then transport them to another region, 

to process them Into the finished product, and then to sell the 

product back to the fanner region at an elevated price.^ Lafont also 

suggests that a tax be levied on natural resources If they are 

exported frcm their region of origin. For exarrple, a tax should be 

levied on "gaz du Lacq" and on bauxite, as Lafont does not see why 

another region should benefit frcm a resource that Its region of 
2 

origin is not permitted to use. 

Another way of finding money to finance regions Is through making 

banks into regional concerns; In this way, a regional saver and 

Investor would benefit directly from his Investments. Lafont claims 

that the nonml practice Is for regional Investors to deposit money 

in savings banks which allow the money to be used in the nation's 

Interest. Yet It Is normally the rich regions that reap the real 

benefit from the money: "Les soimes d%)osee8 dans les calsses 

locales et departementales d*%)argne entrent dans la circulation 

natlonale du credit et servent aux grands travaux dlts d'lnteret 

national, en definitive a 1'expansion des regions deja relativement 

prosperes".To Improve this unfair situation, Lafont suggests 

that regional financial concerns be run by "La Banque Regionale du 

Credit et d'Investlssement".^ 

1 cf. above p.57 
2 cf. above p.57 
3 R. Lafont, Autoncmle de la R%lon a I'Autogestlon, p. 137-138 
4 Ibid., P.13B 
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Finally, once regions have becone accustomed to the many electims^, 

referenda and taxes that Lafont proposes, a region would be well 

and truly autoncmous. Instead of being run by outside influences 

and demands, regions would beccme econcmically and adniinistratively 

controlled by the regional people themselves. Yet one must avoid 

allowing a region to beccme an independent and insular state as, 

says Lafont: "Ce qui est decolonisateur, ga n'est pas I'autarcie, 

c'est 1'Initiative des entreprises ouverte, c'est I'autoncmie" 

It seems that Lafont's proposals for decolonisation and autonomy 

tend to be rather idealistic. As Rene Nelll states, he proposes 

changes in the system, but falls to consult the opinion in the 

regions. In proposing bigger regions, he fails to take into 

account factors like pride in regional history and that if existing 

regions were lunped together into one big region, it would create 

much resentment. He also seems to put too much emphasis on the 

inportance of the working classes in Occitania. Rene Nelli, î Aien 

discussing Lafont's proposal for decolonisation, states: "Elle 

va contre 1'esprit du marxisme dont les theoriciens meridionaux 

affectent de se reclamer. En imaginant un peuple de colonisa-

teurs et un peuple de colonises, - les sales nordistes (sic) 

opposes aux bons sudistes! - ils substituent a la lutte des classes 

un illusoire affrontement de "nationaux" et raniment ainsi un 

racisme latent qui enl^ve toute signification au ccmbat que doivent 

mener les exploites contre les exploiteurs. Ce serait une catas-

trophe si I'ouvrier meridional etait amene, sous 1'influence de 

ces fausses theories, a voir en I'ouvrier parisien un ennemi de 

race. Ch en prend pourtant le chemini Je connais des ouvriers de 
p 

Chez Renault qui ont ete molestes par les vignerons en colere ..." . 

lafont's theories remain, therefore, his personal socialist views, 

aired with great cmviction. Theories they will probably remain, 

as, in practical terms, to inplement his proposals, the French 

people and the State would have to be greatly transformed. It 

presupposes that at the time of ioplementation, France would be 

economically stable, politically unified and it does not allow for 

the fact that there is at the moment a world slump in trade, 

industry and agriculture. 

1 Ibid., p.143 
2 R. Nelli, Mais, Enfin qu'est-ce que I'Occitanie? p.165-166 



Finally, Lafont relies on the fact that workers, be they In industry 

or in agriculture, will be prepared to live ccmmnally. However, as 

Rene Nelll points out, the fact that rural areas becone depopulated 

and towns develop is an irreversible fact and has always happened. 

People are bound to move to towns as it is inherent in man's nature 

to seek money and work. The only way that Lafont's proposals cculd 

work is if people in rural areas accept to live in collective farms. 

If they did this they would ultimately lose their individuality 

which is so Inportant to the Occltan cause. It was the Indlvldua-

llty of the inhabitants of the Larzac that pra:rpted them to assert 

their rights to the land and It is the strength of character of the 

winegrowers that has helped than continue their fight for a just 

measure of State aid. 

Nelli finally states: "La theorie de decolonisation se borne a 

transposer en tennes d'antagonismes nationaux geographiques, 

ethniques, d'une part 1'opposition generale et diffuse qui se 

manifeste partout contre Paris, d'autre part la lutte des classes 

que les difficultes actuelles rendent plus aigu^. Cette transpo-

sitlon est de nature a tout embroulller et, de plus, elle est 

dangereuse".^ Ihis point of view is in fact valid as Lafont's 

prc^osals for Occitania tend to be rather more of a fl^t against 

the State than a fight for minority peoples. The more militant 

followers could see it as an invitation to armed resistance to the 

State. Similarly, Alain Touraine states when discussing the 

Occitan movement: "Nous concluons que, tout en s'enrichissant de 

ses coiposantes national1stes antl-lnperialistes et de ses reven-

dlcatlons ecczionlques, le mouvanent Occltan, ccrme sous d'autres 

fomes le mouvanent breton, ne peut se develcpper qu'en se deflnis-

sant cctrme un mouvement anlt-etatlque, ce qui est pour lui 

(Robert Lafont) le seul moyen d'integrer une conscience natlonale 
2 

et des luttes soclales". 

1 Ibid., p.165 
2 A. Touraine, Pays Contre I'Etat, p.299; Chapter entitled: 

"Natlonallsme ou Lutte Contre I'Etat". 
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CHAPTER VII 

The Occitan Movement 

(a) Occitan Identity 

Having examined Lafoit's proposals for Occitania, the very basis 

of "La Revendicaticn Occitane"^ will now be discussed, that is, 

whether there exists an Occitan identity or not. As Alain 

Iburaine states, the Occitan people wish to be assured of a stable 

future: "ils dgfendent ... une culture qu'ils veulent 

transmettre; ils s'cpposent aussi S la chute de leur §ccnanie; ils 

veulent aoquSrir la capacity de transformer leur sociAtA. IhSmes 

culturels, ̂ conomiques et politiques se melent sans que leur 

integration soit facile."2 As the Occitans have always been 

repressed people, dominated by the French and economically poor, 

it is this wish to survive in the future that one has to bear in 

mind when considering their identity: "La force et la fragility 

de leur union tient a ce qu'elle repose moins sur 1'affirmation 

d'une identity que sur la reconnaissance d'une blessure, d'une 

dgpossession."3 Theodore Zeldin in his book on the French people 

states: "In the beginning there were no French people. France is 

the creation of a dynasty, which gradually extended its 

dominions by force, diplomatic ruses and marriage alliances. It 

is not a natural geographical region: It is neither a continent 

nor an island. Its boundaries have frequently changed ... There 

was nothing inevitable about the formation of the particular 

coalition of peoples that France came to consist of, and the idea 

that it is one and indivisible is only two hundred years old."4 

1 "La Revendicaticn Occitane" can be translated as : "the Demand for 
Fair Play for Occitania. 

2 A. Tburaine, Le pays Centre I'Etat, p.31 
3 Ibid., p.109 
4 T. Zeldin, The French, p.33 
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Ihe relative modernity of this concept of Prance as one nation 

with fixed boundaries is of gireat iirportance vAien examining 

Occitania and Occitan identity. Also important is the recent 

implantation of French in the South. Ihus, the Occitan language 

and the fight for its survival are therefore important factors 

vdien considering the question of Occitan identity. One cannot 

escape the fact that Lafont sees the "langue d'Oc" as the language 

of a repressed people. It is, in his estimaticai, the voice of the 

workers, agriculturalists and viticulturalists v^o are now having 

to fight to assure their future. In fact, during the 1907 

winegrowers' rebellicai, placards and slogans were all in Occitan. 

Ihe use of Occitan for political slogans has continued as a mark 

of revolt against and distrust of the French government. The Oc 

language is therefore a contemporary phenoienon and not just the 

remnant of a by-gone age. 

The language has survived despite pressure to annihilate it and to 

Lafont, those that speak it have shown enormous strength of mind 

as, not only have they fought against the repression of their 

language, they have also fought against a type of racialism. The 

fact that the Jules Ferry laws of the 1880s sought to stifle the 

use of the "langue d'Oc", as an everyday language was, according 

to Lafont, "La plus parfaite entreprise d'alienation sociale et 

ethnique, de dSracinement et de dScervelage qu'on ait pu mettre au 

p o i n t . N o t only was the language of the South frowned upon, but 

also the people who spoke it were looked upon with scorn. In 

fact, already in 1859, the publication of Mistral's Mir&io gave 

rise to the comment: "Quel dcmmage que ce chef-d'oeuvre soit §crit 

dans la langue de nos domestiquesiIt is against the remains of 

this type of racialism that the Occitans of today are fighting. 

According to Lafcnt, the fact that the South has been treated with 

scorn and the Southerners themselves have been seen as objects of 

mockery, really dates back further than the 1880s, the Jules Ferry 

Laws only reinforcing and reviving people's mockery. He sees 1589 

as the key date that marked the beginning of this racialism. 

1 R. Lafont, Dgcoloniser en France, p.203 
2 R. Lafont, La Rgvolutioi Rggiaialiste, p.196. 

This comment is said to have been made by a Maisieur de Pontmartin 
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It was in 1589 that Henri IV of Navarre became King of France. 

Henry IV iwas a Bearnals and his entourage of Gascons accompanied 

him to the lie de Prance. These Southerners soon became a butt 

for mockery, ridiculed for their accents and for their poor French. 

"Quand Henri de Navarre s'lnstalle au Louvre, 11 est sulvl de 

soldats, d'offlclers, de tre# grands personnages dont I'occltan 

est le langage natural, qui ne savent parler le franqals qu'avec 

une phonetlque, une syntaxe et souvent un vocabulalre ou s'afflme 

I'occltanlte".^ Lafont points out that from then on "La France 

invente un burlesque ethnique, falsant du Gascon une parodle de 
? 

heros, un bouffon". According to Lafont, there were three main 

reasons for this: The first was ethnic; French was seen as the 

dominant language and the Gascons could not speak it. They were 

thus seen as uneducated and uncouth beings: "Le Gascon est done 
O 

local, vulgalre. Les elegants le meprlsent".^ The second reason 

was that Gascony was a Protestant region and so to attack the 

Gascons was to attack Protestantism. Ridicule was therefore an 

Indirect, political weapon against the Protestant faith, seen as a 

threat to the security of France. The third and last reason was 

sociological. The Gascons had long been mercenary soldiers for 

France, many of them coming from minor families of the lower 

nobility. The grander nobles of France who sought to control the 

military, therefore resented the Gascon influence on the King, 

seeing his entourage as socially Inferior. Lafont, when commenting 

on this fact, states: "Prince beamais, fidele a 1'usage officiel 

de son premier royaume, 11 n'ecrlra qu'en bearnals a ses sujets de 

Pan. Homme d'Oc, 11 usera de la langue du 8ud avec ses compagnons 

de guerre, en campagpe, pulsau Louvre. Mais petlt-flls d'un grand 

ecrlvaln franqals, lul-meme eleve a Paris, 11 vlvra entoure 

d'ecrivains frangals ... II ne contredlra pas publlquement son 

protege Malherbe dans 1'intention de 'degasconner' la Cour de 

France". 

1 R. Lafont, Anthologle de Baroques Occitans, p. 19 
2 R. Lafont, Renaissance du Sud, p.213 
3 R. Lafont, Clefs pour I'Occitanie, p.133 
4 R. Lafont, Renaissance du Sud, p.9 
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Itie idea of the Southerner as being uncivilised rernained: "Le 

'meridional' nalt au XVIeme siScle. C'est un accent. C'est un 

type humain."! Ihe Jules Ferry laws reinforced the stereotyped 

idea of the Southerner who speaks French badly and with am accent, 

and \Ao cannot be trusted. As Lafont enphasises; "On sait bien 

alors qu'il y a deux Frances, celle d'Adiousias^ et celle de 

Dieu-vous-conduise, pour suivre Malherbe. Ne parlant pas le mame 

language, elles ne sont pas peuplges des m&ies §tres. Geux du 

Nord du Loire ont pour eux la sagesse, la mesure, la finesse 

d'esprit et le raffinement des moeurs, le goOt des r€alit§s, le 

s§rieux; ceuxdu Sud gardent en un mauvais partage I'outrecuidance, 

la grossiSretg, le r§ve et le verbe, la parole qui ment."3 Even 

in contemporary tunes, the use of dialects has been scorned by 

many French speakers. lafont remarks that people from the South 

have not only been forced to leave their regions of birth, they 

have also been forced to discard their accents if they wish to 

succeed in business. "Cri vend dans ces agences oQ je trouve, 

affairistes, des jeunes gens que je ccnnais et qui exit pris pour 

mieux vendre 1'accent nordique des affaires."4 Alain Iburaine 

also remarks on this phenomenon of people being forced to discard 

their accents if they wish to succeed. He states "L'accent, signe 

indirect de la langue, toum§ en dSrision et devenue barriSre 

sociale. ^ Pierre Bourdieu also recognises the existence of 

racism concerning accents. He goes into this further saying that 

those who are seen as being different, i.e. due to their accents, 

etc., have to learn to accept their exclusion; if not, they are 

condemned to a permanent silence: "Les locuteurs dSpourvusde la 

competence legitime se trouvent exclus en fait des univers sociaux 

oQ elle est exigge, ou ccndamnSs au silence."6 

1 R. Lafont, lattre Ouverte aux Francais, p.100 
2 R' Lafont, Antholoqie de Baroques Occitans, p.19 

"Adiousias": est le signe de reconnaissance de Provinces "gtrangSres" 
qui se sentent "autres", oO I'on dit "aller en Ftance" pour franchir 
la Loire". 

3 R. Lafont, lettre Ouverte aux Francais, p. 100 
4 Ibid., p.117 
5 A. Iburaine, Le Pays Gontre I'Etat, p. 108 
6 P. Bourdieu, Ce que Parler veut Dire, p.42 
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view of life^ his exclamations and gestures that are mocked and 

seen as different. As Lafont says: "Notre gesticulation, cet 

accent de 1'accent, cette surponctuation du langage vous 6tonne. 

Vous plaisantez nos gestes ... C'est que nous ne nous agitons pas 

ccmtie vous. la dgsespoir chez nous est volontiers immobility, 

chute de muscles du visage et chute des bras; la persuasicn se fait 

au bout des doigts."! French is not their maternal language and 

therefore their accent is recognisable: "Mais a cet 'accent' nous 

nous sonmes raccrochSs conme S une identlte rgduite." ̂  T. Zeldin 

praises the case of Jean Est§be, a Professor at the University of 

Tbulouse, and a Ibulousain, v*io claims that he was laughed at 

because of his accent: people would listen to the sound of his 

speech rather than to vAiat he was saying: "So he seized on the 

Occitan regionalist movement to 'give us our dignity', in the same 

way as the Woman's Liberation Movement has given women a new 

dignity. Now, he says not that he comes 'from the South', but 'I 

am an Occitan; that gives me status'".3 Claude Sicre is also 

iKntioned by T. Zeldin as having chosen the Occitan movement. He 

was constantly reminded that he was an outsider by people who 

noticed his Southern accent and ^ o asked him futile questicns 

about how sunny his hcmeland was and vAether he played "Pgtanque". 

Ihe important thing for Sicre is that he has escaped the sense of 

being imprisoned in provincialism: "we are no longer on the 

dole."4 

Ihe Occitan movement and the language it defends are therefore 

symbols of resistance, survival and assertion, and these three 

factors are main pointers when considering Occitan identity. 

Alain Iburaine states when discussing Occitan nationalism: "La 

langue qu'il defend est celle des paysans pauvres d'aujourd'hui 

plus que celle des troubadours ou du Prince Noir. La collectivity 

au nom de laguelle il parle n'a jamais pris la forme d'un Etat; 

elle est celle que forment les viticulteurs qui veulent garder 

leurs vignes, les ouvriers qui manifestent oontre la fermeture des 

usines, les enseignants qui veulent rester au pays et garder les 

ycoles ouvertgg "5 

1 R. Lafont, Lettre Ouverte aux Francais, p.95 
2 Ibid., p.95 
3 T. Zeldin, Ihe French;, p.14 
4 Ibid., p.ie::!? 
5 A. "Douraine, Le Pays Centre I'Etat, p. 110 
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For Lafont, an Occitan is one is aware of his culture and 

language f and yet who is at the same time aware of Occitania's 

situation as a repressed and economically threatened region. He 

states that the Occitans must not fall into the same trap as the 

French who see themselves as a Latin people. He points out France 

is ccnposed of many different peoples, many of them speaking 

various dialects and languages derived frcm the Latin language 

{such as French, Occitan, Catalan and Gallo, spoken in Brittany). 

Ihe name France is, therefore, a label given to the geographical 

area once conquered by the Franks, a Germanic raoe: "La France 

c'est une idge et non une identity. Dans la notion de latinitg 

I'on retrouve le piSge de I'identitg."! 

Ar^u."^along these lines, Lafont no longer considers the 

Occitania of today as a purely Occitan territory , due to 

depopulation in certain areas and the subsequent influx of 

communities and cultures living in the Southern part of France. 

Notwithstanding this, because of repression by the North, the 

South, Occitania, has never really been integrated into the 'idea' 

of France and can therefore be considered as a separate entity. It 

is because of the fact that Occitania is not an integral part of 

France that Lafont feels the necessity for an Occitan movement 

based cxi the "revendication Occitane." Although Lafont considers 

that the Occitans should assert themselves, they should not 

however, become an insular and isolated people excluding all other 

inhabitants of the South: "Les cultures occitane, bretonne ou 

basque, ont tout int§r§t S quitter des positicns defensives, S ne 

pas se laisser enfermer dans des ghettos culturels. Mais pour 

cela, il faut qu'on les reconnaisse existantes!"^ 

An Occitan cannot, therefore, be simply defined as one who lives 

in the South of France, and who speaks the "langue d'Oc". As the 

slogan on an Occitan sticker asserts: "Occitan: mai qu'una lenga, 

una volwtat, una rason. bias de viure."^ 

1 Madias et Langmges: les Lanques de France, No.18, June 1983, p.18 
(extract from an interview with Lafont) 

2 Ibid., p.198 
3 A translation of this asserticai is as follows: "Occitan, more than 

just a language, a will, a reason for living. It is a way of life.' 
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The concept of Occitan identity is therefore a oonplicated mixture 

of awareness, faith and belief in the future of Occitania as well 

as that of other repressed minority peoples. The "revendicatioi 

Occitane" follows the principle that it is the working classes who 

hold the future of Occitania in their hands: "La langue d'Oc ne 

sera pas au service d'une sp@cifit@ ethnique d'abord, itsais d'un 

ccsnnierce avec le itoide ... elle est la langue du peuple."^ Bie 

key to real regional denocracyy according to tafont^ therefore 

lies with them: "Si I'csi veut dessiner une direction dSmocratique 

r§gionale, il faut que la classe ouvriSre soit la colonne 

vertSbrale d'un tel rassembleraent. Or, cette classe ouvri&re 

n est pas ccnpos^e seulenKnt de rSgicxiaux, mais en grszide partie, 

d'jjimlgres ̂  . As A. Itouraine points out, the vrtiole ccxicept of 

Occitanisro relies on the fact that there is a common feeling of 

injustice. Occitan identity is therefore based cn a concept not 

of a cciwnon character but of a ccrancn cause, that of a minority 

people asserting their existence and their rights. 

Finally, when discussing Occitans and their identity, anti-French 

tendencies cannot be overlooked, nor can the fact that there is a 

strong tendency towards left-^ing politics, the South often being 

called "la midi rouge". Ihese tendencies could be explained as 

reactions to the injustices of the French governmental system as 

well as the strong sense of survival and independence inherent in 

Occitania. In fact, Lafont himself claims that centralisation in 

France has made Occitans into reactionaries, and this in itself is 

a part of Occitan identity. 

In conclusion, Lafcnt emphasises what he personally sees as his 

Occitan identity: "Je ne suis pas du Sud. Je ne galSge pas. Je 

suis un autonomiste Occitan, dSmocrate chez lui."3 

Nouvelle Histoire de la Litterature Occitane, 
p.OUD — 

M6aias et Langage: les lanques de France, No. 18, June 1983, p. 17 
(extract from an interview with lafont) 
R. Lafont, lettre Ouverte aux Francais. p. 126 
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(b) Ihe Occitan Movement and its Future 

Mistral was, according to Lafont, one of the main forces of the 

"Renaissance d'Oc", and yet in Lafont's eyes Mistral failed to 

achieve as much as he could have done for the "langue d'Oc" and 

its culture. Instead of continuing to strengthen his position 

with political demands, Mistral fell into inaction and mediocrity. 

Lafont feels that he ignored the importance of the movement that 

he helped to create, and therefore it lost its momentum and then 

Occitania was deprived of any potential benefit. Lafont claims 

that if the situation had been handled properly, Occitania would 

have gained both economically and politically, and that today, 

instead of being increasingly repressed and exploited and in need 

of major changes, if not revolution, Occitania would be an 

established political and economic unit able to realise its 

demands on the State. Mistral, having allegedly failed in his duty, 

one can therefore turn to Lafont and examine his role in the 

Occitan movement, his achievements, if any, to see if the future 

of Occitania will be more secure in his hands. 

In 1952, as the General Secretary of the "Institut d'Etudes 

Occitanes"! Lafont launched an appeal to all Occitaiilsts for 

support in the Occitan cause. His appeal went out mainly to 

Occitan writers; "L'gcrivain occitan qui doit se faire avec 

1'humility la voix du peuple,"^ and to teachers: "Le Pedagogue 

occitan doit se mettre S 1' Scoute du peuple." ̂  He felt that it 

is mainly writers and teachers who are able to spread the concepts 

of the cause as they are in a position where they are more in 

direct contact with the people. Occitania in the lEO's eyes 

became "Ihe aire de coraportements culturels 3 glucider, S amener S 

la conscience, S organiser et 5 d^velopper."^ It is probably fron 

the date of this ^:peal that Robert Lafont became one of the major 

exponents of the Occitan cause and yet, although he is seen by 

many as "Papa Occitanie"^, one must not forget that he is not its 

only exponent. 

1 lEO, see above, p. 29 
2 A. Iburaine, Le Pays Centre I'Etat, p.44 
3 Ibid., p.44 
4 Ibid., p.44 
5 Ihe name "Papa Occitanie" is reputed to come from a play entitled 

Mort et Ressurection de M. Occitanie, of. Le Petit Livre d'Occitanie, 
p. 164 
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In 1945 Pranq:ois Pontan, a minor member of the lEO, conceived the 

idea of Occitan nationalism based on ethnic ideals ̂  that is to 

say: "Un nationalisme occitan fond§ sur une thSorie ethnique qui 

en appelle S 1'union des classes naticnales, paysans, capitalistes 

naticnaux, ouvriers et pet its bourgeois. His views led to the 

creation of the Occitan Nationalist Party, the PNO. The PNO 

supported De Gaulle, seeing him as the best means to achieve 

decolonisation. However, they believe in independence for 

Occitania, as does Lafait, yet they aim to achieve independence 

through different means, mainly by "Un appel & une conscience 

nationale dent I'gveil doit ccnduire S la 'lib@raticn du pays'".2 

Fen tan and the PNO are therefore Separatists and Nationalists; 

Lafont on the other hand, although believing most strongly in 

autonomy and nationalism, bases these concepts on a faith in 

Occitania's future as a culture open to all peoples, rather than 

seeing it as a solely ethnic grouping concerned only with itself 

and therefore insular and egoistical. Anyway, with the recent 

influx of foreign workers into France, Lafont believes more 

strongly in an Occitania united by socialist ideals, therefore in 

an Occitania based on "la solidarity humaine immiSdiate et la 

solidarity universelle."^ As already stated, Lafont feels that 

one should be aware of one's culture and yet one must also remain 

aware of others: "L'hcmme a besoin de retrouverses racines pour 

accepter l'§largissement de son destin. L'hcrnme modeme doit #tre 

S la fois enracing et coanopolite.'"^ 

T. Zeldin, when discussing French regionalism states: "Ihe only 

thing that is possible to predict about this search for identity 

is that it is likely to manifest itself in an ever increasing 

variety of forms; almost each new recruit seems to have his own 

ideas; and as the programme and opportunities evolve, so too will 

the reactions to them ... Local identity is not just a memory, 

it is a process of evolution and creation, and its shape is 

constantly altering."5 Lafont!sactions reflect this view; he sees 

Occitania's future as linked to a gradual progression of events 

leading to its eventual freedom. He states: "Dgs qu'un mouvement 

devient appareil, c'estfini".^ 

1 A. Iburaine, Le Pays Contre I'Etat, p. 144 
2 Ibid., p.44 
3 R. Lafont, La Revolution Bggicnaliste, p.248 
4 Ibid., p.248-249 
5 T. Zeldin, The French, p.25 & 30 
6 Personal correspondence, Mbrch 2nd 1983 
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His actions therefore reflect this view as in 1962 he left the ISO 

feeling that it no longer tallied with his ideals. He then became 

General Secretary to the "Gomitg Occitan d'Etudes et d'Action".^ 

In 1971 the COEA gave way to yet another movement, this time Lutte 

Occitane. Although Lafont was unsuccessful in his stand as an 

autonomistf in the 1974 presidential elections, many of his 

proposals were of interest to Occitanists. Ihis was true to such 

an extent that a new organisation was formed in the same year: 

"Volem Viure A1 Pais" (We want the right to live in our country). 

Ihe W A P revolves around two basic policies. These are 

regionalism and Occitanism. Following a basically leftist 

programme "les comitgs W A P se construisent autour d'un projet qui 

en appelle S une rggionalisation d&nocratique, 3 1'institution 

d'un 'pouvoir regional des travailleurs' sous la forme, en 

particulier, d rSgionales glues au suffrage 

universel."^ Freedom of political choice remains a major part of 

the W A P as this allows people to concentrate more on how to 

improve the situation in Occitania without having to follow the 

manifesto laid down by a political party more likely to appeal to 

the peoples of the North. Ihe fact that the W A P is such an 

organisaticm is mainly due to Lafont's influence. It follows his 

ideals of Occitania being an economic force as well as a cultural 

force. With the creation of this movement, Lafont stated; "A des 

signes ncmbreux et sOrs, on peut penser que le moment est ainsi 

venu oQ la lutte relaie la proclamation intellectuelle, oO la 

revendicaticfi Occitane n'est plus celle des Occitanistes, mais 

celle des masses populaires d'Occitanie."^ Although, as one can 

see, Lafont has faith in this movenent, one cannot help feeling 

that if it does not live up to his expectations, he will progress 

to yet another one. 

Having seen how Lafont believes that the Occitan movement should 

always progress and that it should not allow itself to stagnate ky 

relying on one organisation, as Mistral did, one needs to examine 

the mcftentum of the movement as a whole. According to Touraine, 

there are signs of an increase in the influence of the Fglibres. 

1 COEA, of. above, p. 29 
2 A. Iburaine, Le Pays Contre I'Etat, p.48-49 
3 R. Lafont, La Revendication Occitane, p.315 
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Ihis he says is notable in the IBO: "Bien des FSlibres reprennent 

les positions culturelles dSfendues par I'IBO".! He also says 

that Fglibrige carnivals and fetes attract more people than any 

other events. He sees this as a dangerous fact as it separates 

the defence of the language fron political demands: "Mise 8 

distance dangereuse parce qu'elle peut parfois accentuer 1'image 

folklorique et touristique de I'Occitanie."^ Another problem 

that the W A P has to contend with is the criticism, notably by 

Reng Merle who is an Occitan Communist, that the W A P is not 

linked with an official political party. Reng Merle condemns them 

for this as he sees them as having fallen into the same trap as 

the Pglibrige: "Le mouvement culturel Occitan ne peut sortir des 

piSges du FSlibrige que par son alliance avec les forces 

politiques naticHiales."^ So lafcmt, who has been so keen to avoid 

any of the mistakes made by "Mistral and the FSlibrige, is now being 

accused of such a mistake. Alain Iburaine himself feels that it 

is a mistake that Lafcnt has not actually joined a political party. 

He says that the Occitan movement is doomed if it does not ally 

itself with the Ccsnmunist Party: "L'adversaire de la culture 

Occitane gtant le c^italisme mcxiopoliste^ le combat Occitan doit 

etre conduit par ses adversaires les plus rgsolus : le parti 

communiste et ses allies."4 in fact A. Touraine admits that 

Lafont seems to be aware of this fact and seems indeed, to be 

getting closer to the Communist Party, vAio are beginning to 

acknowledge his views. In 1980 the Conmunist Party held a march 

in Mcntpellier which attracted over 20,000 people; this march was 

held "sous le signe Occitan"^ and well known Occitanists were 

present, notably Robert Lafont. 

Another criticism levelled at Lafcnt and his supporters is that 

they have fallen victim to too much success and that they cannot 

cope with this unforeseen problem: "Dans une certaine mesure, le 

mouvement semble victime de sen succSs dans 1"opinion et ne peut 

ggrer les problems sociaux qu'il a ccntribu@ a p o s e r . 

1 A. Douraine, Le Pays Contre I'Etat, p.48-49 
2 R. Lafont, La Revendicaticn Occitane, p.315 
3 Ibid., p.277 
4 As quoted in A. R)uraine, Le Pays Gontre I'Etat, p.278 
5 Ibid., p.278 
6 Ibid., p.279 
7 Ibid., p.279 
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Pierre Bourdieu, oi the other hand, criticises the Occitanists 

because they are in danger of making languedocien, under the false 

label of Occitan, the dccninant language to the exclusion of all 

other langue d'oc" dialects. In seeking to replace French with 

Occitan, they themselves could be accused of the same crime as the 

French^ Le fait d'appeler "Occitan" la langue que parlent ceux que 

1 on appelle les "Occitans" parce qu .'ils parlent cette langue 

(que perscrme ne parle 3. proprement parler pusiqu'elle n'est que 

la sarnie d'un trSs grand nonbre de parlers diffgrants) ... n'est 

pas une fiction sans effefc . Eh fait, cette langue est elle— 

nieme un artefact social, invents au prix d'une indifference 

dSrisoire aux differences ... et qui ne pourrait devenir le 

principe r§el des pratiques linguistiques qu'au prix d'une 

inculcation systgmatique analogue S celle impcsde, generallsee du 

Frangais."! 

Another criticism of Robert Lafont has been made by T. Zeldin who 

denounces the ambiguois concepts of the movement. He points out 

that supporters of the Occitan movement insist that there is "a 

cultural Occitan consciousness"^ and yet:"The ccngress of the 

Occitan movement gives little hint of v^at that consciousness is. 

The ccxigress appears to be very much like any other 

political congress, rarely emerging from the routine of oratory 

and Wiispers, torn by factions, precariously dominated by its 

leader Robert Lafont, whan sane find charismatic, whilst others 

argue bitterly against his tactics, or accusing him of behaving as 

though he were the "Pope of the Midi". They have not won enough 

power yet for it to be possible to foresee who among them will be 

corrupted by power. They talk as if victory is imminent."3 

Zeldin continues by stating that the movement has not captured the 

masses. Ihis leads to the final criticism levelled against the 

movement - that it will never succeed in obtaining the rights that 

It demands unless it is a unified force with enough charisma to 

capture the imagination of everyday Occitan people, i.e. those who 

live in Occitania and yet are not at the moment adherents of any 

Occitan movement or cultural association. 

1 P. Bourdieu, Ce que Parler Veut Dire, p.140 
2 T. Zeldin, Ihe French, p.18 
3 Ibid., p.18 
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A. Iburaine claims that Occitania has never been unified either 

historically or politically, yet that it would be possible for the 

movement to unify if it experiences a common feeling, that of "La 

conscience de la chute et de la mort collective prochalnes non pas 

l'id§e de ce qui est possedg en ccmmun, mais le sentiment des 

menaces qui pSsent sur tous: desertification, pauperisation, 

vieillteement, dgpendance croissante."^ As cne can see, this 

stateiiEnt echoes Lafont's concept of Occitan identity, that is to 

say the feeling that Occitans are an oppressed people who should 

throw off their shackles and yet the balance of informed opinion 

seems to be, at present, that Lafont will have no more an enduring 

effect than Mistral. 

1 A. Touraine, Le Pays Centre I'Etat, p.288 
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Gonelusion 

Having gradually succeeded in asserting themselves as an oppressed 

minority, shackled by interior colonisation and impeded in their fight 

for their language and their culture by the centralised government of 

France, the Occitanists are now in a position of strength, claims 

Lafont, as Occitans are increasingly aware of past injustices. He 

states: "L'^cole frangaise, en luttant ccntre la reccnqQete totale. 

Elle avait pour tSche implicite de dSsarnorcer la Renaissance. 

Mdemptrice du peuple, elle devait emp§cher la r§demptic»i du peuple 

Occitan."! However, now that the teaching of Occitan in schools is 

gaining ground, and with more time allotted to Occitan on television 

and radio programmes, he feels that the State itself is becoming aware 

of the Occitan situation. 

Although Lafont claims that "I'Occitanisme actuel n'est ni un 

parti de gauche ni un parti gauchiste. C'est un mouvement 

rSvolutionnaire structurant la conscience Cccitane et venue d'elle",2 

socialist ideals play a minor part in the Occitanist movement. In the 

1981 Presidential election campaign, the Socialist Party was seen as a 

means by which the Occitans would achieve their demands^ Francois 

Mitterrand often being labelled as the "President des Occitans"^ by 

the Media. Now that Mitterrand is actually the President of Ptance, 

one can determine what this long-awaited socialist president has 

achieved for his Occitan supporters, as well as whether the Occitan 

movement under Robert Lafont will be able to gain ground in the 

future. 

In 1981, during a Socialist Party convention, Mitterrand stated: 

"Nous proclamons le droit 5 la difference ... le temps est venu d'un 

statut des langues et cultures de France qui leur reconnalsse une 

existence rSelle; le temps est venu de leur ouvrir grandes les portes 

de I'gcole, de crger les socigtAs rSgionales de radio et de TV 

permettant leur diffusion, de leur acoorder toute la place qu'elles 

mgritent dans la vie publique.'"^ And yet, apart from encouraging 

people to pronote regional languages, no direct and positive action has 

been taken, especially in the form of new laws to improve the teaching 

of these languages in schools. 

1 R. Lafont, Lettre Ouverte aux Frangais, p.93 
2 Ibid., p.200 
3 Ibid., p.8 
4 Amiras, Revue Occitane, No.4, January 1983, p.5 
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As a result of this inaction, in February 1983, an open letter was 

sent to the United Nations from the Occitanists demanding action on 

behalf of their language. In fact, the Occitanists claim that although 

there have been a few improvements for the teaching of Occitan in 

schools, i.e. more hours given to the teaching of regional languages, 

more possibilities to sit exams etc., these changes have been made more 

to pacify the Occitans than from any real concern for the future of the 

language. "Enseigner 1'Occitan, ce n'est pas seulement une question 

d'heures, de salles, de cr€neaux dans I'emploi duiba%)8et d'unitGs de 

valeufs universitaires. C'est aussi, c'est surtout une question de 

cbntenu: que dire, qu'apprendre aux enfants qui, avec les motivations 

et le passS les plus divers, d€cident de suivre un cours de langue 

d'Oc?"l 

The Occitanist verdict on Mitterrand is that his Socialist 

government "N'a pas eu les effets que 1 'on pouvait e s p g r e r " ^ . itiis can 

also be said about the Socialists and decentralisation: "th premier 

examen des textes de loi votgs au cours de la session extraordinaire du 

Parlement en juillet et s-eptembre 1981 incite au pessimisme. La 

decentralisation mise en oeuvre par la gauche ne se dgpouille pas de 

1'heritage de "I'ancien regime.Although the subject of many debates 

in the government, and in spite of many proposals having been made for 

new laws, no actual laws have been passed by Parliament on the subject 

of regional questions. Ihe best way to sum up the situation is the 

statement made by Paul Allies, Lecturer in the law department of 

Montpellier diversity: premier exanen de la rgforme engagge ne 

permet pas de dggager des lignes de rupture avec 1'heritage de la 

decentralisation traditionelle. C'est la nAne nggaticxi de I'autonomie 

veritable de populations et de pays qui revendiquent leur auto-

administration a travers les luttes culturelles, sociales et 

politiques. Ces luttes, convergeant sur 1'exigence de "vivre, 

travailler, decider au pays", ortdQ cheminer longtenps avant d'Atre 

prises en ccmpte par le programme de la gauche quand celle-ci §tait 

dans 1'opposition. II faudra qu'elles rSussissent a s'exprimer en 

revendicationsprgcisesypositives, massives, pour @tre enfin reconnues 

par un gouvememertqui ne se satisfasse pas d'une reform^ en 

trcmpe-l'oeil."4 

1 Ibid., p.47 
2 Ibid., p.45 

3 Amiras, Revue Occitane, No.l, January 1982, p.85 
4 Ibid., p.90-91 
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Ibdayy July 17 1984, the Occitanists have, however, good cause to 

hope for new changes as it has just been announced that, not only has 

the government, under P. Maurcy, been forced to resign, but Mitterrand 

has also announced that a referenda on civil liberties will be held in 

September, Ihe Socialist government had become increasingly unpopular 

over the last couple of months; less support had been shown in local 

elections, as in by-elections, vAiilst the European Parliament elections 

also gave unmistakeable evidence of Socialist unpopularity. The 

criticisms of the government had been multiplying, many feeling that 

too much time had been spent by the government on foreign affairs, 

nationalisation and on short-lived job creation schemes, and that 

internal matters had been ignored. Mitterrand, therefore has seen the 

need of a major change in his government. ^ calling a referendum in 

September and by changing Prime Ministers, it seems that he hopes to 

attract the support of the middle-of-the-road voters, ihe use of 

referenda has only occurred five times under the Republic, the last 

being in 1972 when Britain entered the EEC. Ihis time Mitterrand hopes 

to extend the use of a national referendum to questions involving 

fundamental civil liberties.^ In other words, he is proposing "a 

significant extension to the already considerable powers of a French 

President under the Fifth Republic. An ability to go direct to the 

counti:y could be particularly useful to a President who finds himself 

confronted by an uncooperative Parliament in v^ich the Opposition is in 

the majority."2 Hc^fully, with new drive and enthusiasm, Mitterrand 

will see fit to consider the Occitan cause and grant them a few 

ccxicessions in return for their votes. 

As one can see, even with a Socialist government, France has 

continued along a centralised path. Robert Lafont's hopes in the 

Socialist government have therefore not yet been realised. As Alain 

Iburaine states: "for the movement to succeed it must assert itself as 

a movenent against the centralised State: "Ce qui est pour lui le seul 

moyen d'int%rer une conscience national et des luttes sociales."3 

1 Newsniqht, BBC TV, July 17 1984 
2 Times, July 14 1984, article by Diana Geddes, p.4 
3 A. Tburaine, Le Pays Centre I'Etat, p.299 



It seems that the major pn±»lein facing Lafont is that the Occitan 

movement is not a unified fortze. This leads to a certain instability, 

as, in their fight against the State, the Occitans need to coordinate 

their demands., Ihe State is, it seeins, more likely to concede to 

these if it is faced by a unified and therefore concentrated movement, 

able to harness public qpinion. Although the Occitan movement is 

composed of various groups, with the PNO and the W A P dominating, one 

must not underestimate its value as a social statement against the 

State. As Alain Tburaine states: "Les luttes Cccitanes si 

latees qu'elles soient,chercherfc toujours a se rassembler pour former 

un mouvement,occitan. Et m@me si cet effort gchoi^ il a des effets 

importants, il participe d'unedgfense de la soci@t6 contre I'Etat qui 

est aussi celle des faibles contre les forts. Incapable de renverser 

une domination, il a la force nScessaire pour la mettre en cause et 

I'affaiblir. Trop faible pour susciter une grande action organis§e, il 

est assez fort pour gtendre son influence dans 1'opinion publique. II 

ne dgclenchera pas une revolution ou une guerre de liberation 

nationale, mais il est un agent important des luttes sociales qui se 

d^veloppent."! Although Lafont's proposals may never be implemented, 

the mere fact that he is able to make people more aware of the Occitan 

situatKXi means that he is achieving yet another step in the fight for 

Occitania and its position in the hexagon of France. As he finally 

states in the closing pages of his lattre Ouverte: "Je termine corame 

j'ai ccmmencg, rgpgtant que I'Occitanie renait cu nalt, qu'elle 

ressaisit son histoire."2 

1 Ibid., p.303 

2 R. Lafcxit, lattre COverte aux Prancais, p. 209 
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APPENDIX A 

Copy of a panphlet handed to the author In August 1983? by Robert Lafont 

NOS AUTRES 

NOUS, PEMMES ET HOMMES DE CE PAYS, 

Salaries, ouvrlers, militants de grandes centrales syndlcales, 

exploitants et syndicallstes agrlcoles, ecrivains et artistes, travallleurs 

manuels et Intellectuels, electeurs et elus, representant un large eventall 

d'opinions, d'engagements politiques, sociaux et culturels, autochtones ou 

immigres a diverses dates, 

conscients et respectueux de nos differences mais engages par ce 

texte en un mane combat, 

prenons la parole avec solennite en cet ete 83 qui voit comme les 

precedents le deferlement et I'entassement des touristes contredire a la 

fbis les activites productives du pays et I'accueil heureux que nous aime-

rions leur reserver. Ce pays : la Provence et le Languedoc d'abord, mais 

plus larg^ment le tiers sud du territoire frangais qui a nam Occitanie, 

qui a sa langue et sa culture propre, son originalite historique faite de 

grandes luttes d'un passe ancien et recent pour vivre libre chez soi. 

Nous nous decidons & parler alors qu'un gouvernement de gauche que 

nous avons appele de nos voeux et Installe par nos votes dirige I'Etat 

franqais depuis deux ans dej&; nous reconnaissons les actes positifs de 

ce gouvernement et les avancees sociales qu'il a permis de raaliser ou 

d'engager. Nous ne sommes pas de ceux qui utilisent un malaise pour faire 

basculer une majorite. Mais cette solidarite ne decourage pas notre 

franchise, elle nous en fait au contralre un devoir. 

II nous faut done dire qu'aucun des grands problemes qui depuis 

vingt-cinq ans surtout, font de nos regions des regions condamnees, a une 

echelle qui d'abord frangaise est devenue europeenne et se situe aujourd'-

hui dans la division des tSches du monde capitallste, n'est presentement 

regie. Nous demeurons pris entre la lente desagregation du tissu Indus-

triel herite et I'echec des grandes entreprises comme le complexe de Pos, 

enfermees dans la logique du profit, incapables de vivlfier durablement 

une region; plusieurs de nos pays ont une grande tradition ouvriere mais 

on y bat aujourd'hul les records du chomage et des bas salalres. 
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Nos pixxiuctlons agrlcoles : vlgne et vln, fruits, fleurs, legumes, 

cheptel ovln etc...., connalssent une crlse qui met en cause I'eirplol et 

les conditions de vie de la plupart des exploltants : la responsablllte 

en est dans une politique qui favorlse la production massive au detriment 

de la quallte du prodult et des Int&'ets des travallleurs de la terre, 

politique aggravee par la liberation des concurrences eurcpeennes. 

L'avenlr de notre jeunesse est plus qu'alUeurs menace, car nous 

connalssons de molns en molns de solution par I'exll et nous ncus sonmes 

mis recenment & Importer du chonage. 

Ce tableau severe est cache par les calculs de revenus reglonaux qui 

ignorent le sort des populations elles-memes. Vous qui venez chez nous, 

derrlere la belle fagade mlse en valeur pour que vous ne regardlez qu'elle, 

songez a la real1te soclale : vous coi^rendrez pourquol de grandes luttes 

ont ete menees pour que cesse le pillage, le gasplllage ou la condamnatlon 

de nos ressources naturelles et humalnes. 

I#ne si des moyens ncuveaux sont aujourd'hul a la disposition des 

travallleurs, aucune de ces luttes n'a presentement remporte une vlctolre 

definitive. Les terres contlnuent a etre llvrees aux speculateurs, avec ou 

sans les SAFER. Le front de mer fait t^age, I'arrlere pays est de plus en 

plus occupe par les residences secondaires. CXl sera blentot la place des 

Occltans et des autres travallleurs venus en Occitanie? 

Nous decldons de dire d'abord N W a deux pretendues fatalltes : 

- celle de la crlse d'un certain type de soclete : la soclete capitaliste, 

centrallste, animee de la seule loglque du profit; 

- celle d'une construction de 1'Europe determlnee par le liberallsme 

econcmlque, dans la phase monopoliste, avec la conplicite des Etats 

capltallstes. 

A partlr de ce refus fondamental, nous entendons lutter desomals : 

- pour la mlse en valeur de tcutes nos res sources naturelles et pour leur 

retour au service de nos ccmnunautes reglonales quand elles ont ete 

alienees, 

- pour des plans reglonaux de developpement bases sur le cout social, 

sur I'utlllte soclale, pour contrebattre la desertification et 

I'asservlssement touristlque, 

- pour un controle collectif des irvestlssements fonclers et productifs, 

- pour la solldarlte reglonale et Interreglonale a I'interleur de laquelle 

de nouveaux rapports de production, de nouvelles repartitions de res-

ponsabllltes et de richesses sont a Inventer, 
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- ]pour une vie culturelle emanant des populations reglonales et retour-

nant & elles, 

- pour une decentralisation acceleree de I'Etat et plus de democratle a 

tous les nlveaux dans une perspective ou I'autogestlon se complete 

necessalrement de I'autonomle des collectlvltes, en partlculler des 

regions occltanes. 

Les formes d'action sent diverses, une periods s'ouvre de volonte 

combattante et de debat d&nocratlque. L'heure est a I'essor de luttes 

offensives sur des objectifs concrets, engageant les changanent positifs 

de la vie des honmes et des femnes en Occitanie. Nous invitons ceux et 

celles qui sont d'accord avec notre geste a co-signer cet appel et manl-

fester leur determination dans les occasions et les rencontres qui 

apparaltront necessalres. 
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APPgvDIX P 

La loi I>cixonnc. 

Loi no.51,46 ĉTJ 11.1,51 crizr I'enspi^nemAnt dec et 

dialeotes locaux. 

AKTICLE I . - Le Conseil superieur de 1'Education nationale sera 

chargg, dans 1p cadre et des la prorruleration de la presente loi, 

de rechercher les meilleurs moyens de favcriser I'gtude des langnes 

eI. d-ialectes locaux dans 1 s regions oil lis sont sn usag'e. 

ART.2.- Des instruction? pedarogiq-ues seront adress&eaux recteiirs 

en viie d'autoriser les maStres a recourir aux parlers locaux dans 

les ^coles primaipes et matemelles chaque fois qu'ils pourront 

en tirer profit pour leur enseignenent, notamment pour I'gtude de 

la lenguo franqalse. 

ART.5.— Tout instituteur qui en fera la dern&nde pouura #tre 

autor:s& ^ consacrer, chaoue senaine, une heure d'activitis dirig^es 

a 1'enseignement de notions Sl^nentaires de lectwe et d'ecriture 

du parler local et a I'^tude dc inorceaux choisis de la littgrature 

correspcndante. Get enseignement est facultatif pow les Sl&ves. 

ART.4.- Les maftees sont autoris^s i choisir, sur une liste dressee 

chaque annee par le recteur de leur acadlm4e,des ouvrages qui,places 

dans les bibliotheques scolaires, perrnettront de faire connaftre aux 

#l&ves les richesses culturelles et le folklore de leur region. 

ART.5.- Dans les ecoles normales, des cours et des stages facultatifs 

seront organises, dans toute la rr.ecure du possible, pendent la duroe 

de la formation professionnelle ,1 1 'usage des elives--na?tres et 

des el^ves«naltresses qui se destinent a enseigner dans une region 

Is langne locale a affirm! sa vitalite. Les cours et stages 

porteront, non seulenent sur la langue elle—rienie, mais sur le 

folklore, la litterature et les arts popiilaires locaux. 

ART.6.— Dans les lyc^es et colleges, I'enseignerent facultatif de 

toutes les langues et dialectes locaux, ainsi que le folklore, de 

la litterature et des a^ts populaires locaux pourra prendre nlace 

dans le cadre des activites dirigees. 
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ART,7.- Apr&s avis den conseils de faoulte et dec conseils 2 

d'uTiiversite et sur proposition du Consei] s^iperieur de I'Bducation 

nationalE, il pourra etre cree, dans la mesurf ces credits : 

disponiblespden instituts d'gtudes rg-ionalistes co-portant 

notamnent des chaires pour I'enseignement des lances et litteratirres 

locales, ainsi que 1'etlmogxapMe fclkloriqup, 

ART,8,- De nouveaux certificats de licence et diplSmes d'etudes 

sup^rieures, des th&ses de doctorat sanctionneront le travail des 

• itudiants qui auront suivi ces cours 

ART,9»- Dans les miversit^s oti il est possible d'adjoindre au 

jury un examinateur competent, une ^preuve facultati^esera inscrite 

au prorramne du baccalaur^at. Les points obtenus au-dessus de la 

moyenne entreront en ligne de compte pour 1'attribution des 

mentions autres que la mention "passable", 

ART',10.— Les articles 2 ^ 9 inclus de la pr^sente loi seront 

applicables, d^s la rentree scolaire qui en suivera la promulgation, 

dans les zones d'influence du breton, du basque, du Catalan et de 

la lang-ue occitane. 

ART.II.- Les articles 7 et 8 donneront lieu notamment aux • 

applications suivantes; 

a) A Rennes, un institut d'etudes celtiques or^anisera un 

enseignement des langues et litteratures celtiques, et de 

1•ethnographie folklorique. 

b) A 1'university de Bourdeaux A I'Institut d'^tudes ib^riques 

de Bourdeaux, -un enseignement de la langue et de la lixterature 

basques sera organise 

c) Un enseifmement de la langue et de la literature catalanes 

sera organist a 1 universite de Montpellier, ^ I'universite de 

Toulouse, a I'Instibut d'etudes hispaniques de Paris et a I'institut 

d'etudes ib^riques de Bourdeaux, 

i) Un enseignement de la langue, de la litterature, de I'histoire 

occitanes sera organise dans chaouae des universites d'Aix-en-Provenca 

Kontpellicr, Toulouse et Bourdeaux.^ 

I. Amiras Rer^res.Revue occitane. no,/-, Januarj' I98?,p49-50. 
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MOTORWAYS IN FRANCE 

This map shows the distribution of Motorways 
in France. As one can see, t h ^ are highly 
concentrated in the North, the motorw^s to 
the South oonoentrating on the holiday areas 
and ports. 

R. Lafont & A. Armengaud, Histoire d'Occitanie, p. 814 
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NATURAL RESOURCES IN FRANCE 

Uiis Map shows the extracticn of natural resoiroes 
in France. As one can see by the arrows, all gas 
extracted in the South is piped out to the North. 

R. Lafont, Clefs pour I'Occitanie, p. 34 
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APPEMDIX E 

Occitan Organisaticns and Journals 

Action-Po^sie-Occitan: based in Six-Fours (Var), directed by 

P. Le Floc'h. 

Action Culturelle Occitane: associatioi for Occitan singers, actors 

musicians, painters and writers. 

Agence Panoccitane de Presse; based in Avignon, this agency was set up 

to liaise with the French press agencies, yet was disbanded soon after 
its creation. 

Alci e Ara: a quarterly newspaper of nationalistic tendencies. 

Amies de la Lenga d'Oc; based in Paris, an association vAiich caters 

for both FSlibres and Occitanists exiled to the North. 

Ase Negre; founded by Robert Lafcmt, renamed Occitania. 

Ixxi Boui-Abaisso; weekly newspaper entirely written in Occitan, 

1841-1846. 

La Bugada: journal of the "Ccmitg d'Information et de Defense de la 

Provence Int^rieure", an eight page journal published twice-quarterly. 
"Bugada" = washing. 

Calandreta; An infant school based in B6am, founded in 1980, all 

teaching is in the Occitan language. 

Les Cahiers du Calen: of irregular publication, based in Marseille. 

Lou Calen; (Ihe candle-end), cultural association, based in Marseille 

and founded in 1925. 

Centre International de Documentation Occitane; based in Beziers. 

Centres Regionaux d'Enseignement Occitan; these centres are formed by 

Occitan teachers, both from State and private schools. 

Cercle d'Afrairament Occitano-Catalan; based in Toulouse and 

Barcelona, this association is to promote friendship between the two 
minority groups. 

La Clau Lemosina: edited in Limoges. 

College d'Occitanie; founded in 1927 by Prosper Estieu and Joseph 

Salvat, to promote the teaching of Occitan, also provides ccstprehensive 
courses by correspondence. 
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Conservatoire Occitan: based in Toulouse, founded to promote Occitan 

popular traditions. 

ComitSs d'Action Occitans: these are to be found throughout 

Occitania. 

Comitg Antibois d'Etudes et d'Action: based in Antibes. 

Comitg Occitan d'Etudes et d'Action: founded in 1962, it was a 

regicnalist movement, disbanded in 1969. 

Comitg Vauclusien d'Etudes et d'Action: based in Avignon, their 

equivalent of the COEA. 

GomitSs "Volem Viure al Pais": to be found throughout Occitania, under 

the slogan: "Nous avons decidg d'avoir raison". 

Dgmain I'Occitanie: written in French, yet separatist in content. 

L'Echo des Corbieres; this journal sees itself as the "Tribune 

Occitane des OomitSs d'Action. "Nous somraes avant tout, un journal de 
combat." 

L'Escoube: published quarterly. 

L'Estofa Garri; based in %ulon, written entirely in French. 

L'Estrassa Nissarda d'Occitania; based in Nice, specialises in strip 
cartoons. 

Federation Anarchiste-Communiste d'Occitanie; revolutionary 

assocation. 

Femnas d'Oc: association for Occitan feminists, Ibulouse. 

Front Occitan: twice-monthly, written in Ftench, based in Aurenc. 

lou Gai Saber; published each mcnth to prawDte Occitan culture. 

Institut d'Etudes Occitanes: founded in Tbulouse 1945, Robert Lafont 

was once its president. 

Institut Vauclusien d'Etudes Rhodanienties; founded by Robert Allan in 
Avignon. 

Ui Lyqar; published by the Occitan Nationalist Party. 

Lutte Occitane: Occitan political movement, founded in 1970, dissolved 

in 1979. 

Menestral: published twice-monthly, reviews Occitan art (painting, 

sculpture, architecture, etc). 

Mbstra del Larzac: cultural and artistic centre, founded in 1969 by 

the painter Marcelle Dulaut. 
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Movimento Autonomista Occitano: this is an association based in 

Italy. 

Qc: jcwmal founded in 1923, deals with fiction stories and literary 

criticisms. 

L'Occitan; based in Toulouse^ gives general informatics about 

Occitania. 

Occitans a Paris: cultural publication. 

Occitania Nova: replaces the journal Occitania which was disbanded 

1939. 

Occitania, Passat e Present; edited by Lutte Occitane, published in 

Antibes, bilingual and highly political. 

Occitania Libertaire; journal published by the Federation Anarchiste-

Gommuniste d'Occitanie. 

Parlaren; Provengal movement. 

Parti Nationaliste Occitan; the first Occitan political party founded 

in 1959 by Francois Fontan. 

Per Noste: twice-monthly publication issued by the Gasccn sections of 

the Institut d'Etudes Occitanes. 

Parti Socialiste Occitan; based in Avignon. 

Poble d'Oc; anarchic Occitan movement, publishes a journal under the 

same name. 

Pota d'Oc; published twice-monthly, contains cultural information. 

Prouvenco Dau: entirely written in Occitan, published cmce a month, by 
Parlaren. 

lo Revelh d'Oc; twice-monthly, gives information on Occitanist 

affairs. 

Revue des Langues Romanes: published by the University of Montpellier, 

Paul Valery. Robert Lafont is en the committee. 

La Sartan; no longer in circulation, this journal was founded by C.I. 

Barsotti, the Institut d'Etudes Occitanes in 1945. 

Talvera; literary and critical workshop, founded in 1977 by a group of 

Occitans in Paris. 

Teciroeoc: publication dealing with Occitan television and cinema. 

Terra d'Oc: published once a month and directed by Henri Fabre-Colbert. 

Viure: journal oonnected to the OOEA until 1973, replaoed by Aici e 
Ara. 
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Viure a I'EBcola: published twice-monthly for the benefit of Occitan 

teachers and parents of primary school children. 

Vivargs TSrra Occitana: twice-monthlyy published for the Ardeche 

area. 

Volem Viure al Pais; Occitan political movement^ autonomist and 

socialist in concept. 
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